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PREFACE 

This is a contracted study between the East-West Gateway Coordinating 

Council {E.W.G.C.C.) and the St. Louis Regional Industrial Development 

Corporation {R.I.D.C.). Originally a From-To or product flow study of the 

St. Louis region was required by the contract. The table resulting from 

this study represents the transactions of. goods and services among sectors 

specified in the contract for a given year, in static form. This study 

originated from the idea of providing a better understanding of the 

economic structure and industrial interdependence in the region, such 

that public and private decision makers can be well informed on outlining 

their policies for ·regional development and growth. 

Initially this study was proposed and directed by Mr. William White, 

former Project Director at R.I.O.C. A questionnaire was developed, a 

field survey conducted, and sample data were partially assembled between 

June and August, with the assistance of Mr. Joseph Gasparich (M.B.A. and 

doctoral student in Economics at Washington University); Mr. George 

Guernsey {Economics major at Yale University); and Miss Renee Waterhout 

{Sociology student at Missouri University). The author took over this 

project in September, 1968. Needless to say he is indebted to the above 

for their initial accomplishment of this project. 

In order to provide more and better service for the colTITlunity, the 

author agreed with the E.W.G.C.C. to make available to the region a 

completed input-output study. It identifies not only the regional 

product flows of goods and services by sector but also measures various 

direct, indirect and induced effects upon industries of any final demand 

change, through multiplier analysis. 
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Pm>~c.t Direcwr at Sit. Loui5 R. Lu.c. and Jos~ f.a~par.iah~ Re.search 

Assoc.iate. Mr. Siegel assisted in toe completion of data collection from 

~ survey and collected information for transportation, coramication and 

u:ti 1 i ties and finance, .insurance and rea1 estate sectors through personal 

contact with various f i rms , etc... Mr. Gaspari ch has WOf'ked as an assistant 

directly on this ~jec.t since JUfle. In addition to sa~le survey and 

data c1ss~1in9, he has assisted the author in much painstaking wo~; 

tabulation, proof reading. et, .. Without their assistance, this project 

mi4Jbt n()t hawt been completed on time. 

Professors Werner Hirsch of U .. C.L.A. and Floyd Harmston of Missouri 

University have done pioneer work for the St. Louis S.M .. S.A. and the 

State of Missouriil ress,e<;tfve1y.. The author, too. is indebted to them for.? 

their assistance. The author benefited equal -y from discussions with 

Dr. Harms ton . 

In addition. the author would like to express his thanks to Mr. D. Reid 

Ross, fxecutfve Vice President and Mr .. Charles James. Director of Economic 

Re-search at St. Louis R.I.D.C. for their administrative assistance in the 

process of this study. Mr. James Holderread, Industrial Specialist at R.J.D.C. 

has prepared the map of the St. Louis region; Mrs. Susan Echols has constantly 

provided her services in proof reading this report and Mrs. Betty Higgins, 

secretery, with her expertise. typ.ed this report. To them, the author is 

grateful. 

finally, the author would like to thank those firms who have patiently 

completed the questionnaire and all computer work furnished by Washington 

University Computer Center under the author's doctoral dissertation program. 

With credits going to those individuals mentioned above, the author alone is 

responsible for the technique and methodology employed and any possible 

error appearing in this study. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

The input-output analysis was first introduced by Wassily W. leontief 

and has been universally used to study the economic structure and the inter

dependence among industries, for a nation or region, during any given period 

of time. The analysis is static in its nature but is always open, in that 

it deals not only with the industrial relationship within the area but with 

that outside the area, as well. The input-output analysis is a technique 

introduced to better understand the economic structure and to provide a 

basis on which to formulate policies for any economic sector requiring policy 

adjustments due to changing socio-economic conditions. It has been so 

aptly stressed by Walter Isard that: 11 0f the general interdependence 

approaches which have been investigated, the (inter-) regional input-output 

approach is most prominent, both in terms of accomplishment and recognition. 111 

This technique, as explained clearly by Wassily W. Leontief, reckons 

with the transactions of sales and purchases that carry goods and services 

from manufacturer to distributor and, finally, on to consumers. It illus

trates the entire procedure of economic activities through production, 

distribution and eventually, consumption. 

"The data of inpt,t-output analysis are the flows of goods and services 

inside the economy that underlie the summary statistics by which economic 

activity is conventionally measured, 112 said Leontief, "the technique thus 

ties prediction about the external configuration of the system to the 

indirect flows of supply. and demand within. 113 

lwalter Isard, Ml!t ional Anal ction to Re ional 
Science, M.I.T. Press, fllassachus 

2wassily W. Leontief, "The Structure of Development" reprinted from 
Scisnti,M.c American, September, 1963. W. H. Freeman & Co., San Francisco, p. 2. 

3Wassily W. Leontief, "The Structure of the U. S. Economy," reprinted 
from Scientific American, April, 1965, p. 3. 
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In addition to analyzing the direct and indirect interdepen·dence 

between input and output flows ~f goods and services that reflect the 

intersectoral balance of any economic system, the technique provides 

also means for analyzing income and/or employment-induced economic 

changes on the regional scene. 

The "Interindustrial Structural Analysis: An Input-Output Study 

of the St. Louis Region" is the second study in a sequence of this type 

of study being provided for the St. Louis region. In the twelve years 

that have lapsed since W~rner Hirsch's stimulating work of 19554 on the 

' St. Louis Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area, our urban area has 

obviously experienced some changes in it~ social and economic activities. 

Economic structure and interdependence relationships among industries 

may well have been influenced by technical changes introduced during the 

past twelve years. This study surveyed empirically all industrial sectors 

in the St. Louis region and derived its .data directly from firms, for the . 

year 1967. It attempts not only to reveal. the economic ~tructure and 

industrial interdependence relationships in the region for 1967, i.e., . . .. 
a static analysis, but is also intended to compare the resulting chang~s 

in the region between 1955 and 1967! That i~ to say, some comparative 

static analysis will be made. Since this study geographically covers ·seven · · 

counties and one city in both .the States of Missouri and Illinois, spacial. 

comparisons between this region and other areas, such as the State of 

Missouri, are made, wherever possible, in order to investigate areal 

. 4wemer Z. Hirsch, "Interindustry Relations of a Metropolitan Area, 11 

in Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. XLI-4, November, 1959, pp. 
360-369. Based on this study of the St. Louis Region of 1955, many articles 
have been authored by him. 

l 
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differentials. 

Aside from being descriptive, this study is also designed to be 

predictivP., tn the sensP that 1t att~mpts to analyze the imµJcts upon 

,regional industries as a result of changes in exogenous forces. In 

other words, for any given change determined exogeneously from this 

linear, equalibrium model, predictions or forecast in terms of income 

or employment change in the industry and other industries can be traced 

through their respective multipliers. Multipliers derived by consider

ing household and local government as exogeneous final demand sectors 

certainly differ from those derived by considering them as endogenous 

sectors. In order to follow Hirsch's 1955 St. Louis S.M.S.A. study and 

Floyd Harmston's 1963 Missouri study5 for purposes o{ comparison and to 

analyze the interactions of induced· changes from the sectors, both 

approaches were adopted. 

Chapter Two covers the sample s,urvey, including the scope of geogra

phical areas, aggregated sectors and periods _of time, methodology and 

sampling _results. Chapter -Three contains relevant methodology and data 

sources for developing the entire model, in a rather unusually detailed 

fonn, in order that future studies of this approach can be easily and 

economically ma~e. The chapter ~s divided into three parts: manufacturing, 

(13 sectors); final demand (8 sectors); and non-manufacturing induitries, 

(8 sect.ors). Various hyp~theses and their supporting argumenfs are clearly 

· specified and tested, whenever data are available. · 

The St. Louis regional ~nput-output model is designed to give as 

complete a structural description as possible, with proper aggregation by 

sectors, as contracted with E.W.G.C.C. 

5Floyd Harmston, An Inter-Sectoral Analysis of the Missouri Economy, 
1963, School of Business and Public Administration, University of Missouri, 
1968. 
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Chapter Four, The Structure of Regional Economy, deals with the sales 

and purchases relationship among sectors within the region and areas out

side the ~gion. All transactions occurring in the region, by sector, · 

during 1967 were represented in thousand dollar units by the Interindustry 

Gross Flow Table. The sales distribution in relative terms. i.e., in per 

cent, was also provided. In addition, input coefficients per dollar of 

direct sales by sector were computed and included in this chapter. Together 

they portray a static picture of the regional economy of 1967, in which 

the economic structure is outlined and identified, where possible. 

In addition to the descriptive interpretation and analyses by sector, 

this chapter attempts to compare the current economy of the region to its 

past economy, and to the economy of the State of Missouri, wherever possible. 

Reasonings and explanations are given, again, whenever poss·i bl e, after each 

comparison is made. Thus, this chapter contains some comparative static 

analysis between this study and other stud1es of a similar nature. 

Predictive studies, through income and employment multipliers, can be 

analyzed by means of this study. Two models were developed to supply 

related information on income changes of any final demand changes. Model A, 

taking into account consumption-income relationships, computes, in addition 

to direct and indirect effects, induced effects upon industries and income 
.. 

through changes in the final demand. Model B, without considering consump-

tion-income relationships or setting household and local government sectors 

finnly outside the interindustrial framework, gives only the direct and 

indirect income changes resulting from any final demand change. Comparing 

the result of these two models, induced income change by assuming a linear, 

homogenous consumption-income function, is then observed. Table V-1, Direct 

l 

7 

7 
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and indirect Hequire111ent Per Dollar o1 f.xo~1e11ous find I Ue111and, shows all 

effects of final demand upon various industries, when household and local 

government sectors are considered as participants in the production process. 

Table V-2, Direct and Indirect Requirement Per Dollar of Exogenous and 

Endogenous Final Demand, was the basic source, from which direct and 

indirect income effects were calculated and the income multipliers in Model B 

were hence developed. 

Aside from income multipliers and income· changes discussed in Chapter 

Five, the two tables provide information, such as sectoral multipliers, 

which are also dealt with in the chapter. Sectoral multipliers · relate 

: final demand changes to interindustrial transactions, not to incon~ as do 

the income multipliers. 

In addition to technical interpretation and analysis with respect to 

the development of income multipliers, some illustrations were given in 

Chapter Five to demonstrate the usefulness of the so-called inverse matrix. · 

Interesting readers can follow these examples to trace and to analyze the 

impact upon income and transactions of any final demand change. Predictions 

and forecasts can therefore be easily made to cope with various questions at 

hand. 

Although empirical values of employment multipliers have not been 

investigated because of limited time, the theoretical arguments in develop

ing these multipliers are prescribed in this chapter. As is planned, 
. . 

impacts upon employment resulting from final demand changes· will be under-

taken in the study that in-mediately follows. 

A sunmary of important findings and theoretical and empirical limita

tions and difficulties involved in the completion of this study is found 

in the last chapter. Furthermore, suggestions for further research in 

the region are rec01T111ended. -
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For those who arc! riot I rivo I ved w i lh rt•~,t•dn:h w<n-k u I u, h typ,•, 

Chapters Two and .Three require little attention. Likewise, in reading 

the remaining chapters, statistical or mathematical statements may be 
. . 

skipped without harm. This study is so designed that it can hopefully 

accOITll'IOdate a .variety of readership.6 

6See A Primer of Input-Output Economics, by Wi 11 i am H. Miernyk, 
Northeastern University, Boston, Mass., 1957 for a simple but excellent 
presentation of this input-output study. 

1 
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Chapter Two: Sample Survey 

I. The Scope of the Survey 

Industries included in EWGCC's input-output study were specified 

to be two digit industries in the Standard Industrial Classification 

Code. ~ost elements in the matrix were aggregated in a form of ioore 

than two sectors according to EWGCC's specifications in the contract. 

The purpose of this aggregation is to avoid disclosure problems and to 

simplify the implementation of work due to obviously limited budget and 

time. By aggregating the sectors, the study loses detailed information. 

However, the major purposes of this study are to investigate the 

economic structures in the region in a broad sense for macro-economic 

analysis and for public and private planning on an industrial-wide basis. 

In addition to examining the interindustrial relationship in the region 

on the basis of static analysis, this study also provides information to 

compare the change in economic structure for the entire region as a 

comparative static analysis. For these purposes, choosing the two digit 

, S.I.C. level for the development of the sample seemed to be tolerable. 

_ The basic unit of measurement adopted in this study was employment, 

though it was ultimately converted to dollar values in the flow table. 

It was decided to attempt to sample 60% of the employment in each of the 

two digit S.I.C. codes. The firms with the largest employment in each 

industry were selected first until 60% of the employment estimated for 

each industry was obtained. The major source of data on employment by 

S.I.C. was County Business Patterns (C.B.P.), 1967. Data are given for 

each county and Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (S.M.S.A.} as well. 
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The administrative boundary of the East-West Gateway Coordinating 

Council (E.W.fi.C.C.) includes eiqht counties: St. Louis City and 

St. Loui s County, lranklin, Jefferson iirtd St. Ch,H'les Counlies in 

Missouri, and Madison, Monroe and St. Clair Counties in Illinois. 

The city and the first six counties constitute the St. Louis S.M.S.A. 

Since this study is prepared for the E.W.G.C.C., the regional geogra

phical coverage extends from the St. Louis S.M.S.A. to include Monroe 

County (see Appendix 11-1). Total population in this region was estimated 

to be 2,362,278 persons or 51.3% of total residents in the State of 

Missouri in 1967. Of the total population in the region, 76.3% were 

residing on the west side of the Mississippi river or in the State of 

Missouri and the rest, on the east side of the river, or in the State 

of Illinois. In terms of employment, this region employed about 60% of 

the total Missouri employment in 1967. 

In the questionnaire every firm was asked to report its latest 

available data. As expected, all firms sampled answered with 1967 data. 

Therefore, when government documents were used to complete the information, 

some of the latest relevant publications were adjusted or reestimated to 

bring them up to 1967 for purposes of consistency. 

II. Methodology of Sampling 

In 1966 the St. Louis Regional Industrial Developn~nt Corporation . 

· (R.I.D.C.) conducted an input-output survey of manufacturing industries 

for the St. Louis S.M.S.A. A long and detailed questionnaire was used 

and personal interviews were conducted among all sampled firms. 

\ 
t 

-
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A stratified sampling method was adopted in the survey and its 

coverage of finns ranged from those employing one to thousands of 

workers. Within each stratum, a random sampling w·as performed. It 

was planned to interview fifty percent of the reporting units or 1500 

establishments in the manufacturing industries within the St. Louis 

S.M.S.A. 

In the questionnaire, both input structure data and the distribution 

of sales of each firm for each industry were requested in order to 

pennit cross checking in constructing an input-output table (see Appendix 

II-2). However, the results of the interviews revealed the fact that 

finns in St. Louis know the destinati o · of their outputs far better than 

the origin of their inputs, especially where regional breakdowns are 

required. In tenns of input-output fl , information for the rows is 

easier to secure than information for co 1 umns. The reason for this . 

is, "that the bundle of inputs is usua ly so varied and complex that 

their origins are difficult even for f rms involved to track down 

accurate 1 y. "1 

RIDC's 1968 questionnaire was designed similar to the one presented 

by Tiebout to cover a· certain proportion of re_gional employment. 2 

Samp 1i ng the 1 arges t firm first is biased, of course, in this speci fie 

sampling process. However, many manufacturing industries in this region 

have historically been dominated by some large firms. Therefore, 

technical relationships within industries revealed by those firms perhaps 

1w. Lee Hansen and Charles M. Tiebout, "An Intersectoral Flows 
Analysis of the California Economy," Review of Economics and Statistics, 
Vol. -45:4, November, 1963, p. 411. . 

2charles Tiebout, The Community Economic Base Study, Supplementary 
Paper No. 16, published by Committee for Economic Development, Decenber, 
1962. 



are ·more reliable than they otherwise would be. In addition to its 

simplicity, conducting a sample by this method provides an attractive 

advantage of cost saving. It was anticipated that both RIDC's surveys, 

1966 . and 1968 questionnaires, would give a combined picture ·in 

investigating the econo~ic structures of this region. 

As previous experience illustrated, emphasis of the 1968 questionna·ire 

was placed on firms' sales distribution not their inputs. In order to get 

a better return, the questions on dollar values_ of sales and costs were 

stated as optional. Since our unit of measurement was employment and 

the table was basically designed to disclose employment coefficients and 

employment multipliers ·in this region, sampled finns needed only to g_ive 

_ employment figures and distribution of their output by percentages. 

The questionnaire form was short, so that it would be easy to fi 11 out; 

but it was also inclusive enough to serve our needs (see Appendix II-3). 

The ·Metropolitan St. Louis Manufacturing Directory, which lists 

firms by S.I.c. · code and by size and the Large Employer's Directory, 

which lists all employers with over 100 employee·s, provided the basic 

information needed for the mailing preparation of the survey. 

Personal interviews were conducted several weeks later in order to 

complete questionnaires of sampled firms which did not reply or replied 

only in part. Others were interviewed to reexamine or reconfirm the 

information supplied if there was any doubt about its reliability or 

applicability. 

Various forms were designed to code step by step, sampled results 

for each two digit S.I.C. _industry. Employment figures and their 

l 

l 
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distribution for each firm were aggregated to obtain industrial sampling. 

By the same token, dollar values were also aggregated from firms which 

made this information available. 

III. Sampling Results 

The usable sample results of the 1968 survey expectedly differ, 

in terms of employment coverage, from the intended coverage at which the 

survey was aimed. Even with extra assistance through personal interviews, 

the goal of covering 60% of the total employment in each manufacturing 

industry was accomplished only in four sectors: lumber and furniture; 

chemical, petroleum and rubber products; primary metals; and transportation 

equipments. The other manufacturing industrial coverages .were below this 

percentage, ranging from 12% to 49% with a median of 43% of total sectoral 

employment. However, with the 1966 survey, this percentage of employment 

coverage would be rather high. In some industries, the figure is higher 

than when the two samplings are combined. 

For non-manufacturing sectors, the percentage of usable questionnaires 

was not as good as that in manufacturing industries. As· expected, the 

employment coverage was relatively low, ranging from 6% in construction 

to 31% in transportation, colllllunication and utilities sectors. No 

completely satisfactory report was received from the mining industries. 

The weak part of the survey, as in the mining and construction 

industries, was mainly a result of the problem of disclosure. One firm, 

for example, in the mining industry employed more than 40% of total mining 

employees (in the region. Various secondary sources were carefully 
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col lee Led for industrie~:i for less sath l<lctory coverillft", •, uch ilS urmuul 

reports of firms and accessible government fil es . Table 1-1 shows the 

results of usable sample coverage of total employment in ·the 1968 survey 

for each sector. 7 

7 
7 

l 

l 



TAULE I l-1 

Employment Coverage Of Usable Samples, 
-. 1968 Survey By Sector -
s 

...._ I 
C 

L 

------ --- - --
tandard 
ndustrial · Sector 

Regional 
Percentage Employment Coverage 

lassif~cations Distribution 
(1 (2) ( 3) (4) (5)=(4)/(3) 

20-21 Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products 25,240 3,021 12 
22-23 Textiles & Apparel 14,258 5,630 39 
24-25 Lumber & Furniture 6,274 4,265 68 
26-27 Paper & Printing 22,812 8,993 39 
28-29-30 1 Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber 24,307 17,686 73 
31 · Leather Products 8,215 3,523 43 
32 Stone, Clay & Glass 9,441 4,393 47 
33 Primary Metals 26,157 15,658 60 
34 Fabricated Metals 22,071 9,832 45 
35 . Machinery (Except Electrical) 19,712 2,697 14 
36 Electrical Machinery 18, 123 2,300 13 
37 Transportation Equipment .. 68,577 49,900 73 
19-38-39 Ordinance & Miscellaneous Manufacturing I 20, 161 7,252 36 
01-09 Agriculture l ,316 375 28 
10-14 Mining 2,316 384 17 
15-17 Contract Construction 43,222 2,620 6 
40-49 Transportation, Communication & Utilities 64,047 . 19,785 31 
50-51 Wholesale Trade Services 52,210 4,461 9 
52.a59 Retail Trade Services 125,684 17,709 . 14 
60-67 Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 45,923 ·8,868 19 
70-89 Business, Personal & Other Services 126,302 29,044 13 

----· • --·- ... - --- - . - ···- .. 

Source: · Regional Employment is obtained from County Business Patterns, 
Missouri and Illinois: 1967, Mid March pay period : 
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Chapter Three: Methodology And Data Sources 

· I. Manufacturinq Industries 

A. Determination of Total Value of Shipments 

The total value of .shipment for one industry reflects very closely 

the amount sold from this industry, or the physical tra_nsaction that actually 

took place. In this study, we assumed that both values were identical, if 

checks made· from the expansion of aggregated sales from sampled finns did 

not show any significant difference between the two figures. 

The latest data of manufacturing shipments were those for the St. Louis 

.S.M.S.A. by sectors in 1965, published in the Annual Survey of Manufactures, 

1967, by the Department of Commerce. The values. of shipment from various 

manufacturing sectors were es ti mated by multiplying regional shipments 

· (with Monroe County included) in ·1965 by the employment ratio of 1967 to 

1965 in that sector. All -manufacturing sectoral' shipments in 1967 \'!ere · 

obtained separately by the . method just described,_ unless otherwise specifi_ed . 

. The a_ssumptions underlying this methodology are as follows: 

1. Marginal productivity of labor between 1965 and 1967 in the . 
respective sectors remained fairly constant with a relatively 
small change in capital stock and negligible technical 
progress .between the _two years. Therefore, the supply of 
output increased proportionally to the increase in labor 
input~ 

2. Demand for each sector's product increased proportionally 
to that of supply, as a combined effect of both domestic and 
outside demand increases. Inventory adjustment is hence 
negligible. _ 

Except for minor adjustments, such as inventory change, total value 

of shipment in each sector · is therefore expected to change in the same 

direction and with the same magnitude as the change in employment. 
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The value of shipments has to be adjusted because of price changes 

between 1965 and 1967. The difference between price changes by sector 

varies from one sector to another. Wholesale price indexes calculated 

from the Federal Reserve Bulletin, November, 1967, ranged from 1.0029 

to 1.0647 between the two years. 1 By multiplying both employment and 

price change indexes by 1965 shipments for each manufacturing sector, 

estimated 1967 $hipments for each respective sector were obtained. 

lnfonnation for each manufacturing sector with preceedingly described 

data is shown in Table 11-1. 

Total value of shipment for lurrber and furniture in 1967 was estimated 

separately for lumber and wood products and for furniture. The basic 

information on the shipment from furniture producers in the St. Louis region 

in 1965 was given in the Annual Survey of Manufactures. By multiplying 

the 1965 shipments by the percentage increase in employment in the sector 

(S.I.C. 25) between 1965 and 1967, we obtained an estimated dollar figure 

for 1967. In the lumber and wood industry (S.I.C. 24), there was no data 

available on shipments for the region, due to the fact that the standard 

error was too large for it to be useful. Therefore, the state average of 

shipment per employee in 1965 was computed. Again, this average ffgure was 

multiplied by regional employment in 1967 to get 1967 1 s shipment for this 

industry, by assuming equal productivity of workers in this industry both 

in the region and the state. These figures, of course, were finally adjusted 

by price changes to arrive at a sectoral control total. Value of shipment 

in the ordinance industry {S.I.C. 19) in 1965 was not disclosed by the Annual 

Survey of Manufactures. The value of shipment of ordinance ·products in 

1Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Federal Reserve 
Bulletin, November, 1967, p. 1982 and July, p. 864, Wholesale Price Surrrnary. 

-

-

'-

-
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TABLE II 1-1 
Estimated Value Of Shipment For St. Louis Region, 

by Manufacturing Industries, 1967 

Industries S.I.C. Ratio of 1967/1967 Shipment 
Employment Price 1965 

(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
i 
t 

Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products 20-21 l. 00250 l .0468 1 ,222, 176 
Textile & Apparel 22-23 1.00635 1.0029 190,284 
Lumber & Furniture 24-25 1.14426 l.0425 70,993 
Paper & Printing 26-27 1.04830 1. 0401 463,988 
Chemi~al, Petroleum & Rubber 

Products 28-29-3C 0.97772 l.0102 1.602,448 

-16-

Estimated 
Shipment 
(6)={3)x{4)x(5} 

1,282,572 
192,047 
84,079 ( 1) 

505,904 

1,582,726 
· Leather Products 31 1.06398 l. 0604 94,712 106,859 

'-

I_ 

Stone, Clay & Glass 32 0.93912 l. 0255 728,331 219,898 
Primary Metals 33 1.00745 1. 0359 828,152 864,274 
Fabricated Metals 34 1.15491 1.0359 444,762 532,100 
Machinery (except Electrical) 35 l.09517 l.0647 374,680 436,887 
Electrical Machinery 36 1. 17282 1. 0647 310,433 ' . . 387,638 
Transportation Equipment 37 1. 14849 1.0419 2,941,269 ' · 3,519,557 
Ordinance & Miscellaneous 

Manufacturing 19-38-39 1.55493 · 1.0418 132,104 293,673 

' 
Total 1. 12348 1. 0351 9,029,546 10,008,214 

Sources: l • Employment - County Business Pattern State Section, Mo. and 111., 1965 
and 1967 (Mid-March Pay Period). . · 

2. 
3. 

Note: (l} 

' (2) 

Price Index - Federal Reserve Bulletin, November, 1967 and July, 1968. 
Value of Shipment - Annual Survey of Manufactures, Mo., 1965. 

See explanation in the text. 
This figure includes total shipment from ordinance industry which 
was not disclosed for 1965. · . 

(2) 
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1967 was estimated from federal government expenditures, and then it was 

added to the shipment estimation of miscellaneous manufactures. 

The estimated values of shipments in 1967 have been double checked 

against state shipments as well as our sample survey. The assumptions 

held up fairly well in both directions, i.e., in expanding regional figures 

to compare with state figures or aggregating sampled finns 1 sales to 

compare with regional estimates, no significant discrepancy was indicated. 

B. Estimation of Other Statistics 

Inventory changes in terms of percentage of cost were indicated by 

some sampled firms. Together with dollar value of sales and costs from 

these firms, the firms' inventory change was estimated in dollars. Comparing 

these firms' employment to that of the industry, an enlarged figure for 

the industry was obtained, provided that sampled firms were large enough in 

employment size to reasonably determine the industry 1 s inventory. Total 

domestic output is the sum of the value of shipment and inventory value 

changes. 

Depreciation and other capital allowance were also indicated by some 

sampled firms in term~ of percentage of total cost. By a method similar to 

that employed in estimating industrial inventory change, we can estimate 

depreciation and other capital consumption for the whole sector. Likewise, 

we can obtain sectoral expenditures such as salaries and wages, local 

government tax payments, etc. These estimates provide us with information 

for double checks against, for example, household earnings and local government 

revenues for each sector. The household earnings and local government revenues 

row cells· were filled, _however, by utilizing more reliable information: govern

ment p_ublications of earnings of broad industrial sources and annual reports 

of government finance, discussed in detail later in the final demand sectors. 
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Cost of materials and labor input purchased from outside the region 

for each sector were stated either in terms of do11ars or employment by 

all sampled f1rms 1n both surveys of 1966 and 1968. Therefore. oxpend1tures 

on imported goods or services for each sector could be estimated in a like 

manner. by expanding the surveyed infonnation to obtain the sector's 

imports. This figure was again compared with the counterpart data computed 

from cost of materials for each sector. Cost of materials for each sector 

in 1965 was published by the Department of Conmerce in the Annual Survey of 

Manufactures. 1967. Cost of materials for each sector for 1967 was estimated 

by a method similar to that used in estimating value of shipment. 

this procedure a two-way examination was possible and any necessary 

adjustments could more reasonably be made. 

C. Distribution of Output 

With 

The value of sectoral production for the year is obtained by 

subtracting or adding the change in product inventory to the total value 

of shipment. This output at producer's price represents total transactions 

of this sector with the sector itself and other sectors. Any sector sells 

its output to two categories: one is the final demand sectors, which consume 

directly the output, the other is the non-fi na 1 demand sectors which purchase 

this sector's output. not for immediate consumption, but for further 

production. i.e .• producing something to satisfy the direct consumption 

of the final demand sectors. Household consumption. investment expenditures, 

government and net exports are considered to be final demand sectors and the 

rest, the non-final demand sectors. 

Sales or the distribution of row vector from non-final demand sectors 

to final demand sectors is determined in two ways. The results obtained 

-· 

-

-

-
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from the sample survey, as will be shown later in this section, have to be 

compared and adjusted with the results obtained from the distribution of 

column vector of these final demand sectors. The ~olumn vectors of these 

final demand sectors were derived from other sources, independent of the 

sampled survey. This will be discussed in the section pertaining to the 

final demand sectors. 

Every firm sampled in 1968 was asked to which industry its product was 

sold, where it was sold and how much was sold, in percentage terms. All 

sampled firms also released their yearly average employment. Sales distri

bution can certainly be converted to number of employees. Information 

regarding sales distribution in terms of number of employees from each firm 

was aggregated by S.I.C. codes. These aggregated totals by S.I.C. codes 

were divided by the total sampled employment in that S.I.C., thus achieving 

a sample percentage distribution by employment for each S.I.C. code. 

In like manner, the percentage distribution of employment obtained from 

our sample survey for each two digit S.I.C. was multiplied by the regional 

employment for that S.I.C. to obtain a regional _ employment distribution by 

S.I.C. codes. The distribution by S.I.C. codes is actually the internal 

matrix (by row) in terms of employment. By converting employment figures 

into dollars of output sold from each S.I.C. category to relevant S.I.C. 

categories, we complete the cash flow table--sales from manufacturing 

industries to manufacturing and other sectors. 

A matrix is filled up horizontally first in terms of sample employment 

for each sector concerned: each cell is the number of employee, horizontally 

they all add to the total sampled employment for that sector named at the 

left. Taking percentage distribution, each row vector can undoubtedly, easily 

be converted to represent regional employment distribution or product flow 
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d1str1but1on by sector, as 1ong as we have sectoral control totals . This 

method has baen employed by Hansen and Tiebout in analyzing the Cal1forn1a 

economy. 2 It is closest 1n spirit to one developed by Professor Leven in 

his analysis of regional income and products accounts. 3 Traditional 

technical coefficients aij in orthodox input-output tables are thus replaced 

here by employment coefficients, e1j which indicate the employment required 

in the regional industry i per employee in industry j. The matrix inverse 

can then be derived to show the direct and indirect effects of changes in an ..... 

industry's employment and to estimate the direct and indirect effects of 

changes in an industry's final demand for its output, which was caused by any 

exogenous change. 

D. Mathematical and Statistical Sunmary 

Mathematically, the methodology of allocating dollar sales from 

manufacturing industries to manufacturing industries and other sectors 

can be illustrated as follows: 

1. Intennediate Transactions 
k k k 

(a) e. . = s. j x ei 1J , 

where e
1
k = total employment in 1967 employed by the sampled i th 

firm in S.I.C. code of k sector. 

,
1
jk • percent of total sales from the sampled i th firm to j th 

sector, both are inside the region. 

j = 1, ..• ,k, .•. ,n. n is total number of sectors used in 

the study or total number of row headings. 

i • 1, •... ,m, n is total nurrber of sampled firms. 

2Hansen and Ti~bout, op. cit. 
3charles Leven, 11 Regional Income and Product .Accounts: Construction 

and Appl1cat1on," in Design of Regional Accounts, Johns Hopkins Press, 
Baltimore, 1961, pp. 148-195. 

..... 

..... 

..... 

-
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where 

eijk ._ number of employees in the sampled i th firm in the k 

sector that is conceptually required for that portion 

of output of this firm sold to the j th sector. 

(b) E.k=4,e __ k /7e_k 
J "L-- lJ / L- 1 
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k 
Ej = the proportion of total sampled employment in the k sector 

(c} 

that is conceptually corresponding to the production of that 

portion of output sold from the k to the j th sector. 

s.k = sk X E.k 
J J 

where sk = total value of sales from the k th sector in the region. This 

control total is obtained from published materials or estimated 

fi~ures, as stated in subsection (1). 

s.k = total value of sales from the k th sector to the j th sector 
J 

in the region. 

2. Final Demand Sectors 

Sales from St. Louis regional manufacturing industries to sectors 

outside the region and other exogenous sectors, such as federal government, 

are computed similarly to those for the intermediate transactions, but 

adjusted and reconciled with figures derived for all final demand sector 

columns from other separate sources. 

3. Results and Statistical Tests of Methodology 

Table IV-3, "Interindustrial Output Distribution," indicates inter- . 

relationships of various sectors' sales distribution. Each entry shows the 

percentage of sales from the regional industries named at left to the 

regional industries named at top. This table is the output resulting from 

the manipulation of equation (b) in subsection (1), which is originally 

the employment distribution of each industry named at left derived directly 
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from initial sample survey. Table IV-2, 11 Input Coefficients: Direct 

Purchase Per Dollar of Output," actually represents the employment input 

coefficient. Each entry shows the required employment input of each 

regional industry named at left to produce the total output of the 

industry named at top. In other words, each entry (e1j' i refers to row 

and j to column number) would tell the number of jobs for the row industry 

that is related to per employee in a column industry. This table is 

constructed by transfonning the Interindustrial Gross Flow Table, Table 

IV-1 which is built by employing equation (c) in subsection (1). 

In completing these tables, especially the last one, we have not only 
I 

assumed that homogeneity exists among labor inputs in each sampled finn, 

but also that weighted sample results, with the weights being each firm's 

employment, can represent the corresponding sector under discussion. 

Finally, employment and output have also been considered to be interchangeable 

in a linear form with the existence of high correlation between the two 

variables. In other words, we have assumed a linear homogeneous production 

function for each industry and that labor is the most important variable 

factor in that industry, such that changes in capital stock in each firm 

can be ignored. Although those assumptions are broad, they are vital and 

essential under the situation of unwillingness of sampled firms to disclose 

their dollar amounts in all accounts. 

In order to examine the reliability of Table III-1, the Interindustrial 

Gross Flow Table, the linear homogenous relationship between labor input 

total output has been tested for nearly all sectors in the St. Louis region. 

.... 

-
,._ 

..... 

..... 
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Setting employment as a dependent variable (for the later purpose of 

estimating employment multipliers resulting from the effect upon output 

of any dollar change in the final demand) and total output as an indepen

dent variable, simple regression has been run for each sector which has 

sufficient information fro~ samples. Due to different numbers of observa

tions (i.e., firms giving both information on employment and dollar output) 

among sectors and different characteristics (i.e., capacity, technology, 

etc.) among observations in each sector, regression results naturally differ 

among sectors. Simple correlation coefficients between the two variables, 

labor and output, ranged from as high as 0.98 in the transportation · 

equipment sector (S.I.C. 37) to as low as 0.45 in the service sector. The 

correlation coefficients reflect the least degree to which we have confidence 

in judging the model implemented from our sample survey. 

Although correlation coefficients differ from sector to sector in 

the region in 1967, regression coefficients of output on employment are all 

significant at the 5% level of confidence. Most are significant at the 1% 

level. That is to say, employment multipliers can be estimated through those 

coefficients with the probability of conmitting an error less than one out 
I 

of every hundred times. 

By considering each sector as an observation and pulling together 

sectoral employment and value of output, a similar test has been perfonned 

for the St. Louis region in 1967, St. Louis S.M.S.A. in 1955, and the State 

of Missouri in 1963. The estimated results are as follows: 
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St. Louis Region: E67 =a,+ bl x67 r, = 0.62, t = 3.41, O.F. = 19 

• 1.29 + 0.026 x67 ------------------(1) 

St. Louis S.M.S.A.: E55 = a2 + b2 x55 r2 = 0.47, t = 2.04, D.F. m 15 

= 1.18 + 0.047 x55 ------------------(2) 

State of Missouri: E63 = a3 + b3 x63 r3 = 0.57, t = 2.95, D.F. = 18 

= 1.53 + o.036 x63 ------------------(3) 

E represents employment, X the gross output ($1,000), and a the 

constant. Coefficie·nts for both the region and the state (b1 and b3) are 

statistically significant at the 1% level of confidence, while the S.M.S.A. 

(b2) is only significant at the 10% level, with respect to individual 

degrees of freedom. In addition, the simple correlation coefficient (r) 

is higher for the region than that for the state and that of the state is 

higher than the S.M.S.A.'s. The results imply at least that the method 

employed in constructing our transactions flow table for the region in 

1967 is much better supported than if it were used twelve years ago for 

.... 

..... 

the S.M.S.A., or four years ago for the State of Mi~souri. For the regional ,_ 

economy as a whole, estimates made on the basis of equation (1) would be 

correct ninety-nine times out of every hundred, in terms of probability. 3 

In summary, there are clearly a number of limitations to the methodology 

employed in this study. Most of them center upon the underlying assumptions 

whose adoptions apparently were attributed to insufficient reliable 

empirical data. The sample data for firms are subject to response errors 

and to biases as well. 

3For statistical analysis, please see any intermediate statistics 
text under the sections of regression analysis and student t test. 

...... 
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Gross Output and Employment By Corresponding Standard 
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Industrial Classification Code For St. Louis S.M.S.A. (1955), Missouri (1963) and St. Louis Region (1967) 

I 
I 
I 

State Of Missouri b 
: 

i 

St. Louis S. M.S.A.a C I St. Louis Region I 

! 1955 1963 1967 

S.I.C. Output Emoloyment Output Employment Output Employment 
($1,000) ($1,000) _($1 2000) 

·-20-21 ·--- - . 1126209 . - - -- - 331mr- -- r2·26 221· . --- - --- lffil 88. -- 1283957 25240 
22-23 181522 19000 441089 36429 197447 14258 
24-25 -- -- 179682 12156 83890 6274 
26-27 271491 22100 714920 39179 506693 22812 
28-29-30 1152.383 28800 1389192 55090 1584148 24307 

· 31 148687 14900 106859 8215 
32 -- -- 281733 13119 219898 9441 
33 426389 23600 317187 12798 851358 26157 
34 223490 19900 559031 24303 535675 22071 
35 233802 20100 519495 26449 439483 19712 
36 202970 19900 427606 24081 386357 18123 
37 878523 33000 3053295 58206 3555604 68577 
19 -38-39 520155 37100 317833 14967 293673 20161 
01-09 -- -- 1195699 3937 88291 1316 
10-14 606638 14500 116003 7100 78669 2314 
15-17 723890 42800 1055047 68200 922382 43222 
40-49 881439 68300 2193868 114600 1481926 64047 
50-51 965146 155100 1333500 93200 870227 52210 
52-59 2329000 251177 1350862 125684 
60-67 668002 35200 3605390 75700 1656675 45923 

70-89 535940 75200 1181173 202400 1483274 126302 
----·--··----·- I 

Total 9746676 662600 24136966 1181279 1 17977348 746368 

a St. Louis S.M.S.A.: Output data used by Professor Werner Hirsch in his study, "Interindustry 
Relation of a Metropolit~n Area, 11 published in Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. XLI:4 (Nov., 1959), 
pp. 360-369, were obtained dfrectly from Professor Hirsch. Employment data for this study was given by 
Professor E. F. Terry · in a private letter to St. Louis Regional Research Council. Figures in Sector 10-14 
include those of S.I.C. 19, 78 & 84, which are therefore not included in respective sectors given in the table. 

(OVER) 



Similarly, Sector 19-38-39 includes values of S.I.C. 01, 21 and 24. 

bMissouri State: Output data are taken from Professor Floyd K. Harmston, 
Missouri Economic Study, An ' Inter-Sectoral Analysis of the Missouri Economy, 
1963, printed by the University of Missouri at Columbia, Missouri. 
Manufacturing employment data was obtained from the Missouri Division of 
Employment Security, Department of Labor and Industrial Relations. 
Employment for sectors 21 and 29 were not included due to the problem 
of disclosure. Employment data for non-manufacturing industries were 
obtained from Employment and Earnings Statistics, 1967, published by 
the U. S. Department of Labor, except agriculture from 1964 C.8.P. 

est. Louis Region: Output data are those presented in the lnterindustr1al 
Gross Flow Table. Employment data was obtained from the County Business 
Patterns, 1967. 

For detailed sector class1f1cat1on see Table IV-6. 

..... 
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But the most obvious advantage of the approach outlined above, 

iJ t r:ordin<J to our ,•xpriri~nr::e, in q~nrr;il. iltlcl t.o proff~~•;or-; llnn!; Pn .ir,d 

Tfobout, in particular, 11 11es 1n ils operation.il s lt11pliclty. 11 

They concluded: "Although other approaches may have certain 

advantages at the conceptual level, the real problem is one of generating 

the necessary data at a reasonable cost and on a recurrent basis so that 

regional economics can be more fully analyzed. 114 

II. Final Demand Sectors 

A. Federal Government Column Vector 

The prime source of data for the federal government sector was the 

Office of Economic Opportunities' (O.E.O.) Summary of Federal Programs, 

11 A Report of Federal Programs' Impact on the Local Community" for 1967. 

This report detailed federal government expenditures in each county 

by major functions for each governmental department and agency. Total 

expenditures for the St. Louis region were obtained by combining the data 

by function and department for the City of St. Louis and the seven surround

ing counties. Each function was assigned a two digit S.I.C. code 

determined on the basis of what sector was the recipient of the function's 

expenditures. 

According to the O.E.O. publication, Military Prime Contractors in the 

St. Louis Region, there were recipients of over $2 billion worth of expendi

tures by the Department of Defense in 1967. Because of this enormous amount 

and its obvious effects on the St. Louis area, it is certainly necessary to 

break prime military contracts into the major industries involved. 

4w. L. Hansen and Charles M. Tiebout, op. cit., p. 418. 
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A study for R.I.D.C. by D. N. Humphries and Associates entitled, 

Federal Procurement in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area, provided the infor

mation necessary to sub-classify military contract expenditures. The 

D. N. Humphries study listed the major companies in the St. Louis area which 

were recipients of prime government contracts. The total expenditures from 

both these reports were sufficient to use as a basis for assigning S.I.C. 

codes. 

A check was made with the firms listed in the Humphries study to 

determine what their S.I.C. classification should be. In the process, it 

was found that several large firms have not only increased their sales to 

the federal government but that, due to the change in their major products, 

a new S.I.C. code should be assigned. 

After all departmental functions and prime contractors were assigned 

S.I.C. codes, aggregates were accumulated to compute the federal government 

• expenditures by sectors. 

B. State Government Column Vector • 

No reliable data could be found from either primary or secondary 

sources as to the amount of state government expenditures in the St. Louis 

region. 

It was therefore decided to allocate Missouri and Illinois expenditures 

to the St. Louis region on the basis of population: assuming that per 

capita expenditure from state government is the same within the state 

boundary. 

Governmental expenditures for the states of Illinois and Missouri 

were listed by major functions in the publication, "State Government 

Finances for 1967 11 by the Department of Conrnerce. 

.... 

..... 

.... 

..... 
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L1ch s tate' s expenditure by lu11<:tio11 wa~; 111ullipl1ed hy ttw r ot.lo of 

the population of the counties making up the region to the total state 

population. 

After the two states were added together, each functional expenditure 

was assigned a S.I.C. code, when the code could definitely be determined by 

the nature of the expenditure. 

State government expenditures are listed in five major categories: 

capital outlays, insurance benefits, interest on debt, assistance and 

subsidies, and current operations. 

Capital outlays for construction were allocated directly to the 

construction sector, while those for equipment were allocated to S.I.C.s 

36, 37, 19-38-39, in the ratio of the coefficient of these three sectors 

from the Harmston 1963 table. 

Insurance benefits and payments were allocated directly to households. 

Interest on debt expenditures were estimated to be fifty percent to household 

and fifty percent to finance, insurance and real estate. 

Assistance and subsidies and current operating expenditures were 

broken down for each department of the state government. Of the 25 sub

expenditures of current operation and assistance and subsidiaries only 10 

could be allocated directly to four sectors (S.I.C. 60-67, 70-89, 15-17, 

and household.) 

To distribute the remaining amount, $146,631, the coefficients of the 

Harmston table, after subtracting the coefficients of · the above four sectors 

from Hannston 1 s corresponding sectors, were used to arrive at a new set of 

distribution coefficients. 
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The Hannston table did not break out expenditures from .state and local 

government, but governments' imports were in one sector. Therefore, part 

of the imported amount determined with the Harmston coefficient in our table 

was reallocated proportionally to S.I.C. sectors 40 to 89. 

C. Local Government Vectors 

After thorough research it was found that very little up-to-date data 

with a fine breakdown for 1967. was available on local government expendi

tures and revenue from either primary or secondary sources. 

It was decided. therefore, to project local government expenditures and 

revenue from the latest data available, the Census of Governments, 1962 and 

1957, with adjustments made by utilizing RIDC's 1964 survey of local govern

ments and St. Louis county's 1967 tax revenues and expenditures records. 

Table 12 of the Census of Governments publication gave "Local Government 

Finances in Individual Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas and their 

Component Counties," by function. Since the S.M.S.A. did not include Madison 

and Franklin Counties in 1957 and 1962 these two counties' data obtained 

from the same census publication were added to those of the S.M.S.A. 

The rate of increase in each function of and source of revenue and 

expenditures was computed from 1957 and 1962. From these rates of increases. 

including Monroe County's data. expenditures and revenues were projected by 

function and source for 1967 for the entire region. 

Each function was then assigned a S.I.C. code, depending on which sector 

received the local government funds. From the functions listed 1n the t~ble 

only the household, finance, insurance and real estate, construction, 

transportation, conmunication and utilities sectors could be determined. 
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In order to obtain the remaining sectors which received local government 

funds, the distribution pattern in Hirsch's 1955 table of St. Louis was 

adjusted and used. 

From the total projected expenditures in 1967, household, finance, 

insurance and real estate, construction and transportation, communication, 

and utilities were subtracted. The remaining expenditures were then 

allocated to the other sectors, based on the ratio of these sectors in 

the adjusted Hirsch transaction table. 

Revenues levied from each sector by local government through various 

taxes and other forms are estimated and adjusted mainly on the basis of 

the following information: 

1. The 1966 input-output survey conducted by the St. Louis R.I.D.C. 

recorded the amount of taxes paid to local governments by firms. The 

estimated amount of tax paid to local governments by industry or. sector is 

the product of the ratio of sector employment to sampled firms' employment 

and the amount of taxes assessed from the firms, weighted by price indexes. 

2. The 1964 R.I.D.C. survey of local governments covered revenue 

information for various levels of local governments, municipalities, town

ships, etc. This survey constitutes another source for the estimation of 

revenues by sector. 

3. Revenue data by source for St. Louis County and City were received 

directly from the governments. Tax revenue per employee in each sector was 

computed, throµgh which revenue estimation by sector for the region was 

performed, with reference to regional employment in the sector. 
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4. The ratio of local government tax per dollar of output for the 

St. Louis S.M.S.A. in Hirsch's 1955 table was calculated for each sector. 

Similarly, the ratio of state and local government tax per dollar of output 

for the State of Missouri in Harmston's 1963 table was computed. These 

ratios provided another relevant source for double checks against revenue 

allocation by sector in 1967. 

From the RIDC 1966 survey, rev~rues assessed by local government 

through local taxes from sampled firms and their employment were aggre

gated by two digit S.I.C. codes. Ratios of total employment in 1965 

(from County Business Patterns) to sample employment were computed and 

multiplied by sample revenues of local taxes for each sector. The product 

is the estimated 1965 local government revenue by S.I.C., with the assump

tion that _employment and assessed value subject to local government taxes 

were perfectly correlated in 1965. 

These estimated 1965 revenue figures of local government were projected 

to 1967 by multiplying the figures by the 1967/1965 employment ratio of 

each sector and adjusting by price changes. Again, the previously mentioned 

assumption is retained here. It is certainly not valid for a single firm~ 

However, for many firms in a sector, the difference may conceivably be washed 

out. 

Not all of the sectors could be determined by this procedure since 

there were not sufficient responses to the survey for manufacturing sectors 

20, 21, 24 and the non-manufacturing sectors. For these undetermined 

elements, Hirsch's 1955 table of this local government row vector was 

expanded to 1967, to arrive at some adjusted figures. The expansion was 

done by multiplying the ratio of our local government column total to 

-
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Hirsch' s local government column total, by Hirsch's row vector dollar 

figures. 

With all sectors' expenditures on local government taxes obtained, 

estimated coefficients were then computed. Those coefficients, after 

they had been compared with data collected from the survey of local govern

ments, 1964, were adjusted and used to allocate the total of local government 

revenues in 1967, after several items had been subtracted. 

Total local government /revenues in 1967 were estimated by subtracting 

from the local . government J 1umn total (local government expenditures) the 

intergovernment transfer payments: federal and state payments to local 

government. From these the _household sector expenditures on local taxes were 

also subtracted before distributing the control total by the coefficients 

previously estimated. The household expenditures on local tax were estimated 

by multiplying Hirsch's · coefficients for household by local government 

revenues. The assumption employed here is that the ratio of local government 

taxes on household properties to that on non-household properties has 

remained constant over the time period, 1955 to 1967. It is a proxy for 

the pu~pose of simplicity, for it -is hardly possible for local government 

authorities to clearly distinguish between the two sources of revenue. 

Sectoral revenue estimated through the above described methods was 

finally compared with infonnation derived directly from St. Louis County 

and City revenues offices. On the basis of revenue per employ~e, our 

local government row was thoroughly checked and minor modification was 

performed. 



o. Pr\"ate Gross ln'Jestment c'o1umn ~ector 

1. New capital Investment by Manufacturers 

The most current data that could be found for new capital expenditures 

by two digit s.1.c. code for manufacturing was the Annual Survey of 

Manufactures, 1965. 
corresponding to the dollar value of new investment for each S.I.C. 

code was the nunber of production workers. It was decided to estimate new 

1967 investment by multiplying the ratio of new capital expenditures to 

production workers for 1965 by the 1967 estimated production workers. 

The rate of change in manufacturing employment in each sector was 

computed from the 1965 and 1967 County Business Patterns. The number of 

production workers listed in the 1965 Annual Survey of Manufactures was 

then projected by the rate of change computed from County Business Patterns. 

The projected 1967 production employment in each sector was then 

multiplied by the ratio of 1965 new capital expenditures to production 

workers to obtain 1967 sectoral new capital investments. Here we have 

assumed that new capital investment per employee had remained constant 

from 1965 to 1967, for the sector under discussion as a whole. 

The second estimate of business investment was obtained from the 1966 

RIDC survey of manufacturers. Investment expenditures on goods purchased 

in and out of the St. Louis S.M.S.A. by sampled firms were accumulated by 

two digit S.I.C. code. 

S.M.S.A. employment for each sector from County Business Patterns was 

divided by sample employment to get a multiplier for the sample total. 

This employment multiplier was then multiplied by sample investment in each 
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two digit sector. The .figures so obtained give an estimate of total invest

ment in 1965 based on sample investment and employment. 

To project this investment to 1967, the ratio of employment in 1967 to 

employment in 1965 by two digit sector was multiplied by the 1965 estimated 

investment. Here again we have assumed a constant new capital investment 

per employee ratio. 

Using the RIDC survey as a double check, total investment for manufac

turing so computed was fairly close to total investment obtained from the 

Annual Survey of Manufactures, by using the above described method. This 

RIDC survey was then used as a support of the manufacturers' investment 

estimation as computed from the Annual Survey of Manufactures. 

2. Capital Expenditure on Equipment · 

Since total capital expenditures included both construction (both new 

and maintenance) and equipment, some way had to be developed to determine 

the equipment sectors. 

From total construction for each two digit sector, five percent was 

subtracted based on an estimated 20 year life. The five percent was the 

estimated current consumption (1967) of total construction investment, 

including repairing and maintenance. This was the amount entered in the 

cells of the transaction table across the construction row. The remaining 

ninety-five percent will be future consumption of present construction 

investment. 

Subtracting the remaining 95% of construction investment from total 

new capital outlays obtai.ned from the Annual Survey of Manufactures, the 

difference constitutes total expenditures on equipment. This total was 

partitioned into equipment expenditures purchased in and out of St. Louis 
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in accordance with the in-out ratio obtained from the RIDC 1966 survey. 

The expenditures on imported equipment were allocated to imports, and 

equipment ·expenditures within the region were allocated to manufacturing 

sectors on the basis of our 1968 survey, with adjustments made from 

Hirsch's coefficients for capital equipment expenditures. 

E. Export and Import Vectors 

1. Manufacturing Sales to Foreign Countries 

From the U.S. Bureau of Census' Survey of Origin of Exports of 

Manufacturing Products, 1966, value of exports by two digit S.I.C. were 

obtained for the St. Louis S.M.S.A. 

Dollar value of exports for four sectors were not given because of 

disclosure problems. Subtracting those sectors given from total export 

for the St. Louis S.M.S.A. yielded a difference of $5.4 million to be 

distributed to the four undisclosed sectors. Footnotes at the end of the 

table showed that three of these sectors were less than one million and one 

was between one and five million dollars. 

The weighted ratio of St. Louis S.M.S.A. employment to state employment 

for these four sectors was used to distribute the $5.4 million of undisclosed 

exports. The ratio of local employment to stjte employment for each of these 

four sectors was multiplied by the amount of tate expenditures in each of 

the four sectors. The products are assumed t be local exports to foreign 

countries from the sectors. 

The resulting weighted dollar figures of export by these four sectors 

were converted into a ratio, with a sum of 100%. These four ratios were then 

multiplied by the $5.4 million undisclosed exports, to arrive at an estimated 

dollar export for these four sectors. The final dollar figures for three of 

.... 
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these sectors were less than one million and one was about five million. 

These figures are consistent with the range given in the previously 

mentioned footnote . 

Estimated exports to foreign countries by two digit manufacturing S.I.C. 

code industries were multiplied by the percentage change in employment in 

each of these sectors between 1966 and 1967 (including Monroe County). Four 

sectors did not disclose employrrent so the ratio of total S.M.S.A. manufacturers' 

employment between 1966 and 1967 was used to project 1967 export figures for 

these four sectors. Finally, when each entry was weighted by price changes, 

we obtained a column vector of manufacturing exports to foreign countries. 

2. Manufacturing Sales to Rest of U. S. 

The question of how much of a firm's output was sold outside the region 

was asked in RIDC's survey conducted in both 1966 and 1968. Dollar value of 

output sold to outside customers was recorded in the earlier year's survey 

while percentage was stated in the latter. Accumulating the sampled infor

mation in this respect and expanding it by multiplying it by the ratio of 

sector to sampled employment, the outcomes are respectively the estimated 

dollar value of sectoral export for the former and, for the latter the pro

portion of sectoral employment that is conceptually responsible for that 

portion of output produced and then exported. The latter figure is then 

multiplied by the value of output to arrive at dollar amount of sectoral 

export. Of course, the difference between the total amount of output exported 

and that part sold to foreign countries is the export to the rest of the U. S. 

3. Non-manufacturing Export Sales 

Export of non-manufacturing products and services outflow to satisfy 

non-regional needs was estimated principally from survey results in a manner 

identical to the export estimated for the manufacturing industries. 
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The export colurms are derived conventionally as residual after inter

industrial and all final demand, other than export, are subtracted from 

gross output for each row. The residual is the value of net export only, 

not gross export;5 it is certainly less informative than if both gross 

export and import are presented. However, our export column represents 

gross values and it 1s divided into two parts simply because reliable 

information needed to do so was made available. 

4. Import Row Vector 

Every cell in this row is the sum of values of raw materials, products 

and services that are im~orted and used by the sector named at top as 

input, in the process of 1ts production. Both RIDC surveys in 1966 and 

1968 requested firms to fill out their p~rchases, either in dollar or in 

percentage fonn, from suppliers outside the region. This 1nformat1on led 

to the completion of this row after various adjustments and checks were 

made. Cost of materials have been published for each manufacturing sector 

in the Annual Survey of Manufactures, and cost of goods sold was made 

available in U. S. Business Tax Returns. These two sources, combined 

with the information secured directly from St. Louis Customs about values 

of .imported goods and materials, are used to estimate total value imported 

by the region and, eventually, the breakdown of import by sector in reference 

to the surveyed results. 

F. Net Inventory Adjustment Column 

Inventory changes both in product and raw material were requested 

specifically and separately in the RIDC questionnaire used in 1966 and 

5As an example, see Frederick T. Moore and James W. Peterson, 11 Regional 
Analysis: An Interindustry Model of Utah," The Review of Economics & 
Statistics, Vol. XXXVII, No. 4, November 1955, p. 372. 
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the change ·; n raw m_ateri al was requested in the 1968 survey. Thi s co 1 umn, 

like the export column in other input-output_ tables, is a net residual, 

which takes into account both changes in raw material and product inven

tories. Although indirect methods of getting this kind of information 

from finns' annual reports were adopted, information on inventory changes 

·in many sectors was still poor and insufficient. Even though no entry was 

shown in this column for many sectors, particularly non-manufacturing 

sectors, this does not indicate that there was no change in inventory in 

1967. Rather, they were left blank due to the lack of reliable data. This 

shortage does not affect, in any significant form, our table, with respect 

to the purposes that the table is designed to serve. 

G. Household Row Vector 

Earnings by "broad industrial source" for 1967, from the Survey of 

Current Business {August, 1968) were the primary source of data for. 

determining the household row sector. 

Earnings in 1966 are listed by "broad industrial source" for the 

St. Louis S.M.S.A. which does not include Monroe County. Monroe County 

was added by multiplying Monroe's percentage of state population by each 

of the sources of earnings for the State of Illinois. The earnings in 

1967 were estimated to be 1.055 times as much as those of 1966, because 

the Department of Corrmerce has ·stated that the annual average rate of 

change in income in the S.M.S.A. for the past seven years has been 5.5%. 

Personal contributions to social insurance were listed as a separate 

category and were subtracted proportionally from each of the sources of 

income, to arrive at before-tax-income. Property income was listed 
. . 

separately .and was added proportionally to each broad industrial source 
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of eern1 ngs on the assurnpt1 on that property 1 ncome 1s, on the average of 

each aggregation, perfectly correlated with personal income. 

Earnings from all governmental sectors were taken from the governmental 

earnings, plus transfer payment, minus social security contributions. 

Similar methods were applied also to the mining, agriculture and service 

sectors. 

The trade sector was divided between retail and wholesale by using 

the ratio of the products of 1960 median income and 1966 employment in 

the retail and wholesale sectors, respectively. The 1960 median incomes 

were obtained from the 1960 Census of Population. Employment and Earnings 

Statistics, 1966, supplied the employment infonnat1on. 

Manufacturing earnings were broken into two digit S.I.C. codes by 

utilizing infonnation for the St. Louis S.M.S.A. published in Employment and 

Earnings Statistics, 1966. The number of employees were listed for each two 

digit S.I.C. code. The employment figures were then multiplied by average 

weekly earnings of production workers times 52 weeks. From these figures 

the distribution of manufacturing earnings was obtained which was, in turn, 

multiplied by the earnings from manufacturing industries for 1967 to arrive 

at individual sector's earnings. 

H. Household Column Vector 

11 Consumer Expenditures and Income for St. Louis, 1960 11 was published 

by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This is the basic source from which we 

distribute household expenditures. The publication listed the major categories 

of dollar expenditures for families in the area with average income, and the 

percentage change from 1950 to 1960 for each. item consumed. 

.... 
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Assuming a linear, homogeneous consumption function existed in the 

region between the years 1950 to 1967, for every item consumed, the consumer 

expenditures in 1967 were projected by multiplying the 1960 expenditures 

on each item by one plus seven-tenths of the percentage increase from 1950 

to 1960. Percentage distribution of all expenditures was computed for each 

item and S.I.C. codes were assigned to these items where they could be 

definitely determined without doubt. The ratios of consumed items within 

the same sector were aggregated. Sectoral coefficients of household expen

ditures so computed were compared with those of Hirsch's and Harmston's. 

Some household expenditure coefficients resulting from this method 

are quite close to those given by Hirsch and Harmston, such as in the 

sectors S.I.C. 20-21, 22-23, 40-49, etc. These coefficients were therefore 

finalized and accepted in the distribution of household expenditures for 

the corresponding sectors. 

We adjusted coefficients which differ considerably from those of 

Hirsch's, on the basis of our 1968 survey, with reference to "sales to 

public consumption" by sector stated in the questionnaires. This adjustment 

is a modification of our assumption, the linear homogeneous consumption 

function. 

However, for_ those expenditures on items which could not be assigned 

S.I.C. codes, we relied on our assumption of the linear homogeneous consump

tion function since 1950. Under this assumption, those expenditures were 

then allocated, in line with Hirsch's coefficients, to sectors excluding 

those already determined, as explained above. 

All the coefficients calculated, as previously described, were 

multiplied by the total household earnings, 1967, which were estimated in 

the preceeding section, household row vector, from the Survey of Current 

Business. 
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III. Non-manufacturing Sectors 

A. Agriculture Row Vector 

The latest data available on agricultural output in the St. Louis 

reg1on was obtained by aggregating county information from the Census of 

Agriculture for 1964. 

The total agricultural output of the St. Louis region for 1964 was 

projected to 1967 by using the ratio of the increase in population in this 

area between 1964 and 1967. 

This method gave the estimated value of agricultural output in St. Louis 

in· 1967 as $88,291,000. From this figure $180,000 was subtracted, which 

was the amount of federal government expenditures to the agriculture sector, 

as computed in determining the federal government expenditures. 

The remaining $88,111,000 was then distributed to the various sectors 

by examining Hannston's 1963 Missouri table, with adjustments made after 

disregarding the federal government entry. Harmston's coefficients provide 

a guideline for sales allocation and RIDC's 1968 survey and earlier survey 

of farms in St. Louis County were used for adjustments. 

B. Mining Row Vector 

From the U. s. Department of Interior's Mineral Yearbook the total 

value of mineral output for each county in the St. Louis region was obtained 

for the years 1963 through 1966. 

Although there was no strong trend line in output for each county, the 

total output .for the region showed a steady increase of approximately 7% for 

each of the four years. 

Using 1966 figures and a rate of increase of 7%, 1967 mineral output 

was estimated to be $78,667,502. 

-
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The total mineral output for 1967 was then allocated to the various 

sectors, based on the adjusted coefficients for mining from Harmston 1 s 

1963 inp~t/output table for Missouri. Because this region produces more 

than half of the total mining output in the state, this application is 

likely unquestionable, despite the lack of reliable information due to the 

problem of disclosure. 

C. Construction Row Vector 

The primary source of data for the development of the construction 

sector was the Cbamber of Commerce of Metropolitan St. Louis 1 publication, 

St. Louis Corrmerce. 

These reports, compiled primarily from building pern,its, have a 

detailed breakdown of industrial, commercial and residential construction 

expenditures. 

All non-residential construction projects of $100,000 or more are 

listed by name and address of the firms involved and by the type of 

construction, as well. The public sector breakdown shows total federal, 

state and local government expenditures on construction by department, 

function and major projects. These were adjusted and included in the 

column vectors of governmental expenditures. 

1. Public Construction 

Since the data was obtained from building pern,its, figures given 

showed construction value over the total life of the project. In order 

to determine the amount of the total construction cost applicable to 

1967, all projects .were assumed to have a five year construction period, 

except where otherwise stated. 
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All public sector departments and projects were aggregated into five 

major functions and divided by five, to obtain the yearly outlay for 

construction. These major functions were utilities, higher education, 

highways, urban renewal and federal public flood control. 

Utilities were allocated to either the local government sector or the 

private sector from the listing .of construction expenditure by private and 

public utilities. 

Higher education expenditures were allocated equally to private ahd 

government sectors, as an estimate of private university expenditures in 

the area versus public ones. All local highways projects were allocated 

directly to the local governments. 

Urban renewal projects were allocated 100% to the federal government, 

since the state governments shared no expenditures for urban renewal 

projects. All flood control projects were allocated to the federal govern

ment, since all such projects were handled by the Anny Corps of Engineers. 

2. Residential Construction 

The Chamber of Commerce published lists of total residential construc

tion for 1967. From this figure the amount of residential construction 

attributed to federal government through urban renewal programs was subtrac

ted to obtain a figure for private residential construction. 

Private residential construction was allocated 96% to the finance, 

insurance and real estate sector and 4% to the household sector. This 

percentage was obtained by averaging the coefficients of other input/output 

tables for household and finance, insurance and real estate sectors of 

construction, because most new residential construction has been contracted 

through contract with finance, insurance and real estate sectors. 
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3. Commercial and Industrial Construction 

All of the finns listed by the Chamber of Commerce with building 

projects of $100,000 or more were assigned S.I.C. codes. Then the dollar 

amounts spent on buildings in 1967 for all firms of the same S.I.C. code 

were aggregated and percentage distributions were thus determined for all 

industrial and conmercial sectors. 

These coefficients were then multiplied by the remaining value of 

construction after the public sector and residential construction were 

subtracted from the total year's construction outlay. This step was necessary 

since ~ot all firms listed the dollar value of this construction because of 

disclosure problems, their values, however, were included in the yearly 

total. 

· After the private sector was allocated by S.I.C., the public sector 

expenditures on construction, as explained in the allocation of government 

expenditure columns, were added together. For example, state government 

expenditures of $82,696,000 for construction in the St. Louis S.M.S.A. were 

obtained from the state government sector and are explained under that section. 

These private sector allocations plus the amount spent by federal, 

state and local governments on construction give the total output of the 

construction sector. 

Besides sales to the government sectors, 5% of all construction is 

·assumed to be consumed (including repairing and maintenance) in that year 

and the remaining 95% goes to investment. It is so assumed, because most 

financial reports of large finns state a life span of 20-45 years for all 

buildings, a straight depreciation method for 20 years is therefore used. 

Ten years straight depreciation is assumed for household buildings and 

additions, thus 90% of residential construction should be considered as an 

investment. 
,l 
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D. Transportation, Conm.1nication and Utilities Row Vector 

One of the unique problems existing in the regional economic analyses 

is the detennination of the regional output of the transportation sector. 

Due to the spatial nature of transportation service and the relationships 

of revenue derived from the service, the determination becomes complicated. 6 

The output of railroads may be considered as the sum of regional 

expenditures and estimated profit margin. For local and suburban transit 

and taxicabs, total revenue received, including taxes, is the sectoral 

output. One half of the revenues received by trucking activities with 

the firm's home office located in the region is assumed to be the sectoral 

output. The output of water transportation is primarily the level of 

shipping activity in the port. From the Corps of Engineers reports we 

secured the basic data. Estimated functional expenditures per ton of cargo 

handled, general and bulk, were given by the Philadelphia study. 7 With 

price adjustments, we estimated the total output for water transportation 

for the region. From the Civil Aeronautics Board's Uniform System of 

Accounts and Reports for Certified Air Carriers, output data for air 

transportation was reconciled and computed for the region. Output of 

warehousing is its revenues. 

The outputs of telephone conmunications and radio and television 

broadcasting we~e defined as they were in the Philadelphia study: total 

receipts including taxes. Telephone companies provided information for the 

former activities while reference was made to the annual reports of the 

Federal Conmunication Conmission for the latter. 

6For detailed analysis, see Isard, Langford, Romanoff, Philedelphia 
Regional Input Output Study, Working Papers, Vol. 11, p. 6-2. Department 
of Regional Science, University of Pennsylvania, 1966. 

7Ibid,, P• 6-8, 
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The output of the ut111t1H f1rm, was est1mated from surveyod firms. 

Revenue (including taxes) per employee. reconciled with estimates of 

sales per customer provided the basic information for sectoral output 

estimation. 

For sanitary and other utility systems, output was estimated from 

employment and payroll data from County Business Patterns, with reference 

to Employment and Earnings Statistics. 

Again, output of this sector estimated by the preceeding described 

methods was _compared with output estimated by utilizing information derived 

from S.C.B. and U. S. Business Tax Returns, as was done later in deriving 

that of the trade sectors. Personal interviews were performed and secondary 

sources were collected for necessary adjustment and reconciliation. Our 

survey covered firms employing about 20 thousand people or 3/10 of total 

sectoral employment. Allocation of this sector's output is almost entirely 

based on the survey's distribution. 

E. Wholesale Trade Service Row Vector 

1. Estimation of Gross Margin 

In order to analyze the importance of service added through trans

actions, not gross sales but rather "gross margin" or "mark-up" should be 

taken into account in this sector. Except in a few special cases, 

wholesalers do not change the nature of the goods they sell. For the sake 

of simplicity, expenditures made for inventory are ignored in order to make 

the table comparable to the latest 1963 state table constructed by Harmston. 

The Census of Business, published by the U. S. Department of Comnerce, 

is the basic source of sales and payrolls. In the State Section, information 

on sales and payrolls of all covered wholesale establishments in the state 
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and in the S.M.S.A. were obtained. Since Monroe County had no employment 

figure for this sector in 1967, as stated by County Business Patterns, 

the S.M.S.A. data therefore represent the regional data. Annual average 

rates of change of sales and payrolls were calculated for the periods 

1948-54, 1954-58, and 1958-63, for the state and the region, as well. 

An arithmetic mean of three periods was computed and used as an overall 

annual rate of change to arrive at estimates for 1967's sales and payrolls. 

U. S. Business Tax Returns, published by the U. S. Treasury Department, 

Internal Revenue Service, is the basic source for business receipts, cost 

of goods sold, net profit and depreciations, etc. Nevertheless, this infor

mation is available only for sole proprietorships and partnerships for the 

state. No similar information from corporations is disclosed for the 

state; and for the region we have no information for any type of business. 

The latest data is that of fiscal year 1963. 

Infonnation for the state from business of two types, sole prorpietor

ship and partnership, were added for 1963 under categories mentioned· 

perviously. In a like manner, we added relevant data for the entire nation. 

Ratios of the state to the nation under those categories were applied to 

the business of corporations, so that we have adequate information for the 

state's corporations. In doing so, we have assumed that in relation to 

the nation as a whole, the state's corporation receipts, net. profit, 

depreciation, etc., are percentage-wise exactly the .same as those of the 

state's sum of the other two types of business to the national figures. 

This assumption is, of course, vulnerable. However, in order to have 

relatively reliable information on such a category as net profit of 

business, this may be the cheaper and faster method. 

._ 
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Business receipts in the state obtained from U. S. Business Tax 

Returns certainly differ from sales obtained from Census of Business 

through previously stated procedures. Nonetheless, a ratio of business 

receipts to net profit was found from the former source. By multiplying 

the sales of all establishments in the sector, estimated from the latter 

source, by the ratio, we get a state net profit approximation for 1963 

for the sector. 

Payroll for 1963, estimated through using Census of Business and 

estimated net profit for the state, are generally considered to be the 

"gross margin" for Missouri wholesale trade service. They were contrasted 

to the "gross margin" for the sector revealed by Hannston's 1963 

Missouri table. Since Harmston's estimates were secured from other detailed 

information with special authority given by government agencies, his 

estimates may be considered more accurate for the state. Comparing his 

household earnings to our estimated payroll and his non-household gross 

margin to our estimated net profits for the wholesale trade service, our 

estimates are rather low. The quotients of the two are 1.17 and -1.61 

respectively. 

Assuming that the state's ratio of net profit to sales is applicable 

to the region and also assuming that this ratio remained constant from 

1963 to 1967, the regional net profit of 1967 was computed. It is simply 

the product of the ratio and the regional sales estimated from the Census 

of Business. Our regional figures for net profit and payrolls were as 

underestimated as those of our state figures. Regional payrolls and net 

profits for the sector were therefore adjusted and expanded 1.17 and 1.61 

times respectively. The sum of these two ~alues, $870 million, was the 

"gross margin" estimated for the sector in the region in 1967. 
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In accordance with our survey, gross margin was distributed across 

the board in the wholesale service row. Another assumption used here 

is that the amount of gross margin extracted from each sector is propor

tional to the value sold to the sector. Regional sales distribution 

from this sector in 1967 was, in general, s.imilar to that of state sales 

distribution in 1963. 

2. Reliab1lity Check 

Most assumptions employed in the process of obtaining regional data 

of sales, payrolls and net profit for this sector were checked. Various 

attempts have been made to test th_ese hypotheses. The ratios of total 

sales in the region to those in the state have been computed. They show 

that more than half of the state sales were from the region, and the ratios 

are quite constant ranging from 54.7% in 1958 to 53.5% in 1963. Similar 

payroll ratios were found; they ranged from 53.3% to 58.8% between 1948 and 

1963. Again, ratios of regional employment to state employment in the 

sector were also quite constant, around 53%. Those ratios were obtained 

from different government documents, such as Census of Business, County 

Business Patterns, and Employment Earnings and Statistics. Viewing the 

dominant state shares of sales, payrolls, and employment in the region and 

the consistency of the shares over time, our approaches of employing state 

ratio of net profit to sales, to estimate regional net profit, and of 

assuming the ratio to be constant over a period of four years are likely 

acceptable. 

A check against our sample survey was also performed. Sector sales 

estimated from samples were very close to those estimated from employing 

annual average rate change published in Census of Business. The difference 
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1s about 1%. This fact 1nd1cates that we are warranted in allocating 

gross margin according to samp1e sales distribution with some necessary 

adjustments on a prior ground. 

Household earnings from this sector secured from utilizing both the 

Survey of Current Business and Employment and Earnings Statistics were 

$482.8 million, $57.2 million more than estimated salaries and wages spent 

by this sector. This difference is the margin for other earnings by 

household, which is undoubtedly acceptable for a sector with total value 

of sales close to $8 billion. 

F. Retail Trade Service Row Vector 

1. Estimation of Gross Margin 

As explained in the wholesale sector section we have to use "mark-up" 

or "gross margin," not "gross sales," in this sector in order to study the 

service provided by it through its· transactions. Except for some special 

cases like restaurants and cafeterias, retailers generally do not change 

the nature of the conmodities they purchased for retailing. Analysis of 

their service provided is somewhat similar to the analysis of value added 

in manufacturing industries. Here again, we ignore the expenditures on 

inventory adjustment. 

The methods adopted here for estimating sect~ral gross margin are the 

same as those used in the wholesale sector. The means of three periods' 

(1948-54, 1954-58, 1958-63) average annual rates of change in sales and 

payrolls were computed from the Census of Business, for the St. Louis S.M.S.A. 

and the State of Missouri. Using this averaged time series adjusted 

annual rate, we estimated sales and payrolls for 1967. 
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The rat1o\ of net profft to bus1nebs r·ectt1pLs. of d6prttd11t1on to 

business receipts,· to cost of goods sold, etc., can be calculated from 

U.S. Business Tax Returns for 1963 for the state, with the assumptions 

specified in the wholesale sector. 

By multiplying the first ratio by the 1963 sales, stated in the 

Census of Business, the product gives us estimated net profit in 1963. 

Comparing 1963 state net profit of this sector to non-household gross 

margin of this sector in Harmston's state I/0 Table of 1963, a ratio of · 

adjustment is discovered for net profit. By the same token, comparing 

payroll to household gross margin we obtain a ratio of adjustment for wages 

and salaries. By applying the state ratios to the St. Louis S.M.S.A. and 

adjusting them through employment difference, we arrived at estimates of 

net profit, and wages and salaries for the region. The sum of these two 

amounts is the regional gross margin for this sector. 

The gross margin is then allocated horizontally across the board to 

each sector according to sampled sales distribution. 

2. Reliability Check 

The Survey of Current Business published data on earnings by broad 

industrial sources. Wholesale and retail trade produced about $1,091 

million in earnings in 1966 for the St. Louis S.M.S.A., or $1,099 million 

for the region. With an annual rate of growth of 2.6%, the earnings in 

these two sectors in the region should be about $1,128 million one year 

1 ater. · 

Our estimates of 1967 payrolls for wholesale and retail trades in 

the region were, respectively, $426 million and $702 million. Their 

sum is exactly the same figure as released by S.C.B. with one year 
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adjustment, as mentioned in the preceeding paragraph. However, the 

estimates were obtained separately by utilizing the combined public 

sources of the Census of Business and U. S. Business Tax Returns, with 

the method of estimation described previously. This may be an evidence 

of precision of estimation. if not coincidence. 

The 1967 distribution of gross margin in this sector was generally 

similar (though with exceptional sectors) to that of 1955 (S.M.S.A. table) 

and 1963 (state table). However, dollar amounts differ from sector, time 

and place from each other. A characteristic of retail sales is that they 

do not necessarily have a constant pattern traceable over time. The extent 

to which sales to other individual sectors fluctuate, depends on the price, 

technology, number of suppliers and demanders, as well as the nature of the 

comnodity transacted. As an example, dollar value paid by Sector 31 for 

retail service in 1967 was less than in 1955; $554 thousand against $985 

thousand. On the contrary, Sector 37 paid eleven times more for the service 

in 1967 than it paid in 1955, while the entire retail sector increased 

only 1.4 times over the period. Without further investigation, no 

plausible reasons can be given for the fluctuation. In other words, 

checking against the sales distribution in this sector is unlikely to be 

effective, and may be unnecessary. 

Checking against the reliability of the distribution was undertaken by 

all means possible. One of the reasons for the payment increase of eleven 

times in sector 37, the transportation equipment sector, was the increased 

consumption of automobile and related services which have higher income and 

population elasticity of demand. Out of total retail sale of $3.4 billion 
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(our estimate based on the Census of Business was $3.3 billion), automotive 

sales reported by Sales Management Magazine were about 19% or $644 million. 

Even a small percentage increase in automotive consumption, expectedly 

payment for the sales service, would amount to a very large increase due to 

its large dollar amount of sales. 

G. Finance, Insurance and Real Estate Row Vector 

The finance sector consists of groups such as the Federal Reserve 

Bank, conmercial and stock savings banks. mutual savings banks, savings 

and loan associations and security and commodity brokers, dealers and 

exchanges and services. The output for the Federal Reserve Bank is the 

difference between total current operating expenditures and the Federal 

Reserve currency expenses; for other banks, the output is the total annual 

operating earnings estimated from the "Annual Reports of Earnings and 

Dividends." For savings and loan associations, current operating income 

can be estimated from the Federal Home and Loan Bank Board publication, 

Combined Financial Statement. Total operating revenues for security and 

conmodity brokers, dealers, exchanges and services can be estimated by 

multiplying the regional sector employment by the ratio of output per 

employee, derived from the survey. 

The insurance sector is constituted of t~o carriers, life and non-life 

insurance. The latter category includes carriers engaged in accident, 

hospital, health, fire, casualty, title and other activities. The output 

of life insurance is the value of total operating and underwriting costs, 

inclusive of profits. Profit margin can be estimated from the information 
' 

given by the Internal Revenue Service and total underwriting and operating 

costs, exclusive of profit, can be estimated by uti11z1ng earned premiums, 
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reported by the State Insurance Commissioners. The assumption underlying 

this method is that perfect correlation exists between underwriting costs 

and premiums through the whole industry. Total premiums earned by the non

life insurance carriers in the region are considered as the value of output 

in the sector. 

Real estate and rental activities are sometimes considered as services 

through which transactions take place. The output of this sector is some

times defined as annual revenues. 

Various approaches have been used in order to obtain total production 

of this finance, insurance and real estate sector (F.I.R.E.}. Due to the 

fact that this sector covers too many units of dissimilar nature, to arrive 

at a figure of high reliability would be very costly, if not impossible. 

However, efforts were still made to obtain the total sectoral output through 

methods described previously. 

Another method used to arrive at a comparable figure of sector output 

1s a method similar to that used in deriving the wholesale trade service 

sector. Earnings from this F.I.R.E. group in 1966 were reported by the 

Department of Conmerce in the Survey of Current Business. Adjusting this 

figure by population and price indexes, we arrived at a comparable figure 

for the 1967 payroll. Net profit and other related transactions for this 

sector in 1963 can be estimated partly through utilizing U.S. Business Tax 

Returns and the Census of Business for the state. The weight of adjustment 

can be obtained in comparison with the 1963 state table. The second element 

of this sector's control total or profit margin and relevant transac~ions 

for the region is thus estimated by retaining assumptions employed in the 

wholesale trade sector. 
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on l)lJr rn6 I survey. 

H. Business, Personal and Other Services Row Vector 

Significant contributions have been made to the economic growth of 

this region by the service sector. It has been playing an important role 

in the regional economy and providing an increasing quantity and variety 

of service to people and businesses both inside and outside the region. 

This sector consists of various types of services such as hotel , motel , 

recreation; higher education, research and development; professional and 
I 

he~lth; repairing, etc. Obviously, establishments categorized in this sector 

are numerous and their sizes in terms of employment range from one person to 

thousands of people. It is practically impossible to sample all types of 

services because of the diversity of services provided the constraint of 

budget, and limited time. However, about one-eighth of total employment 

in this sector was covered in the returned survey. 

The value of output of the service sector was defined as total earned 

business receipts, including taxes collected and paid by establishments, but 

excluding investment dividends, rentals and other non-business receipts. 

The Census of Business gives sales of all establishments of selected services. 

From County Business Patterns we have employment figures for those selected 

services. Sales per employee for each service can be obtained for every 

year in which the Census of Business is published. The rates of change of 

sales per employee over time have been computed to estimate sales per 

employee for 1967. Multiplying this figure by estimated regional employment 

in 1967 and adjusting it for price changes, the estimation of total sales 

in 1967 for each service is hence furnished for comparative purposes. 
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The .methods employed in the wholesale trade sector for estimating 

sectoral profit margin and business receipts were used once again here 

to es ti mate 1963 Missouri business receipts and profit margin of the 

services sector. Finally, similar estimations for the services sector 

in the region for 1967 were estimated by converting state figures, through 

state to region ratios of employment. Adjustments were made in reference 

to the 1963 state table for business receipts and profit margin. 

The third approach used to arrive at values of output of various 

service sectors was to multiply total regional employment in each sector 

by revenue per employee in that related sector, which was derived from the 

1967 field survey. 

Finally, the value of output for various service sectors, $1,483 million, 

was estimated for tfle region in 1967. For the State of Missouri, the value 

totalled $1,881 million in 1963. According to the surveyed distribution of 

services provided for various industries, the value of output was propor-

tionally allocated. 
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Chapter Four: The Structure Of Regional Economy 

J. General Concept of Sector 

One of the purposes of this study, as indicated previously, is to analyze 

the economic structure of this region throughout its product flows of goods and 

services among sectors. All two-digit industries in the region have been aggre

gated into sectors . under the assumption of invariability of repercussions among 

industries in the same sector. 1 From these sectors, the products are transacted 

to two categories of demanders: endogenous and exogenous. The exogenous part 

includes state and federal governments, investment, export plus net inventory 

changes. They are income detennining factors whose change directly effects a 

region's income and is rather independently detenriined by forces outside the 

model. Conventionally they are categorized in the final demand segment. The 

endogenous part includes all local industries with their activities dependent 

on the level of regional income. Therefore, they are income determined and are 

responsive to any change in the final demand. 

, Two other final demanders, household and local government, are always treated 

as exogenous sectors in a national study where the economy is somewhat more 

closed (or is engaged in less trading with outsiders) than a small region in the 

nation. In a regional or interregional model, these sectors are sometimes 

considered to be meaningfully related to changes in endogenous industrial sectors. 2 

Furthennore, Hannston has argued that: "In an open trading economy, where 

changes are generated quite largely outside the geographic area, their roles 

1For the criteria of aggregation, see Isamu Yamada, Theory and Application 
of Interindustry Analysis, Kinokuniya Bookstore Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, 1961, 
pp. 16-49. . 

2walter lsard, op. cit., p. 337 1 supported this argument for household sector. 
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as producers outweigh the1r roles as consumers . While they certa1nly represent 

final consumers of goods. they also represent very important parts of the 

production process. If one considers human beings as producers, he can think 

of their consumption as an input which makes them function. If they are con

sidered as consumers, their purchases are a part of final demand. 113 

In order to detennine the impact of these sectors on the regional economy, 

they are treated alternately as both exogenous and endogenous sectors in this 

study. This makes available the analyses of multipliers due to interaction of 

industrial sectors alone, as well as those due to interaction when endogenous 

final demand sectors are also taken into consideration in the production process. 

Induced income change, in addition to direct and indirect income changes, can 

thus be introduced and analyzed by varying the assumptions of consumption function 

employed in the model. 

II. Regional Market Structure 

Table IV-1, the Interindustry Gross Flow Table, shows all market transactions 

of goods and services from industrial and endogenous final demand ,ectors named 

at left, to industrial and all final demand sectors named at the top of 

the table, inside and outside the region for 1967. The gross value of these 

transactions were estimated to be $26,643,629,000~ excluding household and local 

government, it amounted to $17,977,348,000. Certainly these values are much 

higher than the regional gross product, since output of one finn frequently is 

used as input by another finn. Therefore, the value of transactions includes 

double counted values of intennediate products. Corresponding figures for the 

St. Louis S.M.S.A. in 1955 were $14,354.039,000 and $9,746,676,000, and for the 

3F1oyd K. Harmston, op. cit., p. 71 and p. 11. 
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ST. LOUIS INDUSTRY - SALES Food, Tobacco Textiles Lumber & Paper & Chemicals, Leather Stone, Clay Primary Fabricated 

i & Kindred Prods. & Apparel Furniture Printing Petroluem & Products & Glass Metals Metals 

PURCHASES Rubber Prods. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 7 

l. Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products · 64,989 140 -- 128 l ,603 192 80 -- --
2. Textiles & Apparel 4,500 4,729 438 153 345 57 39 191 168 
3. Lunter & Furniture 245 14 l 3,250 l , 1-54 57 13 63 160 28 
4. Paper & Printing 18,455 1 ,062 658 35,262 9,348 l , 46 7 517 456 961 
5. Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber 5,935 317 158 285 617 760 l , 583 83,995 l ,899 
6. Leather Products 96 21 16 203 -- -- -- -- --
7. Stone, Clay & Glass 65,653 l 7,798 3,072 214 -- -- -- ----
8. Primary 'Metals 3,371 10,069 15,730 -- -- -- 1 , 296 -- --
9. Fabricated Metals 45,495 21 1 , 112 5 2 , 714 13,867 585 6,810 639 

10. Machinery (Except Electrical) 1,092 66 721 262 328 830 481 44 2,246 
11. Electrical Machinery 853 155 78 426 1 ,083 39 271 581 388 
12. Transportation Equipment -- -- 84 -- 619 2,076 -- -- --
13. Ordinance & Miscellaneous Manufacturing 899 171 257 492 1 , 113 493 278 642 749 
14. Agriculture 53,575 501 956 293 22 -- -- ----
15. Mining 1,223 7 62 3 2,746 2 7,302 13,787 --
16. Construction 1 ,623 53 241 18 168 -- 261 481 --
17. Transportation, Corrmunication & Utilities 58,388 7,706 8,743 19,265 56,610 3,557 20,599 25,193 10,670 
18. Wholesale Trade Services 17,083 1 ,084 2,859 4,180 6,809 3,460 5,607 9,539 9,060 
19. Retail Trade Services 932 2,026 6,768 5,655 9,888 4,188 2,499 3,647 554 
20. Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 27,666 6,461 2,485 10,271 9,774 6,958 8,946 10,768 12,756 
21 . Business, Personal & Other Services 15,302 2,097 2, 1 82 5,553 3,827 l ,036 4,180 7,063 2,531 

22. Subtotal 388,631 34,891 30,000 81 ,649 211 ,200 21,617 51,429 83,568 79,966 

23. Household 343,298 80,754 39, 111 233,542 309,241 47,824 96,511 285,886 197,244 
24. Local Government 8,534 1 ,036 231 3,467 1,307 811 1 ,892 4,483 225 

25. Other Exogeneous Payll'ents 116,113 16,524 3,325 95, 199 406,318 l O ,476 30,014 188,869 132,545 

26. Total Inside Region 856,576 133,205 73,247 412,282 931,242 80,142 178,185 561 , 790 411,062 

27. Total Outside Resion -· I~orts 427,381 64,242 10 ,643 94,411 652,906 26,717 41,713 289,568 124,613 

28. VALUE OF PRODUCTION 1,283,957 197,447 83,890 506,693 1,584,148 106,859 219,898 851,358 535,675 

Machinery Electrical Transportation 
(except 

electrical) 
Machinery Equipment 

10 11 12 

-- -- 77 
100 26 536 
144 204 246 
405 304 5,311 
332 949 4,589 

14 13 118 
-- l , 715 214 

13,656 20,310 52,548 
9,684 9,950 12,824 

10,573 8,388 19,922 
504 2,791 5,466 
672 83 42,234 
663 471 26,024 
-- -- --
-- 66 406 
130 16 l , 124 

6,669 7,706 43,717 
6,449 5,966 9,574 
9,470 878 18,980 
4,473 2,816 17,395 
3,813 2,671 11 ,465 

67,751 65,323 272,770 

210,%8 150,244 716,953 
2,005 1 ,487 3,447 

64,610 55,619 457,695 

344,834 272,673 1 ,450 ,865 

94,649 113,684 2,104,739 

439,483 386,357 3,555,604 

TABLE IV-1 

INTERINDUSTRY GROSS FLOW TABLE, ST. LOUIS REGION, 1967 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

For the distribution of ou,tput of an industry, read across the row for that industry. 
For the composition of in~ut to an industry, read down the column for that industry. 

Ord inance & Agriculture Mining Construction Transportation , Wholesale Retail 
Mis ce 11 aneous Corrrnunication & Trade Trade 
Manufacturing Utilities Se rvi ces Services 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

385 26 -- -- l ,090 4,328 28,477 
96 230 19 287 326 177 290 
52 2 l ,081 -- 114 100 l , 324 

4,403 101 162 3,086 7,234 4,047 51,299 
470 63 95 479 l 7 4 8,389 4,748 

53 -- -- -- -- 2,704 3,441 
2,573 -- -- 22,301 -- 4, 289 l , 50 l 

17,804 43 346 26,447 3,544 864 --
6,704 905 64,540 589 -- 3,991 --
l ,267 35 428 7,864 1 ,26 7 l ,442 11 8 

275 -- -- -- 3,024 6,318 2,054 
989 -- -- -- 1 , 834 8,823 152 

1 ,402 12 14 5,254 798 1 ,023 646 
263 7,858 -- -- -- -- --

59 2,252 1 , 910 33,352 2 , 149 -- --
423 75 6,627 170 -- -- 1,084 

8,595 2,519 12,448 16,449 155,010 17,042 30,379 
7,411 117 360 6,314 9,115 5,005 45,300 
1 ,013 108 324 37,513 13,171 6,295 32,731 

19,383 1 , 491 2,651 21 ,040 36 ,61 2 40,091 40,920 
4,379 264 859 21,378 29 ,853 15,167 10,189 

77,999 15,119 20,523 267,460 272 ,531 130,265 254 ,653 

102,702 42,153 35,753 505,315 663,998 482,794 804,886 
1 ,802 447 153 3, 199 28,584 8,090 14,847 

60,631 16, 181 18,307 18,197 317,177 116,795 124,504 

243,134 73,900 74,736 794,171 l ,282 ,290 737,944 1,198,890 

50,539 14,391 3,933 128,211 199,636 132,283 151,972 

293,673 88,291 78,669 922,382 1,481,926 870 ,227 1,350,862 

' ' N • I """'"" , c r r n o < 
Endogeno, s Exooenous Corresponding 

Finance, Business , Subtotal: 
Insurance & Personal & Household Loca 1 State 

Exoort Standard 
Federal Sales to Local 

Real Estate Other Services Sovernment Government 
Foreign Re,1 t Of Net Inventory TOTAL Industrial 

Government Investment Countries lJ. s. Adjustment Classification 
20 21 22 23 24 PRODUCTION 

Code 

2,565 l 04 ,080 414,515 7,712 -- 3, 123 21 ,026 8,209 1123 ,907 -- + l ,385 1,283,957 64 634 13,405 85,604 742 20-21 -- 930 -- 106 91,260 + 5,400 672 l ,095 10 , 145 13,577 3,487 197,447 22-23 -- 5,524 51 , 346 -- -- 189 83,890 7,639 19,022 171,199 36,663 6,380 - 24-25 968 l , 394 -- l ,785 2!87,515 + 789 32 l ,899 117,768 88,924 2,107 l , 334 506,693 26-27 
22 6,701 

69,503 -- 35,474 l,£!67,616 + l ,422 1,584,148 28-29-30 -- 10,854 l , 191 -- -- 88,113 
119,330 

-- -- 106,859 31 3,056 343 ---- -- 15 l, l 23 -- 7,337 88,694 -- 1,469 167,~97 908 -- 219,898 32 -- I , 122 3,242 -- -- 691,505 12,916 2,660 183,095 1 , 769 1 , 993 
. 851 ,358 33 ·- 2,243 -- 2,470 4,476 3\36,054 + 39 354 57,767 568 l ,295 3,575 535,675 34 -- 32 22 ,671 16,205 3(38,349 

116 l , 938 26 ,360 + 2,596 439,483 35 3,538 875 77 62,557 
3,375 60,941 86,619 

1,427 3,409 289,398 - 1 ,284 386,357 36 -- 3,852 3,839 1 ,827, 725 80,574 80, 173 1 ,3/.75 ,834 + 36,047 3,555,604 214 3,792 45,407 9,166 4,502 1 , 76 7 102,590 37 
63,468 3,184 

2,646 8,714 l'l 8,881 -- 293,673 19-38-39 -- -- -- 180 -- 21 , 259 -· + 200 88,291 01-09 -- 65,326 -- -- -- -- 936 12,407 -- 78,669 17,983 1 ,876 32,353 3,700 97,996 -- 10-14 82,696 87,226 
54,238 58,091 

618,411 -- -- 922,382 15-17 623,594 627,496 21 ,045 21 , 130 5,452 6,817 
4,398 31,784 191,474 41 , 648 4,052 

176,392 -- 1,481 ,926 40-49 3,089 l , 201 -- 628,763 
17,683 33,245 207,568 1,012,595 1 , 506 -- 870,227 50-51 3,012 1 , 133 l ,878 123,170 

149,267 34, 127 466,351 957,099 17,586 -- 1,350,862 52-59 14,340 167,514 -- 33,785 1,656,675 54.762 55,599 254,170 837,972 18,056 -· 60-67 35,544 184,896 2,576 150,060 ·- 1,483,274 70-89 
307,129 253 ,525 

597,881 922,000 42,368 353,725 129,642 670,933 ·- -- 8,065,226 68,400 70,880 261,587 -- 101,322 12,819 -- -- 601,055 93 
470,932 79,615 2,712,235 -- -· -· .. .. 

1 ,444 ,342 1,326,020 7,254,737 548,162 401 ,898 3 ,22&,314 740 ,406 7,063,438 

212 ,333 157,254 810,489 52,893 7,035 58,026 73, 192 - 6,097,453 

1,656,675 1,483,274 8,065,226 601,055 26,643,629 TOTAL 



TABLE 11/-2 

lnterindustrial Output: Dist ri but i on: Direct Sales Per Dollar Of Output 

St . Louis P.egion, 7967 
• 

' 
I 

F I N A L D E M A N D S E C T 0 R S 
Endlogenous Exogenous Co rf'espondi ng 

cr.emicals, Business, r . 
txport Standard 

Industrial Food , Tobacco Textil es & Lumber & Paper & Pf' tro l eum & Leather Stone, Clay Primary Fabricated Machinery Electrical Transportation TransportaU on, Wholesale Retail Finance , Personal 
LocJ1 Classification & Kindred Products Apparel Furniture Printing Rubber Products Products & Glass Metals Miscellaneous Conmurication Trade Trade [nsurance ! & Other State Federal Sales to local ~ore1gn Kes t OT Net I n¥en to r y TOTAL Metals {except electrical) Machinery Equiprent Manufacturing ,C\.g riculture Subtotal Household Goven!ll1€nt Govermrent Investment Countries U,S , Adjustment PRODUCTION Code Mining Construction & Utilities Services Services Real Es ta te Services Government l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 l 4 15 16 l 7 18 19 20 21 L Food, Tobacco and Kindred Products .05D6161 ,0001090 -- ,0000996 ,0012484 .0D00495 ,0000623 -- --

,D066064 
-- -- .0000599 .0002998 .000020 2 

I 
2' Textiles and Apparel .0227909 ,0231507 ,0011183 ,0007748 ,0017473 .0002886 .0001975 ,0009673 , 0008508 .0005064 -- -- ,0008489 . 0033708 .0221790 - - ,0019977 ,0809612 .3228418 .0024323 ,0163759 -- ,0063935 ,5638093 ,0010786 l . 0000000 20- 21 Lumber and Furniture ,D029204 .0015807 ,0387412 ,0137551 ,0019072 , D001316 ,0027146 .0004862 ,0011648 ,0000961 .0014535 ,0016510 ,0008964 .0014687 ,0003241 .0012109 ,0678906 . 0005368 .4621999 ,0273491 l . 0000000 22 -23 
3. ,0003337 ,0006794 .0001549 .0007509 ,D017165 ,0024317 .4335543 ,0037579 -- ,0047101 --4 . Paper and Printing .0364224 ,0020959 ,0012982 .0695924 ,0184490 ,0018966 .0028952 ,0010203 . 0008999 . 0029324 ,00D6198 -- ,0000238 .0 128859 ,0013S89 ,0011920 ,0157825 ,0080104 . 0110528 ,1209311 .1618428 .0415663 , 0658481 -- -- ,6120634 -,0022569 l .0000000 24-25 ,0007993 ,0005999 - -5. Chemicals, Petroleum aod Rubber Products ,0037464 ,000 200 1 ,D000997 .0009992 0530221 ,0011987 ,0001799 ,0003894 .0004797 .OI04El6 .D086896 ,0001993 .0003197 .0060904 ,0142768 . 0079870 , 1012427 ,0150761 , D375 414 . 3378741 .0723574 .0125914 ,0019104 ,0027511 -- .0035228 ,5674343 .007 5577 l. 0000000 26-27 ,000209S 6. Leather Products -- , 0003983 .0001965 ,0001497 .0018996 D005990 , 0018968 .D002966 .0000397 .0000599 ,0003023 . 0001098 , 0052955 .0029971 .0000101 ,D011987 .0743403 .0561336 .0013300 ,0438740 -- ,0123931 . 8001878 ,0008976 l, 00000D0 28- 29-30 

-- - - -- -- .D001310 ,0001216 
I 

.0008410 7. Stone, Clay and Glass , 29856 ll -- ,0809375 . 0139701 , 0009731 .D011042 .0004959 -- -- -- -- .0253043 .0322013 ,0002058 -- ,0627081 ,1015731 ,0111455 -- -- . 82 45725 -- l,0000000 31 
- - - - -- -· -- , 0077990 .0009731 ,0117008 -- - -8, Primar,Y Metals -- -- ,0039595 -- .0015222 -- -- .0718269 ,0184763 .0160402 -- - - . 1014 152 -- . 019504/l ,00682S8 - - - - ,5426601 .0138973 , 0015598 ,0000682 . 005 l 069 -- .0333654 ,4033415 - - 1 ,0000000 32 9, Fabricated Metals .0849302 ,0000392 ,0020758 , 0010920 ,0127129 ,0011928 ,0000093 ,005D665 , 0258869 ,0238560 ,06 17225 0209124 .0000505 . 0004064 .0370644 .0041627 ,0010148 . - -- .0017254 .1967402 .0010665 .0013178 -- .0038080 ,8122376 - ,01S 171 0 l, 0000000 33 .0180781 - - --l O. Machinery (except electrical) .0024847 .0005961 .0007463 ,0018885 ,00109 44 .0001007 . 000 1501 ,0016405 ,0051105 ,0185746 .0239398 .0125150 - - ,0016894 , l 20 4835 .0070995 .007 4504 - - -- ,0049656 .3418015 , D033023 .0037205 ,0041872 .0046110 ,0083558 ,6273468 ,0D66738 1 .0000000 34 .0240578 ,0190860 - -ll, Electrical Machinery ,0022078 ,0004011 .0002018 ,0011026 ,0028031 .0001009 ,0007D14 .0015037 .0010042 0453305 .0028829 ,0000796 .0D09738 . 07 78937 .0028829 . 003281 l .0002684 0000887 ,0008D54 , 1314420 ,D0 1292 4 .0029466 .0D00728 . 057 5856 . 0368728 , 7698796 ,0019069 l , 0000000 35 , 0013044 ,0D72233 .0 147475 ,00071 17 - -11 , Transportation Equipment - - -- -- .0000236 - - -- -- ,0001740 .0005838 , 0D01889 - - - - -- .0078269 0163527 ,0053 163 .0003002 .0050160 .0582261 .0091573 .00226 74 .000 1992 ,1619150 ,0036934 .0088234 ,7490429 - . 0033233 l, 0000000 36 l 3, Miscellaneous Manufacturing .D030612 .0005822 .0008751 ,0016753 ,0D37899 ,0016787 ,0009466 ,0021861 ,0025504 ,0000233 ,0118781 0002781 - - -- -- -0005158 .0024814 ,00D0427 - - ,0009492 .0777389 ,D243612 0D10833 .0010797 .5140406 ,0226611 ,0225483 ,3869480 ,0101380 l ,0000000 37 ,0022576 . 0016038 ,0886155 .0047740 ,0000408 14, Agriculture , 6068002 .0056744 ,0108278 ,D033189 ,0002 491 -- - - -- -- .0000476 . 0178906 .0027173 .0034834 .0021997 .0007287 ,0129123 , 1546168 ,D 311115 ,0153299 .0060168 ,3493341 ,0090100 .029672 4 .4048073 -- 1, 0000000 19-38-39 - - -- - - ,0029787 .0890011 15. Mining ,0155461 , 0000889 . 0007881 ,0000381 ,0349057 ,0000254 ,0918191 , l 752532 -- -- -- - - - - -- - - -- , 7188498 , 0360615 ,0020387 - - . 2407833 .0022652 l ,0000000 01 -D9 -- .0008389 .00516D8 ,0007499 -- --16, Construction .0017595 ,00D0574 -- . 0002829 ,000521 4 ,0002612 .D000195 ,0001821 .0286262 .0242789 .4239535 .0273169 -- - - - . - - ,8303898 ,0118979 . 1577114 -- l. 0000000 10-14 

-- .0001409 .0000173 -- -- -- --17, Transportation. Communication and Utilities ,039400D .0051999 .0058997 ,D129999 .0382002 ,0024002 .0139001 ,0170001 . 0072000 .0012185 ,0004585 -- - - . 0000813 , D071 B46 .0007843 .0011752 ,0194961 . 0020338 .0351146 ,0040113 .1062413 .0945660 , 6704499 -- -- l , 000D000 15-17 .0045002 .0896548 18, Wholes.ile Trade Services ,0196305 ,0012456 ,0032853 ,0048D33 .0078243 ,003~759 .006443 1 ,0109615 .0051999 .0295001 .0057998 .0076998 .0083998 ,Ol 10997 . 7046003 .0114998 ,D204996 . D365996 ,0391996 ,4207983 .0036789 .0046000 . 1190228 -- l, 0000000 40 - 49 Retail trade Services ,0104110 .0074107 .0068556 .0110017 .0085161 ,0001344 , 4234327 .0142011 .Ol 42584 19 , ,0041862 ,0073197 .0031002 ,0018499 .0026997 ,000 41D1 ,0006899 .0014997 ,D050101 . 00707 03 ,00D4136 . 0072555 ,0104742 ,OU;7513 ,0520553 .0050538 .0365238 ,2100265 ,D 478587 .0046562 . 00 35496 . 0013800 -- .7225275 - - l. 0000000 50-51 20, Finance, Insurance and Real Estate .0166997 ,0038999 ,0014999 ,0061997 .0058997 .0041999 ,0053999 ,D064997 . 0076997 . 00D6499 ,0140502 .0007498 .0000799 ,0002398 , 0277696 ,0097500 ,0045599 .0242297 ,D13D901 .0246102 , 1536549 .7495917 .0011148 ,0022296 .0008387 ,0013902 , D911788 - - l .00D0000 52-59 2L Business, Personal and Other Services .0 103 163 ,0014137 ,0006984 , 0028180 ,0047617 .0017063 .00147 10 ,0037437 ,0026999 .0016997 .0104999 , 0116999 .0008999 ,00 16001 ,0127001 ,0220996 .0241996 ,0247000 ,D901003 .0205996 .2814967 .0106152 .1011145 . 0203932 -- l, 0000000 60-67 .0025801 . 5777228 , 0086558 --,002S706 .0018007 , 0077295 .0029522 ,0001779 , 0005 79 l ,0144127 ,0101164 .0702253 ,D068692 .0369196 ,0374839 , 1713563 , 5649475 i , 1246S39 . 0017366 .1D1 l680 -- l ,0000000 70 - 89 .0121)30 I ,0239632 22, Household' , 0425652 ,0100126 .0048493 . 0289566 .0383425 , 0D59296 ,0119663 .0354467 .0244561 .0260957 ,D186286 I 23, Local Government .0147983 .0017236 . 0013492 ,003147i . :J07 4585 ,0003743 ,0003843 ,0057681 ,00217 45 .0888943 ,0127339 .0052265 , 0043329 .0626535 .0823285 .0598611 , D997970 ,0741307 .1143179 -- .0052531 .0433580 ,01 60741 .0831883 -- -- -- -- l. 0000000 , 0033358 ,0024739 ,0057349 .0029980 ,0007436 ,00D2545 ,0D53223 . 04 75563 .0134596 .0247015 , 1137999 .1179259 , 0213274 -- -- l, 0000000 93 -- .4352 130 . - I . 1685735 -- --
I 

wed l ; d tr named at 0 . Note. Each entry shows, d1rect sales per dollar of output from St. Louis reg10n industry na at eft to n us y t p 
Individual items may not horizontally add to total due to rounding. 
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L State of Missouri in 1963 were $35,025,580,000 and $24,136,966,000, 

L 

L 

respectively. 4 

In contrast to product sale (output} distribution, read across the rows, 

.purchasing relationship (input) is recorded by reading down the columns. For 

example, the sector of food, tobacco and kindred products sold $64,989,000 of 

output to itself, $140,000 to textiles and apparel sector, $128,000 to paper 

and printing and so forth in 1967. In addition to its self-consumption of 

$64,989,000, this sector purchased $4,500,000 from the textiles and apparel 

sector and $245,000 from lumber and furniture, $18,455,000 from paper and 

printing and so forth as its inputs to produce its output of $1,283,957,000 

L in that year. This sector sold $104,080,000 to all non-final demand sectors 

L 
L 

[_ 

L 

in the region (row 1, column 22). Conversely, it purchased its input of 

$856,576,000 from all endogenous sectors in the region and $427,381,000 from 

industries outside the region. Empty cells represent either no value or values 
I 

of less than $1,000. 

Since exogenous final demand sectors are not considered in the regional 

production process of this model, they will be discussed first. All endogenous 

sectors, including household and local government will be dealt with in the sub

section thereafter. 

A. Exogenous Final Demand Sectors 

Exported manufacturing products from the region in 1967 were separated 

according to their destinations: to foreign countries and to the rest of the 

u. S. This kind of separation by destination was not given for exports from 

non-manufacturing sectors because of the lack of reliable infonnation (see 

4oata for St. Louis S.M.S.A. were calculated from Werner Hirsch's trans
actions table which was sent to the author by him; data for the State of 
Missouri were estimated by Floyd K. Harmston, op. cit., p. 8. 
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export column). Estimated value of total export in 1967 from this region was 

$7,063,438,000. 

Values of input purchased from markets outside the region for each sector 

are also shown in this table in the row of imports. The region as a whole in 

1967 purchased $6,097,453,000 from outside markets. It is deliberately shown 

as a negative figure in the column of exports so that the value of net export 

can be easily observed: $965,985,000. In other words this region enjoyed a 

favorable trade in terms of balance of payments; net gain from trading with out

side markets was about 14% of total exports. In Hirsch's model of 1955, the 

trade sector in the St. Louis S.M.S.A. was specified as balanced and the value 

estimated was $3,995,460,000 or a little less than 57% of the total export in 

1967. Export from the State of Missouri in 1963 was shown in Harmston's table 

and the amount was estimated to be $8,526,947,000. 5 

The dependence on outside trade for a region consisting of a small~r area 

,is usually expected to be heavier relative to a larger area, such· as a state. 

The St. Louis region in 1967 exported about 27% of its total production of all 

endogenous sectors while the State of Missouri exported only 24% in 1963. 

Entries under the federal government column represent the government expen

diture pattern in the region, including transfer payments less social security 

contributions in 1967. Apparently this region's economy relies heavily on 

federal ·government's expenditure, which provides for this region an amount of 

basic income of $3.3 billion or more than 12% of total regional production of 

all endogenous sectors. This amount is about five times greater than the amount 

that federal government spent in the S.M.S.A. in 1955 and 34% more than that spent 

5For the purpose of -convenience, any reference hereafter made to the St. Louis 
S.M.S.A. for 1955 and the State of Missouri for 1963 is referring respectively to 
the studies of Hirsch and Harmston, unless otherwise specified. 

--
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1n the State of M1ssour1 1n 1963. 

In an economic base model. all reg1ona1 income 1s a multiple of 1ts basic 

income on which all economic activities are generated. The increase in 

federal expenditures in both absolute amount and in its rate of change in 

this region certainly enlarges the community's base for growth. Consequently, 

economic activities in the region resulted in growth in both dimensions. The 

federal government spent more than half of its total expenditure in the region 

on transportation equipment purchases and contracts. Among both manufacturing 

and non-manufacturing industrial sectors, the transportation equipment sector 

was the largest sector in the region in terms of production. More than half 

of its total output was delivered to the federal government partly through con

tracts with the Defense Department. Twelve years aqo this sector ranked next to 

several other sectors in terms of output produced, and the federal government spent 

as little as $620,000 in this sector. It is quite obvious from these facts that 

this region has depended considerably on federal defense procurements for its 

growth. The other extreme is also conceivable, i.e., how this region may be 

affected when disarmament policies are put into effect. 

State government in 1967 contributed $409 million of basic income to this 

region. Twelve years ago its contribution was $141 million. Households and 

local governments together received more than 56% of the total in 1967 and in 

1955, more than 83%. 

Sales to local investment amounted to $887 million for the region in 1967. 

The corresponding figure shown in the Hirsch table under gross private capital 

fonnation for 1955 was higher, $915 million, and in the Harmston table for the 

state in 1963 was lower, $772 million. The difference between the three figures can be 

explained in part by the decision to change the stock of capital goods and the 

exact amount of those capital goods consumed during the production process 
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within a particular year. The decision to change and the amount consumed certainly 

fluctuate year by year, depending, to a large degree, on market expectations of 

both demanders for and suppliers of both _cap1tal and consumer goods. 

Net inventory adjustment reflects the· difference between goods currently 

produced but stocked and those previously produced but currently sold, for a 

particular year. Net inventory adjustment is conventionally presented in an I/0 

table to reveal actual production for that year. Negative signs indicate inventory 

depletion and positive signs, accumulation. The net inventory adjustment column 

in the regional table includes, for purposes of simplicity, raw materials and semi

finished goods adjustment as well. 

B. Industrial Sectors 

Regional market transaction among sectors shown in Table IV-1, as pre

viously described, developed initially from the surveyed result of employment 

distribution within each sector. The matrix of employment distribution was con

structed by methods explained in Chapter III. By multiplying respectively employ

ment distribution ratios across the row by total production of each sector, 

estimated as also explained in Chapter II, the resulting ~atrix with proper adjust

ments and modification is the Interindustrial Gross ,flow Table, Table IV-1. 

Table IV-2, Interindustrial Output Distribution: Direct Sales Per Dollar 

of Output, is a by-product of Table IV-1. It portrays the relative importance, 

not the absolute amount, of sales fro~ sectors named at left to sectors named at 

This matrix should be identical to that of the employment distribution 
top. 

in Which no price and other adju~tment on a priori grounds 
matrix for sectors 

were perfonned. 
A market transaction relationship, constructed on the basis of weighted 

. generally agreeable for the region 1n 1967 for at 
employment distribution, 1s 

h assumption of identical labor productivity 
least two reasons. First, t e 

-

-
-
,._ 

,._ 

-
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among firms within a sector is accepted at even as narrow a critical region as 

1% for all sectors tested. Secondly, the simple correlation coefficients 

between employment and output for many sectors are higher than 0.9 (see Chapter 

III, sector D-3 and the following subsections for details}. 

l. Manufacturing Sectors 

a. Food, Tobacco and Kindred· Products 
·; ~! 

lnterindustHal sales in the St. Louis region from this sector 

were ne9ligible and made primarily to other firms within this sector 

and to the retail trade sector. These two sectors accounted 

for, respectively, 5% and 2% of total sales in 1967. Some negligible 

amount was sold to several other non-final demand sectors as their 

inputs. 

Out of the total _production from this sector in 1967, 91.9% 

was delivered to sectors other than regional industries. The 

region exportep about 57% of its total food, tobacco and kindred 

products; 0.6% to foreign countries and the remainder to the 

rest of the U. S. A. 

There were none, or a very small amount of sales to lumber 

and furniture ;" metal, machinery, mining, construction, and 

finance, insurance and real estate sectors. In other words, 

the preceeding sectors did not take any, or only took a very 

insignificant amount of this sector's output as their 

intermediate jnputs. 

Exports from this sector in 1955 were about 65% of its total · 

product. This percentage declined to 56% in 1967, only slightly 

above the perfentage of the state's exported food, tobacco and 

kindred products in 1963, 
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In 1955, household ~onsumption accounted for 26% of this sector's 

oJtput, and in 1967, 32%. Both these percentages for the region are 

higher than that consumption in the State of Missouri in 1963, i.e., 

23%. Increased population with increased domestic household con

sumption, combined with increased purchases by various levels of 

government, resulted partly in the decline in exporting of this 

sector's products, in spite of the fact that this sector's 

output has increased 14% since 1955. 

Total shipment in this sector, obtained from Annual Survey of 

Manufactures (A.S.M.), before price adjustment was $1,225 million. 

By aggregating surveyed firms by their employment and dollar value 

of sales, we arrived at an estimate of average sales per employee 

in this sector for 1967. Total sales in the sector was obtained by 

multiplying the average sales by the sector's employment. Total 

sales so obtained were $1,120 million or 92% of total shipment. 

This provides a percentage weight for the other estimates. 

Our survey showed that 46.8% of the materials of production 

were purchased outside the region. The A.S.M. revealed the figure 

for cost of materials. By taking the product of these two figures 

weighted by the previously mentioned weight, we found the amount 

of total imports purchased by this sector. As exports for this 

sector declined, imports also declined. In 1955, imported materials 

amounted to 54% of total output; only 33.3% was attributed to imported 

materials in 1967. In other words, exports declined less than did 

imports. The region has still enjoyed a net gain in widening this 

economic base for growth. 

..... 

-
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b. Textile and Apparel 

The survey showed that 93% of total sales of this sector were to 

the final demand sectors. Export to the rest of the U.S. accounted 

for 46% and regional households consumed 43% of the 1967 total output. 

The corresponding figure shown in Hirsch's 1955 study was 59%. The 

decline in importance of exports may be attributed to an increase in 

regional consumption, resulting from an increase in population and in 

government purchases. 

The sector's sales to the final demand sectors in 1963 in the 

state was, according to Hannston's estimation, 91%, as · compared to 

93% in the St. Louis region in 1967. These figures indicate that 

interindustri al sales in both the region and the state have been 

very smal 1. 

Various checks against the reliability of the model have been 

painstakingly performed for sectors wherev~r comparable information 

is available. For instance, based upon the sampled firms which gave 

dollar amount of sales, costs and other relevant information, dollar 

amounts of sales inside and outside the region were computed. By the 

same methq~ _expenditures on variable and fixed costs of products 

sold were also aggregated. Multiplying the aforementioned firm infor

mation by the employment ratio of the sector to the firms, we arrive 

at related dollar figures for the ent1re sector. 

The estimate of dollar sales through aggregation for this sector 

is quite close to estimated value of output. In addition, percentage 

distribution of sales and purchases inside and outside the region, 

obtained from employment aggregation of all samples, is almost identical 

to that obtained by dollar aggregation of some particular firms. 
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For instance, from our survey, imported materials amounted to 60% 

of total cost in_ dollar terms while the figure calculated from the 

efl1)1oyment ratio was 59%. In other words, those firms with dollar 

value specified could represent the whole sector. The sector's import 

and inventory changes were, therefore, obtained through the same 

method. 

c. Lumber and Furniture 

In this sector the furniture industry has become more important 

than lumber in terms of value of output. As expected, furniture 

export from this region has been increased partly as a result of 

large refrigerator producing finns' increase in production. Exports 

from this sector in 1955 were only 30% of total sales, but accounted 

for 61% in 1967. In 1963, the corresponding figure for the state was 

52%. 

Domestic consumption by regional residents was also high for this 

sector; 16% of total output. Percentage-wise the amount purchased by 

households from this sector ranked third among all manufacturing sectors, 

second only to the two mentioned in the preceeding subsections a and b. 

The above is true due to the nature of their products, i.e., consumer 

goods. However, in dollar terms, household consumption of lumber and 

furniture in 1967 indicated a decline as compared to that of 1955: 

$15.5 million against $13.6 million. Furniture is a durable consumer 

good. The consumption of this good shows less of a trend pattern than 

other non-durable goods when population increases. The whole state's 

consumption of lunber and furniture products in 1963 was only 

$24.7 million. 

-

-

-
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Sales from this sector to the leather industry show a great 

decline, from $3 million in 1955 to $28 thousand in 1967. Sales to 

rubber, plastic and leather industries together, in 1963, in the 

state, were also low, totalling only $777 thousand. The decline in 

the leather industry itself in the region, as indicated by a 6.1% 

decline in employment from 1955 to 1967, could be one reason for 

decreased input of this sector's product. One of the other reasons 

may be import substitution. The leather industry imported only 36% 

of its total input in 1955, most of the input was domestically 

supplied. But in 1967, more than 90% of total input used in the 

leather industry was obtained from outside suppliers (see Table IV-3). 

Out of all sectors employed in this study, the lumber and furniture 

sector ranked third in terms of useful sample employment coverage; 

68% of total sectoral employment was utilized (see Table II-1). From 

their information this sector's sales distribution was, therefore, 

well established. 

d. Paper and Printing 

Total output of this sector in 1967 showed an increase of about 

90% over that of 1955. This sector, in view of its growth of product, 

has indicated some advantageous factors of growth existing in the region. 

Sales distribution of this sector, obtained from our survey, was 

very satisfactory when compared with the state sales distribution in 

1963. That is to say, percent distributions in the region and in the 

state by sector were quite similar, or that inter-industrial dem~nd for 

the product in the state does not differ from that in the region. 

Sales to retail trade constituted 10% of total output. The other 

important consuming sectors, in• order of importance, were the sector 
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itself (7%), services and the food, tobacco and kindred products 

sectors. Two-thirds of this sector's output was delivered to the 

final demand sectors with exports amounting to 57%. 

In 1955, this sector imported 33.8% of the materials used in 

production and exported 31.5% of i~s total output. In 1967, the 

corresponding figures rose to 38% and 57%, respectively. The states 

of Missouri and Washington were both net exporters of paper and print

ing products in 1963. More ·than half of their outputs were sold out

side the states. 6 However, this sector in the region exported 

proportionally more and imported less than the State of Missouri 

in 1963. All of the above illustrate that this sector has been an 

important net exporting sector in the region. 

Many of the surveyed firms in this sector reported dollar values 

in the questionnaire. By taking each firm's information as an indepen

dent observation, a model, by regressing output on employment was 

tested. Simple correlation (r) between these two variables for 1967 

was higher than 0.98. The coefficient of detennination (R2) was about 

0.97; 1n other words, employment and output in this sector, viewed 

through surveyed observations, was almost perfectly correlated, and 

about 97% of total variation in output would be explained by the varia

tions in employment. In addition, coefficients relating employment to 

output for this sector are highly significant; the student t yalue is 

much greater with respect to existing degrees of freedom than the 

required value to warrant a judgment of a critical region less than 

0.01. In teMJIS of statistical application the use of this model is 

6P. J. Bourque, E. J. Chambers, J. S. Chiu, F. L. Denman. B. Dowdle, 
G. G. Gordon, M. Thomas, C. M. Tiebout and E. E. Weeks: The Washington 
Interindustry Stud~ for 1963, Center for Urban and Regional Studies, 
tL of Washinoton. eattle, Washington, 1966. Any reference made to 

'-
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justified. The regression model for th1s sector, with the employment 

of the classic least squares technique and assumptions of nonna11ty of 

variable distribution and independence of explanatory variable and 

disturbance terms, is estimated as follows: 

E =a+ b X + e = 29.23 + 0.03437X 
2 R = 0.97, t = 12.99 

In the equation, X represents sectoral output ($1,000), E, employ-

-ment and e, the disturbance or residual term; a is the constant and 

b the coefficient for the explanatory variable. Given the level 

of output for this sector, by utilizing the estimated constant and 

coefficient, we can estimate the employment for the sector. Assuming 

labor is the only variable 1n production, the coefficient multiplied 

by lJr is the elasticity of labor with respect to output, i.e., it 

represents the percentage change in employment (in man-year) divided 

by the percentage change in output ($1,000). 

e. Chemical, Petroleum and Rubber Products 

This sector is one of the large exporting sectors in the region. 

Its sales outside the region have been constantly increasing. The 

·region exported 78% of the total chemical, petroleum and rubber 

products in 1955, while in 1967 it exported 82.3% for the State 

of Missouri, the figure in 1963 was 58%. In spite of this, the 

sector's imported materials were less in 1967 than in 1955, both in 

Washington State hereafter is refering to this table and will not be 
footnoted for the purpose of simplification. 
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absolute amount and in percentage of total output. This indicates 

a favorable balance of trade, in this region, with the rest of the 

world, resulting from the operation of the industries in this sector. 

The resulting affect is even more worth discussing in terms of 

regional economic gr<Mth, because this sector produced as much total 

output as $1~6 billion in 1967, next only to the transportation 

equipment sector. among all manufacturing sectors. 

Chent1cal industries in this region produced an overwhelming share 

or total output 1n this sector. Export of chemical products was even 

higher than the sectoral average: more than 90% of chemical products 

were shipped to outside customers. 

The sector itself was the largest consumer in the region. absorbing 

$36.5 million or 5.3% of total output. About 0.5% of total sectoral 

output was sold to wholesalers; following these two sectors in 

importance were the retail trade, food, tobacco and kindred products, 

and transportation equipment sectors. The finance, insurance and 

real estate sectors purchased the least amount~ only $32 thousand 

from this sector. 

The 1967 survey was the basic source from which sales coefficients 

were computed. Sales as distributed in the Table showed no close 

relationship to either the 1963 state table or the S.M.S.A. table of 

1955. In checking the reliability of these sales coefficients, two 

additional surveys were considered: (1) the 1965 I/0 survey for 

chemical industries; and (2) the 1967 survey conducted by the 

Chemical Industrial Council of Greater St. Louis. As expected, the 

results differ in detail from survey to survey. To the extent of 

-
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sectoral aggregation, they did show many similarities. For instance , 

chemical products exported to outside regions were about 80% in the 

1965 I/0 survey and 91% in the C.I.C. survey; however, our survey 

shows that 82% of the total output of the whole sector (with petroleum 

and rubber products included), was exported. 

The first phenomenon,. that of having a higher percentage of export can 

be explained by sectoral specialization of labor in this region, as 

compared with the state. Output per employee of this sector for the 

State of Missouri was about $25,000 in 1963 and, for the region it 

was $65,000 in 1967, or $64,000 in terms of 1965 constant dollar (see 

Table IV-6). The regional figure was higher than the state even in 

1955; it was $40,000. The second phenomenon, that of having a dissimilar 

sales distribution as compared with the state as well as the region 

twelve years ago., can be explained by changes in technology and prices: 

input and import substitutions certainly occurred in the region between 

the period, and their effects were so influential upon this sector 

such that the sales distribution of this sector within the region has 

been continuously changing. 

Employment coverage of usable samples for this sector was the 

highest among all sectors surveyed in 1967, i.e., 73% of total employ

ment (see Table II-1). The classic least squares model for this 

sector was also estimated on the basis of all observations with dollar 

infonnation. An even higher correlation coefficient (relating output 

~nd -employment) than that of the paper and printing sector was found. 

Additionally, the coefficient estimated for the relat1.onship between the 

two variables was even statistically more significant. In other words, 

labor productivity among firms was extremely homogenous in this sector 

in 1967 and the assumption used in this study, that employment distri-
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bution secured from the sample survey reflects output flows in the same 

sector, 1s theoretically as well as emp1r1cally attainable. The 

estimated equation is the following: 

E =a+ b X + e = 161.879 + 0.00582X 

t = 31.08 

f. Leather and Leather Products 

Sales to leather and leather products in 1967 were still pre

dominantly outside the region, though the share of exports has declined 

since 1955: 90% against 82%, respectively. The decline may be 

attributed in part to the increased household consumption in the region 

through either or both population increase and change in propensity 

to consume leather products, due to rising per capita income. Domestic 

expenditures on leather and leather products by regional residents have 

increased more than four times since 1955, $10,854,000 against $2,422,000. 

Sales to retail and wholesale trades were about 2.5% and 3.2% of 

total output. Sales inside the region to the leather and leather 

products sector were also negligible, i.e., 2%. 

Although we sampled firms which together employed 43% of total 

employees in this sector in 1967, only a few firms disclosed dollar 

values in the questionnaire. Both the 1965 and 1967 surveys for this 

sector are relatively less informative than for other sectors 

aforementioned, with respect to dollar disclosures. 

However, sales distribution in the region in 1967 was checked 
, ' 

against Washington's 1963 table and Hirsch's 1955 table. The St. Louis 

survey distribution is more similar to Washington's than to Hirsch's. 

-
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No special adjustments were made for two reasons. First, domestic 

sales in this sector, except those to household, were of a negligible 

amount. Secondly, H1rsch 1s sectoral output 1n 1955 was much larger 

than total shipments from this sector, according to the 1965 A.S.M., 

i.e., $148 million against $95 million. The estimated shipment in 

1967 based on employment and adjusted for price change was $101 million, 

st.tll smaller than Hirsch 1 s 1955 figure. This is partially attributed 

to an employment difference in this sector for the two years. Employ

ment in 1955 totalled 14,900, as used by Hirsch, and 8,215 in 1967, as 

stated by the County Business Patterns. A large decline in total 

shipments and a time period of twelve years may certainly alter greatly 

the domestic sales pattern. 

g. Stone, Clay and Glass 

We have sampled a number of firms which together account for about 

47% of total employment in this sector. The sales distribution from 

this sector in 1967 was quite uncomplicated. This sector exported 

about 43% of their total output and sold about 30% to the domestic food 
• 

and related industries. An overwhelming share of this sector's sales 

was from the glass industry. 

Sales to construction were about 10%. The construction sector was 

the second most important domestic demander for this sector 1 s product. 

The next was chemical, petroleum and rubber products, a little more than 

8%. Among all manufacturing sectors this sector had the largest domestic 

sales to all manufacturing industries. As manufacturing inputs this 

sector sold over 54% of its total output domestically in 1967. 
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Final demand sectors absorbed about 46% of total sales of this 

sector, the most important of wh1ch was export, absorb1ng 44%. 

In comparison, the State of M1ssouri exported 50% of total stone, 

clay and glass output in 1963 and all consumption by the final demand 

sectors accounted for only 51% in the same year. A relative low 

regional figure of export in th1s sector may be interpreted as a 

substitution effect: a high domestic consumption, as stated in the 

previous paragraph, substituted for export. A much higher interindustrial 

consumption was found in Washington State, all final demand sectors 

accounted for only 20% of total sales in 1963, one half of which 

was exported. 

h. Primary Metals 

Our survey covered firms with almost 60% of the total employment in 

this sector. In addition, questionnaires returned to us from these 

finns were filled out in detail. Therefore, the sales distribution 

for this sector result1.ng from our survey could be considered highly 

repres~ntative. 

This sector has also been one of the important exporting sectors 

in the region. Of the total output produced in 1967, 81% was shipped 

to outside a~as. Transportation equipment industries are the largest 

purchasers of th1 s sector's output in the region, buying more than 6% of 

the total output. Construction and electrical machinery are the other 

two industri'es which consumed more than $20 million worth of primary 
I 

metals produced domestically. 

Compared with Hirsch's table, the value of export from this sector 

increased about 130% between 1955 and 1967. Relatively speaking, 

more than 81% of total production in 1967 was exported, as against 70% 

-
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in 1955. In terms of domestic consumption, the transportation 

equ;pment industries absorbed more than double the amount they 

purchased in 1955, $52,548,000 against $20,445,000. 

Since many large firms in this sector are located on the 

Illinois side of the St. Louis region, regional sales vary greatly 

in dollar tenns from Missouri State sales of primary metals. The 

state's imported primary metals could be exported from the region. 

Consequently, dollar transactions between this sector and other 

sectors in the region were much larger than those in the state. 

This result can also be indicated by the employment difference: 

the state's employment in the sector in 1967 was about 55% of that 

of the .region, 14,462 persons as compared to 26,157 persons. 

Although there were great differences in amount of sales, the 

sales distribution or percentages from this sector to other manufac

turing industries in the region, in 1967, do no~ differ too much from 

that of the state in 1963. For instance, the rankings of the state 

domestic sales were transportation equipment first, machinery ~econd 

and electrical machinery third, which is identical to the St. Louis 

rankings. 

1. Fabricated Metals 

Regional sales in this sector were dominated by several sectors. 

The construction sector purchased more than 12% of total output 1n 

1967. Next in importance were the sectors of food and tobacco and 

kindred products, fabricated metals itself and transportation equipment. 
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A relatively high regional sale was observed in this sector . Inter

industrial use constituted more than 34% of the total output of this 

sector, only next to stone, clay and class sector among all manufac

turing industries. 

As a result of the high percentage of regional consumption, 

exports from this sector were low; only 64%. However, regional 

export in 1967 amounted to $341 million or 4 times as much as in 

1955. The region exported proportionally more fabricated metals 

in 1967 than did the state in 1963 (59%), and also earned more money 

outside in 1967 than the entire state earned in 1963 through exported 

products ($327 million). 

As exports from the region have been increasing over the period 

of 1955 to 1967, the precentage of total materials imported from 

outside as input for this sector has also shown an increase. 

Imported materials in 1967 were about one and one half 

times greater than those in 1955. Nevertheless, the increase in 

exports, both in absolute and relative terms1 was much larger than the 

increase in imported materials. This sector, again shows itself to 

have been of great importance as a net gaining sector in enlarging 

the regional economic base for growth. 

The simple correlation coefficient between output and employment 

among finns in this sector was also high for 1967. Following is 

the result empirically estimated for this sector, from more than 

forty observations. Similar interpretations applied to the sectors 

of paper and printing and, chemical, petroleum and rubber products 

are also applicable to this sector. 

E = a + b X+ e = 26.018 + 0.02953 X 

R2 = 0.82 t = 13.64 

-
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j. Machinery (Except Electrical) 

Inter-industrial sales of this sector as inputs to other regional 

industries in 1967 were lower than in 1955, 13% against 41%. The 

transportation sector was the largest domestic consumer of machinery 

produced in the region, about 5%. Self-consumption was also 

relatively high, the sector itself ranking second in domestic con

sumption of machinery. In other words, the multiplier for this 

sector is high, because the multiplier is the inverse of one minus 

the coefficient. Sales to local investment was high in this sector. 

It ranked first in all manufacturing industries. Percentage wise, 

the sale was even greater than the amount purchased by the transpor

tation equipment sector. 

With constant percentage sales (5% to 6%) to local industries as 

investment goods, the.percentage of -exportation of total output rose 

considerably. In 1967, about 81% of the total machinery products 

in the region were purchased by outside demanders, 4% of which were 

shipped to foreign countriesi the corresponding figure in 1955 was 

a little less than one half and in 1963 was 77%, for the state. 

In comparison with sales from this sector in other years, a 

considerable change in the interregional consumption pattern has 

been observed. The fluctuation in selling percentages may have 

resulted from the nature of durable goods and from changes in the 

technology of production, as well. 
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k. Electrical Machinery 

More than 90% of this sector's total output was purchased by 

firms and persons outside the region and by the federal government. 

Literally, on a percentage basis, regional consumption of domesti

cally produced electrical machinery has been ·declining since 1955. 

The factors responsible for this decline may be largely the effects 

of import and export substitution. Regional consumption of electrical 

machinery has certainly increased, as has the export of electrical 

machinery from the region. 

Federal government became a very important purchaser of this 

sector's product. The products bought by the federal government 

from this region in 1955 amounted to $2.5 million. In 1967, $62.6 million 

of electrical machinery or 16% of total sectoral output was sold to 

the federal government through the expansion and development of aero

space programs. In comparison, total sales to the federal government 

from the state in 1963 were only $0.8 million. This fact indicates the 

importance and influence of government expenditures on a region's 

industrial growth, as well as its structure. For the sake of simpli

fication, more than 16% of the e 1 ectri ca 1 i ndus trial capacity in 

this region would be idle or would have to be altered in production, 

if there were no aerospace program and government procurements in 1967. 

Regional sales distribution was a little more complicated in 1967 

than in 1955. There were no sales from this sector to retail trade in 

1955; but retail trade absorbed more than one percent of its total output, 

in 1967. Large regional sales, other than those to retail trade, went 

to transportation equipment, household and transportation, conmunication 

and utility sectors, respectively. However, less than 10% of the 

total output of this sector was sold within the region in 1967. 

-
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1. Transportation Equipment 

This sector had the least number of firms in 1967 among manu

facturing industries. On the other hand, sales from this sector 

amounted to $3.5 billion, which indicated not only that this sector 

was the largest sector in manufacturing, in terms of annual sales, 

but also that this sector sold more than one-third of total regional 

shipments in all manufacturing industries in that year. In terms of 

employmentt this sector employed less than one-fourth of the total 

manufacturing employees, about 22.7% or 68,577 persons (see Table II-1). 

Sales distribution of this sector was more skewed toward 

exogenous purchases than any other manufacturing sector. More than 

95% of its total output was demanded outside the region. In contrast, 

regional interindustrial consumption account!d for less than 2% of 

the total output. Among all final demand sectors, the federal govern

ment purchased more than $1.8 billion of the transportation equipment 

produced in the region. It is a well known fact that one regional 

finn has accepted the overwhelming share of federal government con

tracts, especially defense projects. 

Exports to sectors other than the federal government were also 

high; over 40%. More than 2% were sold outside the U.S. A. 

These figures illustrate at least five typical phenomena of 

the sector. 

(1) Transportation equipment has been a dominating sector 

among all manufacturing industries in this region, in 

terms of manufacturing output. 
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(2) Labor in the transportation equipment sector 

has been relatively more productive than other 

manufacturing sectors, as far as the output/employee 

ratio is concerned .(see Table IV-6). 

(3) The size of firms in this sector has been 

relatively large in viewing the output/firm ratio. 

(4) Compared with the state employment in manufacturing 

industries, the localization quotient for this sector 

was 1.19 for 1967. This means that the St. Louis region 

has more transportation equipment industries concentrated 

than the state as a whole, i.e., 19% higher. 7 

(5) Federal government contracts, particularly under 

defense projects, with this sector resulted in very 

large amounts of procurement from this sector. The 

impact of military expenditures upon this sector's 

production and, in turn, upon the regional economy 

has tended to be critical. Because this sector relies 

heavily on export and federal government purchases and 

because of the nature of specialization of this sector, 

it deserves some special attention. 

In order to plan for a sound regional economy, we ought to know 

this sector's ability to sustain its growth and its vulnerability to 

hindered growth. 

7For method of calculating location quotient, see Walter lsard 
Methods of Regional Anal~sis: An Introduction to Re11onal Science. 
the M.I.T. Press, Cambr1 ge, Mass., 1960, pp. 249-25. 

-
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Total output of this sector increased more than four times 

since 1955, though employment of this sector has expanded only 

two-fold. Exported output in 1955 was about 60%, which was 

approximately 20% higher than the corresponding percentage for 

1967. However, together with sales to the federal government, 

the 1967 figure for exports was more than 95%, the counterpart 

figure for 1955 was only slightly more than 60%. The relevant 

figures for the state in 1963 were 62% for export and 21% for 

federal government purchases; together they constituted 83% of 

the state's total output. 

If some of the components of the final demand, export and 

federal government expenditure, are considered to be the basis on 

which a region"s economic growth depends vitally, this sector has 

provided a large basis for regional economic growth in St. Louis. 

However, there is a less optimistic side to the picture: this 

sector also imported a large volume of materials and goods and 

services as its input in production. They constituted more than 

59% of total output. In other words, only about 36% of the total 

output of this sector sold outside the region was produced or added 

in the region. (Imported materials and others in 1955 constituted 

only 49% of that year's total output.) 

An increase in inventory by this sector was indicated in 1967. 

This may be partly attributed to optimistic business expectations 

and/or a relatively full utilization of the industrial capacity. 

For checking purposes. financial reports of a few large firms 

and other relevant data have been collected and examined. Statistical 

estimates obtained separately from our 1965 and 1967 surveys have 



been compared. Our surveys cover f1rms as large as Mcllonnell-Douylas 

with employment in St. Louis of about 42,000 and some firms so small 

as to employ only 10 persons. Total sampled firms together employed 

about 73% of the sector's employees. Therefore, estimates based upon 

an employment distribution should be considered quite reliable. 

In supporting this argument, the regression technique was once 

again adopted to test the relevant hypotheses. The results were 

highly significant in terms of both the correlation coefficient and the 

coefficient for the independent (or explanatory) variable. They 

are shown as follows: 8 

E= a+ bx+ e = 19.42 + ·o.oss22x 

R
2 = 0.96 t = 18.81 

m. Ordinance and Miscellaneous Manufacturing 

No value of shipments for ordinance and accessories (S.I.C. 19) 

was disclosed for the region in 1965. The shipments in 1967 from 

the region were replaced by the value of total federal government 

expenditures contracted to the producers in these industries in 

1967, under defense projects. To this value, estimated ·shipments 

of S.l.C. 38 and 39 from A.S.M. were added to arrive at a sectoral 

control total. 

Federa 1 government was an extremely i,mportant purchaser of th1 s 

sector's product in 1967. More than one third or 35% of the total 

shipments of this sector was delivered to the federal government. 

8For a statistical interpretation, the reader is referred to 
sectors of paper and printing an_d chemical, petroleum and rubber 

·\ · . products in this section. 
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The major i terns which the govornment purchas@d from this sector 

warf! ord1nonct, nnd nccouor1H and aMnun1 t1 on and rockeu.. under 

the contracts of the Department of Defense. This sector is second 

only to the transportation' equtpment sector in its portion of 

sales to the federal government. Purchases from the federal govern

ment certainly impose an oveno1helming influence on the sector's 

operation. 

Exports in this sector became less important in 1967 than they 

were in other sectors due to federal government contracts. Percentage

wise, they dropped to about 43% of total shipments in the sector, with 

3% shipped to foreign countries. 

Transportation equipment producing industries were the third 

largest purchaser. Together they accounted for more than 12% of 

total shipment, of which two-thirds were products by one firm and 

consumed by another firm in the region. 

Household and construction were two other important consuming 

sectors. As with other manufacturing industries, this sector sold only 

a very small amount to the agricultural and mining sectors. 

A comparison of this sector's sales between 1967 and 1955 is 

difficult to perform, because Hirsch's table included some other 

sectors, such as S.I.C. 32 in this sector. Total shipments under 

this category in 1955 were estimated by Hirsch to be $441 million 

which is one and a half times the amount we estimated for 1967. 

Total shipments that we estimated for 1967 by using A.S.M.'s 

infonnation are, nevertheless, somehow comparable to Harmston's 

estimates for the state for 1963. However, due to the component 
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difference in sales, the distribution would be expected to be 

different for the two years under consideration. For instance, 

federal government in 1963 purchased only $1.9 million from the 

state's miscellaneous manufacturing industries while its expen

ditures on allll1Unition, rocket and other military components, in 

the region, were as high as $80 million. 

Although outside purchases of this sector's output were very 

high, the sector itself did not import, percentage-wise, as much 

material as other export-oriented sectors, such as chemical, 

petroleum and rubber products and food, tobacco and kindred 

products. About one half of the material it used for production 

was provided by regional sources. 
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2. Non-Manufacturing Sectors 

a. Agriculture 

Except for the mining and lumber and furniture industries, 

the agriculture sector produced the least in 1967 among all 

regional industries, only $88 million or less than 0.5% of total 

industrial production. 

Sales distribution of this sector was simple. More than 

three-fifths or 61% of its total production was delivered to the 

food, tobacco and kindred products sector. Self-consumption 

ranked second in domestic consumption, about 9%. Household consump

tion of 4% ranked third. Therefore, more than three-fourths . of 

this sector's production was purchased locally and export became 

relatively less important to the manufacturing industries. 

b. Mining 

Although there was no strong trend line in output for each 

county in the region, the total output for the region showed, 

as pointed out in Chapter III, a steady increase of approximately 

7% since 1963. Despite the rather high rate of output growth, 

the output of this sector still ranked last among all sectors 

in the region in 1967. 

Regional consumption of mineral products by other industries 

was extremely high; about 83% of total mining output was consumed 

by local industries, the figure was the highest among industries 

in the region. More than one half of this local consumption was 

delivered to the construction sector; the primary metal sector 

absorbed another one-fourth, and the stone, clay and glass sector, 
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one half of the remainder. 

Export of mineral products only accounted for 16% of total 

output because of the high percentage of local consumption. 

c. Construction 

Since most construction projects were classified as invest

ment (67%), interindustrial consumption in this sector amounted 

to very little. i.e .• • l.5% of the total production, or the least 

among all sectors in the region. 

Interindustrial consumption includes depreciation, repairing 

and maintenance allowances for all kinds of buildings and other 

constructions. The finance, insurance and real estate sector was 

the sector to which local construction sold more than one half 

of its value collected from all non-final demand sectors. 

Governments continued to be the major customers of this 

sector. In 1955, all levels of government purchased 19% of 

total sectoral output; local, state and the federal government 

accounted individually for 4%, 5% and 10%. However, the counter

parts in 1967 accounted for 11%, 9% and 9% respectively. With 

the incr:-ease in the importance of government re.lative to other 

sectors and in total output ($922.4 million as compared to 

$723.9 million or about 30% increase over 1955), it is conceivable 

that this sector's output has been depending substantially on 

public expenditures. For the State of Missouri in 1963, public 

expenditures on construction constituted more than 12% of 

total construction production. 

L... 
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As expected from the nature of investment and partly from 

consumption of durable goods, sales of construction production 

differ from year to year and place to place. Annually, its 

fluctuation in production depends considerably upon business 

expectation and geographically, by and large, upon public 

policy and decision, in addition to business expectations for 

expansion. 

d. Transportation, Communication and Utilities 

Households were principle consumers of this sector's 

products and services. As expected, household consumption 

of this sector's goods and services in 1967, particularly the 

service part, accounted for 42% of total sectoral output; 

percentage-wise it was about 11% hi gh_er than the state figure 

for 1963. An increase in household consumption certainly 

substituted in part for export. In 1955, the region exported 

about 36% of the total output in terms of both goods and 

services; 1n 1967, export contributed only 12% to the total. 

Self consumption of this sector was much higher in 1967 than 

1n 1955. These results are explained by the fact that tertiary 

industries have been growing as per capita income in the region 

is increasing and the region is becoming more urbanized. Never

theless, the rate of growth for the industries has tended to be 

be greater than that of income in the urban areas. 

Sectors which, respectively, consumed more than 3% of total 

output of this sector in 1967 were food, tobacco and kindred 

products; chemical, petroleum and rubber; finance, insurance 

and real estate; and business and personal services. 
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e. Wholesale Trade Services 

A dominant share of gross margin was applied to outside 

customers as they were seen in both ,tate and regional table!, 

In 1967, 72% of gross margin in the region was paid by outside 

demanders and, in 1963, the state figure was 59%. This difference 

may be attributed in part, to the increased transactions of this 

sector with sectors within the state but outside the regional 

boundary. 

An inversed relationship in the sales pattern in the region 

was observed for sales to household and the rest of the world 

(export). In 1955, about 62% of the total sector's service was 

extended to household and 9% to exportation;8 the counterparts 

in 1967 were 5% and 72%, respectively. This implies some consider

able reversion of both output and input structures between the two 

sectors. 

Retail trade service and business and personal and other 

service sectors were the dominant domestic customers of this 

sector, in addition to the household sector; respectively, more 

than 51 and about 4% of total gross margin were extracted from 

them. 

f. Retail Trade Service 

Households apparently were the dominant customers of this 

sector. About 75% of retail service was provided for households. 

8rhe wholesale and retail trades were not studied separately 
in Hirsch's table. For purposes of simplification, all entries 
across the trade sector are divided equally into wholesale and 
retai 1 sectors. 
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It was 2% higher than the region's 1955 figure and 4% higher than 

the state 1 s 1963 f1gure. Increased population may be the major 

explanation for the difference in the region, and urban and rural 

consumption differences explain the state's lower figure. 

Construction, personal and business, and the sector itself 

were three major demanders for retail service among all sectors 

except household and export. Percentage-wise, these sectors had 

higher shares in 1967 than their state counterparts had in 1963. 

This result may be used to support the argument that service con

sumption in the urbanized areas is always higher than in other areas. 

As indicated in Chapter III, the 1967 distribution of gross 

margin in this sector was generally similar to that of 1955 and 1963 

studies. Nevertheless, dollar transactions still differ from each 

other, between sector, time and place. This sector is always 

characterized as not having a constant sales pattern traceable over 

time. Sales to other individual sectors fluctuate to an extent 

depending on the variations in price, technological change, number of 

suppliers and demanders, as well as the nature of the conroodity transacted. 

g. Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 

This sector produced the greatest output among all non-manufacturing 

sectors in 1967. Its sales of $1,657 million represented the second 

largest sector in the region, surpassed only by the transportation equipment 

sector. It contributed more than 9% of total industrial sales. However, 

in terms of employment this sector accounted for only about 6% of total 
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industrial employment (see Table III-2). Production per employee in this 

sector, ceteris paribus, was therefore relatively higher than all non

manufacturing sectors (see Table IV-6). 

Most of the services and sales of this sector were provided for, or 

delivered to households and to the federal government. Together they 

demanded about 68% of total output in 1967. Although the figure is 2% 

lower than the counterpart in 1955 for the S.M.S.A., 1.ts dollar amount 

of sales in 1967 amounted to $1.1 billion which was two times that of 

1955. Comparing this to the state figure for 1963, the regional figure 

in 1967 was 6% higher. 

Self-consumption of this sector's service and product was also high, 

about 9% of total sales. The four remaining related service sectors 

consumed about 2%. Total consumption by all manufacturing sectors accounted 

for less than 9% of the total sales. In comparison, manufacturing industries 

demanded even less service and products from this sector in 1955, only about . 

6%. In other words, manufacturing industries technically require very little 

of this sector's output in their production functions. 

This sector is, by and large, a service oriented sector. Depending 

on the education, training and experience, people engaged in activities 

of this sector differ substantially from one another as far as their 

individual productivity is concerned, holding other things constant. 

Therefore, the extent to which the variation in output can be explained 

by the variation in labor input. would be expected to be lower than the 

·manufacturing industries. This was observed from our regression results 

perfonned for the sector's infonnation in 1967. The value of R2 dropped 

to 0.71, even though the coefficient estimated for ~ inpt.tt- was still 

statistically very significant. The results are: 
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E= a+ b X+ e = 170.93 + 0.00517 X 

t = 4.12 

h. Business, Personal and Other Services 

When a region becomes more and more urbanized, manufacturing 

industries may be expected to grow at a decreasing rate or even become 

stagnant in tenns of employment and/or value added. On tne contrary, 

economic activities in the services sector would then grow generally at 

an increasing rate. Its role in the urban economy be~omes more and more 

important over time. 

"The first major finding," said Fuchs in his recently published 

The Service Economy, "plainly in evidence but not sufficiently appreciated, 

is that the balance of employment in the United States has shifted dramati

cally (and probably inevitably) in favor of the service industries. "9 

Regional employment in this sector increased about 60% in 1967 as compared 

to 1955. Among all industrial sectors, this sector employed 17% of total 

employment in 1967; in 1955 the figure was 11%. In addition to employment 

shift, various services constituted 8.3% of total output produced by all 

sectors excluding households and local government, in 1967. The correspond

ing figure was only 5.5% in 1955. This increase was more pronounced 

because total sale of this sector was more than doubled from 1955 to 1967, 

regardless of price changes. 

9victor R. Fuchs, The Service Economy, National Bureau of Economic 
Research, New York, 1968, p. 2. . 
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Households in this sector were the dominant demander, as they were 

1n sectors such as transportation. conmunication and utilit1esi finance, 

insurance and real estate. They demanded more than one half of the total 

services supplied in the region. Services consumed by manufacturing 

industries were rather small. Only the food, tobacco and kindred products 

sector purchased more than 1% of total services in 1967, each of the remain

ing manufacturing sectors purchased less than that amount. 

Services rendered to customers outside the region showed a considerable 

decline in 1967 as compared to 1955; 19% against 10%. This may be attributed 

substantially to a government _consumption increase, as well as increased 

household consumption. The federal government purchased only 2% of total 

services in 1955. whereas it demanded 12% in 1967. Research and development 

and other educational, professional and health services are major sources 

from which government money is attracted _to the region. 

As pointed out in the preceeding sector, due to the problem of sector 

aggregation and labor diversity within the sector, the degree to which the 

variation in output can be explained, holding other things constant, by 

the variation in labor input, declined considerably in this sector. 

Only 20% of the .change in output was empirically observed to have been 

related to changes in labor input among firms in this sector, regardless 

of the significan~e of the estimated coefficient for total output. They 

are estimated as follows: 

E =a+ b X + e = 427.47 + 0.02237X 

R2 = 0.204 t ~ 2.263 

..,.. 
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C. Endogenous Final Demand Sectors 

Wages and salaries, property earnings, transfer payments less social security, 

and other earnings are given by sectors in the household row. 

The greatest amount of household earnings was accrued to personal, business 

and other services sector, more than $0.9 billion or 11% of total household 

earnings. Retail trade and transportation equipment sectors ranked second and 

third, rendering about 10% and 9% of total earnings respectively. 

The distribution of this row vector by sector in 1967 was generally 

similar to that of 1955 for the S.M.S.A. and that of 1963 for the State of 

L Missouri. Non-manufacturing sectors, except for mining, were more important 

L 
L 

L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

l 

than manufacturing sectors in ternlS of household earnings, because labor input 

was not as dominant a productive factor in the latter, as in the former, sectors. 

Labor input has been continuously substituted by automation due to technical 

innovations and inventions in manufacturing industries. In turn, tertiary indus

tries such as services, transportation, co11111Unication and utilities and finance, 

insurance and real estate sectors have been constantly creating jobs. The 

transition -of the labor input from the primary to secondary and eventually to 

tertiary industries has been viewed as an unavoidable outcome in the process 

of industrialization and urbanization. The employment distribution columns in 

Table IV-4 support this kind of argument. 

The row of local government in Table IV-1 represents estimated revenues 

by sector for all levels of local government. Obviously, most local govern

ment revenues are levied from individuals. Out of total local government 

revenues, 54% was collected from households in 1955, and 44% in 1967, despite 

the fact that the dollar amount of revenue collected from household was more 
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than doubled between the two years. Increased revenues from other sources, 

especially from state and federal government, explain the percentage decline. 

Increased population and per capita income, as well as the change in tax 

structure and rate, resulted in the increase in revenue volume. 

Revenues collected from other sectors were proportionally quite stable 

over the two years. No manufacturing sector, except food, tobacco and kindred 

products, contributed more than 1% of the total revenue in 1967. The heavy 

burden, next to household, was borne by services and finance, insurance and 

real estate sectors; each of them paid more than 11% of the total revenues. 

From the increased revenues and expenditures of local governments, it has 

been conceived that local governments deserve at least as Ill.Ith attention as do 

state and federal governments in the economic planning for regional development 

and grCMth. 10 This is one of the reasons that local government has been 

included in this study as another endogenous sector to analyze the interactions 

between this and other selected sectors. 

III. Industrial Input Structure 

Table IV-3, Input Coefficients: Direct Purchases Per Dollar Of Output, 

indicates the factor. composition relation of each sector name~ at top to pro

duce every dollar of output of that sector. Conventionally, all entries in any 

colu1111 reflect "technical composition" in the production of output of that column 

sector. In other words, each column's composition in terms of respective unit 

of measurement of various input factors, outlines the production function of that 

1O1nterested reader is referred to Modernizing Local Government, Conmittee 
for Economic Development, New York, 1966. 

-



TABLE IV-3 

Input Coeffi ci en ts: . Direct Purchases Per Dollar Of Output 

St. Louis Region, 1967 

Corresponding 
Business, Standard Chemicals , Transportat ion, Finance, Personal & Industrial 

Food, Tobacco Textiles & Lumber Paper Petroleum & Leather Stone, Clay Primary Fabricated Machinery Electrical Transportation Mi see 11 aneous Mining Construction Communicat i on Wholesale Trade Retail Trade Insurance & Other Household Local Classification & Kindred Products Apparel & Furniture & Printing Rubber Products Products & Glass Metals Metals (except electrical) Machinery Equipment Manufacturin g Agriculture & Utiliti es Services Services Real Estate Services Government Code 
l 2 3 4 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 79 20 21 22 23 5 6 

l. Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products .0506161 .0007090 .0002526 .0010119 .0017967 .0003638 .0000276 .0013109 .0002944 .0007355 .0049734 .0210806 .0017292 .0513953 .0128307 20-21 2. Textiles & Apparel .0035047 .0239507 . 0052211 .0003019 .0002177 .0005334 .0001773 .0002243 .0003136 .0002275 .0000672 .0001507 .0003268 .0026050 .0002415 .0003111 .0002199 .0002033 .0002146 .0000386 .0004274 .Ol 06139 .0012344 22-23 3. Lumber & Furniture .0001908 . 0007141 . 0387412 .0022775 .0001010 .0002620 .0002592 .0000152 . 00011 76 .0003276 .0005280 .0000691 .0001770 .0000254 .0011719 .0000769 .0001149 . 0009801 .0004055 .0007382 .0016833 .0058014 24-25 4. Paper & Printing .0143735 .0053786 .0078436 .0695924 . 0059009 . 0089931 .0066712 .0006072 .0008512 .0009215 .0007868 .0014936 .0149928 .0011439 .0020592 .0033456 .0048814 .0046505 .0379750 .0046110 .0128243 .0045458 .0106146 26-27 5. Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber Products .0046224 .0016054 .0018834 .0031241 .0530221 .0177710 .0012960 .0007247 .0014187 .0007554 .0024562 . 0012906 .0016004 .0007135 .0012075 .0005193 . . 0001174 .0096400 .0035147 .0000193 .0012802 .0110256 .0035055 28-29-30 6. Leather Products .0004862 .0002503 .0000107 .0018996 .0000318 .0000336 .0000337 .0007804 .0031072 .0025472 .0000132 .0013457 31 7. Stone, Clay & Glass . 0511333 . 0112350 .0139701 .0003994 .0044388 . 0000601 .0087614 . 0241776 .0049285 .0011111 .0003789 .0005706 32 8. Primary Metals .0401835 .0008781 .0178269 . 0293648 .0370728 . 0525679 .0147789 .0606252 .0004870 .0043987 .0286725 .0023914 .0009928 .0009903 .0015106 33 9. Fabricated Meta 1 s .0354334 .0001063 .0132554 .0011545 .0042988 .0059798 .0000227 .0031 878 .0258869 .0220349 .0257533 . 0036067 .0228287 .0115038 .0699710 .0003974 .0045861 .0017933 .0002193 .0033158 34 l O. Machinery (except electrical) .0008504 .0013269 .0039098 .0016389 .0003036 .0004117 .0003001 .0008468 .0041928 .0240578 .0217104 . 0056029 .0043143 .0003964 .0054405 .0085257 .0008549 .0016570 .0000873 .0000235 .0002386 .0000704 .0021545 35 11 . Electrical Machinery .0006643 .0007850 .0009297 .0008407 .0006836 .0003649 .0012323 .0006824 .0007243 . 0011468 .0072238 .0015372 .0009364 .0020405 .0072601 .0075205 .0000700 .0013065 .0004386 .0014557 36 1 2. Transportation Equipment .0001657 .0007270 .0038754 .0015290 .0002148 .0118781 .0033676 .0012375 .0101387 .0001125 .0022735 .0107398 .0064087 37 1 3. Miscellaneous Manufacturing .0007001 .0008660 .0030635 . 0009710 .0007025 .0046735 .0012642 .0007540 .0013982 . 00.1 5085 .0012190 .0073191 .0047740 .0001359 .0007779 .0056967 .0005384 .0011755 .0004782 .0001291 . 0025565 .0011364 . 007 4901 19-38-39 14. Ag ri culture .0417264 .0025373 .0113958 .0005782 .0000138 .0008955 .0890011 .0003947 Ol-09 1 5. Mining .0009525 .0000354 .0007390 .0000059 .0017334 .0000187 .0332063 .0161941 .0001708 .0001141 .0002009 .0255065 .0242789 .0361585 .0014501 10-14 16. Construction .0012640 .0002684 .0005751 .0003036 .0010959 .0000211 .0003136 .0002958 .0000414 .0003161 .0074403 .0000813 .004471 8 .0001953 .0008024 .0108548 .0012647 .0004587 . 1630399 15-17 1 7. Transportation, Communication & Utilities .0454750 . 0390281 .1042198 .0380210 .0357352 .0332868 .0936752 .0295915 .0199187 .0151746 .0199452 .0122952 .0292672 .0285306 . 1582325 .0178331 . l 04600 3 .0195833 . 0224886 .0327390 .0391640 .0778026 .0350134 40-49 18. Wholesale Trade Services .07330.\9 .0054900 .0340803 .0082495 .0042982 .0323797 .0254981 .0112044 .0169132 .0146740 .0154416 .0026926 .0252355 .0013251 .0045761 .0068453 .0061507 .0057513 . 0335341 .0026547 .0214282 .0051638 .0067414 50-51 19 . Retail Trade Services .0044043 . 0500792 .0499225 .0049319 .0023021 .0051844 . 0042383 .0023797 .0126345 .0215480 .0022725 .0053380 .0034494 .0012232 .0041785 . 0406697 . 0088877 .0072337 .0242297 .0706737 .0224132 .1255507 .0025055 52-59 20. Finance, Insurance &,Real Estate .0215474 .0327227 .0296221 .0202706 .0061698 .0651138 .0406824 .0126480 .0238129 .0101778 .0072885 .0048922 .0660019 .0168873 .0336981 .0228105 . 024 7056 .0460695 .0302917 .0901003 .0230078 .1186698 .0292585 60-67 21. Business, Personal & Other Services .0119178 .0706205 .0123495 .0082495 .0044585 .0236854 .0099227 . 0065225 .0071442 .0086761 .0069132 . 0032244 .0149111 .0029901 .0709197 .0231769 .0201447 .0174287 .0075425 . 0330553 .0374839 . 1038993 .0300405 70-89 
22. Household .2673749 .4089907 .4662176 .4609142 . 1952096 .4475430 ,4388898 .3357999 .3682158 .4788990 .3888735 .2016402 .3497154 .4774325 .4544738 .5478370 .4480642 .5547908 .5958314 . 3608921 . 6215978 .0052531 .5885068 23. Local Government .0066466 .0052469 .0096674 .0037340 .0028299 .0021055 .0010504 .0040723 .0024399 .0045627 .0038487 .0009694 .0067360 .0050628 .0079448 . 0034681 .0792884 .0092964 .0109907 .0412875 .0477861 . 0324339 93 

Note: Each entry shows direct purchases from St. Louis Region !ndustry named at left by industry named at top per dollar output by latter. 
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column sector. Although this table does not show exactly the product1on 

function of each column sector, because imported materials and products were 

not distributed among input sectors, it can be used to study local industrial 

input structure. Assuming ilmported inputs are distributed proportionally as 

local inputs, this table therefore portrays approximately production functions 

for all employed column Sijctors, given market perfection. 

Labor undoubtedly was the major input in each sector. Most non-manufac

turing industries relied more heavily on labor input than manufacturing 

industries. Expenditures on households in 1967 differed from sector to sector; 

proportionally they range~ from 20% in chemical, petroleum and rubber products 

sector to 62% of total input expenditures in the services sector. Labor input 

in three manufacturing sectors was found to have become .proportionally less impor

tant in 1967, than in 1955; they are chemical, petroleum and rubber products; 

transportation equipment and miscellaneous manufactures. Percentage-wise they 

declined from 44% to 39%, 22% to 20% and 37% to 35%, respectively. 

In contrast to non-manufacturing industries, manufacturing sectors relied 

more heavily on imported materials and products as their input. Imported input 

consisted of as high as 59% of total input in the transportation equipment 

sector and as low as 5% in the mining sector. 

Locally supplied materials and goods by one sector consisted of (as was true 

for 1955 in the S.M.S.A. and 1963 in ~he State of Missouri) only a very small 

portion of total input of other sectors. For instance, in order to produce one 

dollar's worth of food, tobacco and kindred products, the required inputs are 

5.06 cents' worth of food, tobacco and kindred products; 0.35 cents' worth of 

textile and apparel; 0.02 cents' worth of lumber and furniture; 1.44 cents' 

worth of paper and printing products and so forth, reading down column one 
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in Table IV-3. Only several entries in the table of 441 entries (21 x 21) 

showed an input requirement of JOOre than 5 cents to produce every dollar of 

output, among all industrial sectors. Diagonal elements in the table are 

higher than JOOst non-diagonal elements in the same column. This illustrates 

the production process in which more sectoral output is required as input 

to produce more output, relative to other inputs. The broader a sector's 

definition and the higher the integration in production, the more sectoral 

output is required to be its own input in the second round production. 

Input coefficients from both the 1955 S.M.S.A. and the 1963 Missouri 

tables have. been computed and aggregated in accordance with the 1967 regional 

sectoral classification. Due to the changes in technology, in price, etc. 

over time, substitution among i"1)uted factors certainly took place. When 

comparing each sector's input coefficients from the three tables, no constant 

production function was observed for any sector. Once again, the food, tobacco 

and kindred products sector will be used as an example. In order to produce 

one dollar's worth of its output, it needed as its input, in 1955, 4.11 cents' 

worth of food, tobacco and kindred products; 0.39 of a cent worth of textile 

and apparel; 0.05 of a cent of lunber and furniture; 1.92 cents' worth of paper 

and printing and so forth. In the State of Missouri, the corresponding 

requi_rements in 1963 were 10.28 cents' worth of food, tobacco and kindred 

products; 0.18 of a cent of textile and apparel; 0.14 of a cent of lurrber and 

furniture; 2.89 cents of paper and printing, and so forth. 

In spite of the substitution effect, which caused the changes in the 

input cofl1)osition, the relative importance of each variable input in any pro

duction function remained quite constant. The correlation coefficient obtained 

-
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from input coefficients comparison between the 1967 table and the 1955 table 

was very high (over 0.9} for almost all sectors. ·similar relationships were 

observed from the comparison between the 1967 and the 1963 tables. This 

phenomenon implies that the input structure for each sector has not differed 

considerably over time within the region. Also, the structure in the region 

has been similar to that in the state, as far as the relative magnitude armng 

variable inputs in each sector is concerned. However, this general similarity 

, might have been greatly discounted 1f all input coefficients were computed at ..._ 

L 

L 

'--

\ 
L.... 

a constant price level, respectively, for each variable 1nput, and imported 

materials and products were properly adjusted; 11 

The difference, 1n terms of direct requirement of dollar worth of output, 

and the similarity of relative magnitude among all inputs required to produce 

that amount of output, are shown in Table IV-4 'for three sectors selected at 

random. Similar information for all sectors are available for interested readers 

upon request. 

11 A more precise method of comparing input coefficients was developed by 
Stanislaw Czamanski in "Applicability and Limitation in the Use of National 
Input-Output Tables for Regional Studies," a paper presented in th~ Regional 
Science Association Meetings, November 1968, Boston, Massachusetts . 
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TABLE IV-4 

Direct Input Coq>osition Per Dollar Worth of Output. for Selected Sectors 
for St. Louis S.M.S.A. (1955), The State of Missouri (1963) and St. Louis Region (1967) 

(Input Unit: cents) 

Food, Tobacco & Kindred 
Products 

1955 1963 

20-21 4.11 10.28 
22-23 0.39 0.18 
24-25 0.05 0.14 
26-27 1.92 2.89 
28-29-30 0.36 0.59 
31 * --
32 -- o. 15 
33 0.03 --
34 3.22 2.80 
35 0.03 0.12 
36 0.04 0.04 
37 0.01 --
19-38-39 1.92 0.04 
01-09 -- . 32.83 
10-14 -- 0.08 
15-17 0.30 0.24 
40-49 3.09 2.96 
50-51 0.52 1.12 
52-59 0.89 
60-67 0.29 1.54 
70-89 - 1.40 1.48 
Household 14.46 15.96 
Local govt. 0.32 0.55 
Input 
Corre 1 a ti on 0.944 0.506 

* indicates less than 0.005 cent 
Source: see text 

1967 
5.06 
0.35 
0.02 
1.44 
0.46 
--

5. 11 
--

3.54 
0.09 
0.07 
--

0.07 
4. 17 
o. 10 
0.13 
4.55 
1.33 
0.44 
2.15 
1.19 

26.74 
0.66 

1.00 

Transportation Equipment Personal, Business & Other 
Services 

1955 1963 1967 1955 1963 1967 

-- 0.01 0.02 0.92 0.27 o. 17 
0.88 0.02 0.02 0.18 0. 71 0.04 
0.14 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.14 0.07 
0. 18 0.01 0. 15 3.79 2.23 1.28 
0.30 0.46 0. 13 2.81 0.99 0.13 
0.02 -- * 0.01 -- --
-- 0.09 0.01 -- 0.11 --

2.33 0.89 1.48 -- 0.07 0.10 
1.91 0.31 0.36 o. 11 0.36 0.18 
1.35 0.57 0.56 0.36 0.50 0.02 
0 .19 0.37 0. 15 * 0.45 0. 13 

10.95 0.88 1.19 0.74 1.87 0.03 
0.88 0.33 0.73 0.52 1.01 0.26 -- -- -- -- -- ---- 0.02 0.01 -- -- --
0.47 0.20 0.03 o. 16 1.80 0. 13 
2. 12 1.75 1.23 1. 11 4.11 3.92 
0 .19 1.00 0.27 0.28 1.56 2 .14 

1.14 0.53 1.26 2.24 
0.22 0.51 0.49 1.79 6.86 2.30 
1.56 0.69 0.32 2.22 4.59 3. 75 

22.06 16.95 20.16 19. 18 60.12 62.16 
0. 19 0.29 0.10 0.26 0.91 4.78 

0.910 0.996 1.00 0.969 0.994 1.00 

r r 
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IV. Value of Gross Regiona1 Product 

j The total production shown 1n the Interindustr1al Gross Flow Table (Tab1e 
~ 

..... 

IV-1), as previously stated, does not represent net value created or added to 

raw materials and intennediate inputs. They are values of all transactions 

during the whole .production process and include double counted value of various 

inplts. The value of the gross regional product was much smaller than total 

pro uction shown in the table, it was estimated to be $9,298,856,000. It is 

cal ulated by subtracting inputs of goods and services, exclusive of human, 

capital and government services, from the total production. In other words, 

it is the sum of the value added to inputs, plus various input services employed 

in the production process. 

The value of the gross regional product is a concept similar to that of 

the gross national product in a national income account analysis. Therefore, 

it is also possible to obtain it by another method. By subtracting all trans

actions between final demand a~d final products sectors, such as household taxes 

paid, transfer payment from governments, inter-govemmental transactions, etc., 

from the total value of all final demand sectors, and adding to it the value of 

net export and govemment employees• wages and salaries we finally would arrive 

L at the same figure as it was estimated by the aforesaid approach. 12 The result 

is the same if we add to personal income after taxes (equivalent to the personal 

L 
consumption plus savings) all governmental expenditures and net export. It is 

tern1ed gross because no deduction has been made for indirect business taxes and 

depreciation. 

1.2An easy example is given by John H. Chapman, Jr. and Kenneth L. Shellhammer 
in uThe Structure of the West Virginia Economy, 1965, 11 A Preliminary Report. West 
Virginia University, Novemb~r, 1967, p. 5. ~ 
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Table IV-5 presents the gross regional product by sector. In addition, 

the relative importance of each sector's contribution to the gross regional 

product is also shown in the table. For comparison purposes, similar statistics 

for the State of Missouri in 1963 are also presented. 

The value of the gross state product in 1963 was 1.4 times as much as 

that for the 1967 gross regional product. For manufacturi_ng sectors alone, 

the value for the state was only 4% more than that of the region, $3,453,340 

against $3,307,806, since the region is more industrialized than the state. 

Sectoral contributions can be easily observed from the percentage distribution. 

Most manufacturing sectors contributed a higher percentage to the total value of 

the gross product in the region than in the state, except for textile and apparel 

and miscellaneous manufacturing sectors. 

Personal, business and other services created a much higher value of gross 

product in the region relative to the state; even in terms of absolute amount 

of contribution, the region in 1967 was not significantly lower· than that of the 

state in 1963. Another similar phenomenon occurred in the construction sector. 

These facts may be solely attributed to regional urbanization~ greater consump

tion of services and the increased need in housing and building because of the 

population explosion and business expansion. 

The value of the gross regional product in 1967 was $232,856,000 greater 

than that of the gross state product of Washington in 1963, or twice as much as 

that of the State of West Virginia in 1965. In comparison with the gross 

national product in 1967 ($789.7 billion),13 the St. Louis region contributed 

1.18% of the total G.N.P.; comparing it to the gross state product in 1967 

($16.7 bi111on),14 the St. Louis region was about 55.7% of the total G.S.P. 

13u. s. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Bus1ness, August, 1968, p. 9. 
14Floyd Hannston, "Post-War Trends i~ the Missouri Economy" in Business and 

Government Review, Missouri University, Colunnia, J~nuary-February issue, 1969, p. 30. 

-

,_ 

.... 

-
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TABLE IV-5 ..... 
Value of Gross Product by Sector 

for St. Louis Region, 1967 and Missouri. 1963 

s. I. c. St. Louis (1967) M1ssour1 {1963) 
Value of Regional Product Value of State Product 

($1,000) D1str1butfon ($1,000) Distribution 

20-21 402,384 0.043 460,659 0.34 
22-23 86,667 0.009 159,806 0.012 
24-25 38,676 0.004 58,347 0.004 
26-27 238,564 0.026 320,208 0.024 
28-29-30 498,310 0.054 -
31 62,962 0.007 523,655 0.039 
32 101,493 0.011 122,079 0.009 

'- 33 332,420 0.036 154,902 0.012 
34 223,433 0.024 217,096 0.016 

L 35 229,349 0.025 223,699 0.017 
36 163,010 0.018 198,354 0.015 
37 822,655 0.088 853,286 0.064 
19-38-39 1071883 0.011 1611249 0.012 
Subtotal: Manufacture 3,307,806 0.356 3,453,340 0.259 

01-09 46,394 0.005 652,783 0.049 
10-14 52,548 0.005 73,897 0.006 
15-17 499,618 0.054 495,348 ·0.037 
40-49 942,970 0. 101 1,359,353 0.102 
50-51 574,654 0.062 962,120 0.072 
52-59 980,336 0.105 1,680,374 0.126 
60-69 964,612 0.104 2,357,903 o. 177 
70-89 1,207,602 0.130 1,220,499 0.091 

1 Household workers 42,368 0.004 56,747 0.004 L 

Local and State 
Government Workers 379,378 0.041 575,000 0.043 

Federal Government Workers 300,570 0.032 466,671 0.035 

Total 9,298,Sbf> r.ooo 13,35il,03~ 1.000 

L Source: Values of state product are computed from Hannston's Table 2, 

L 
in M1ssour1 Economv Studx, QE_. cit., p. 9. 
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v. Comparative Structure Analysis: Output And Employment Distribution 

The industrial structure in any region changes more or less over a period 

of time. The change can originate from various factors such as demographic 

(the growth and composition of the population and labor force. etc.); political 

(taxation and public policies, etc.) and economic (economics of scale. cost and 

market advantages, external economics, etc.) and so forth. This study, static 

in its nature, will not deal with the underlying factors and how they lead to 

change, because such an analysis is within the scope of a dynamic analysis. 

However, a comparative static study is pennissible and this has been the approach 

discussed since the beginning of this study. 

For purposes of comparison, Table IV-6. Distribution of Tota1 ·butput and 

Employment and Production per Employee by Sector, provided information for a 

canparative analysis. In spite of difficulties involved with sector classifi

cation, some conslusions can be tentatively drawn from this table, which gives 

not only regional data for 1955 and 1967 but state statistics for 1963, as well. 

Any sector with a higher percentage of output than its percentage of employ

ment may be considered to be a sector of relative advantage in production, assuming 

that labor is the only scarce resource in the region and capital input is ignored. 

It is interesting to notice that six sectors which had relative high output per 

worker in 1955 also achieved a higher than average output/worker ratio in 1967, 

in the region. Fabricated metals in 1967 replaced construction in 1955 as the 

seventh sector in the region to enjoy this high ratio of output per employee. 

The other sectors still continue to have lower ratios than the average; these 

sectors were obviously service oriented and labor is more vital an input than 

capital in the production process. 
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D1sregarding the pr1ce changes among sectors, the output per employee was 

higher in 1967 than in 1955 for all sectors of s1m11ar c1assif1cations. However, 

the difference between the two dollar amounts vary from sector to sector; some 

increased more and some less. 

There was a shift in both the output and employment distribution by sector 

in the region, even though relative importance among sectoral distribution had 

remained rather constant. The most outstanding sector was transportation equip

ment, its output was only 9% of total production and its employment, 5% of total 

employment in 1955; in 1967 the corresponding figures were 20% and 9% respectively. 

Expectedly, the ratio of output per worker was about doubled, Another rapid 

but opposite change was found in the food industries, output and employment per·

centages declined between 1955 and 1967, with the former percentage declining 

rruch more than the latter. 

In comparison with the state output and employment distribution, a divergency 

was disclosed. Five sectors in the state in 1963 produced more than 9% ·of total 

state production; they are finance, insurance and real estate (14.9%), transpor

tation equipment (12.6%), wholesale trade service (9.6%), food, tobacco and 

kindred products (9.2%) and transportation, communication and utilities (9.1%). 

In the region in 1967, only transportation equipment (19.9%) and finance, insurance 

and real estate (9.2%) produced more than 9% of total regional production. The 

sectors next in importance were chemical, petroleum and rubber products, 8.8% 

and various services, 8.3%. 

Output per worker in the region in 1967 was higher than that of the state 

in 1963 for all except five sectors. Except for the agriculture sector (S.I.C. 

01-09), this discrepancy for the other four sectors was likely due to an under

estimated employment figure, in part because of classification differences. 

..... 

.... 

'-
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The absolute value of output per worker 1n the chemical, petroleum and 

rubber product sector in the region in 1967 was abo~t 158% higher than 

that of the state figure in 1963. Mining industries, which had output increase 

of about 7% per year in the region as indicated previously in Chapter III, ranked 

second in tenns of output per worker when this comparison is perfonned, i.e., 

about 100% higher than the state counterpart. 

On the average of ,all industrial sectors, regional ratio of output per 

employee in 1967 amounted to $24,086 or 164% as much as the regional ratio in 

1955 and 118% as high as that of the state ratio in 1963. Undoubtedly, these 

percentage differences have to be discounted by price increases, in order to 

reveal real increase in labor productivity, by holding other things constant. 

It is very interesting to note from the table that personal and business 

services and retail trade service have been the two sectors with large numbers 

of employment and an increasing proportion of total employment but with the 

lowest ratios of output per worker among all industrial sectors. These phenomena 

are not peculiar to the region and the state; as Fuchs has observed that they are 

typical in the u. S. as a whole. The drastic shift of employment into the services 

industries was explained by a greater decline in hours worked per man in service, 

than in other industries and a slower increase in quality of labor and capital 

employed by services, than in manufacturing industries. 15 

15see Victor R. Fuchs, .QE_. cit., Chapter One: 11 Su111T1ary of Findings," for 
detailed analyses. 



TABLE IV-6 

Distribution of Total Output and_ Employment and Production per Employee by Sector 
for St. Louis Region, 1967, St. Louis S.M.S.A., 1955, and the State of Missouri, 1963 
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s r.c. St. Louis Region, 1967 S. I.C. St. Louis S.M.S.A., 1955 S.I.C. Missouri State, 1963 
Distribution Output Distribution Output Distribution Output 

Output Employment per Employee Output Employment per Employee Output Employment per Employee 
!, 

20-21 0.071 0.034 $ 50869 .20 0.116 0.050 $ 34024 20-21 0.092 0.041 $ 46198 
22-23 0.011 0.019 13848 22-23 0.019 0.029 9553 22-23 0.018 0.031 12108 
24-25 0.005 0.008 13371 26-27 0.028 0.033 12284 24-25 0.007 0.010 14781 
26-27 0.028 0.031 22211 28-29 0.118 0.043 40013 26-27 0.030 0.033 18247 
28-29-30 0.088 0.033 65172 31 0.015 0.022 9978 28-29-30 
31 0.006 0.011 13007 33 · 0.044 0.036 18067 31 0.058 0.047 25216 
32 0.012 0.013 23291 34 0.023 0.030 11230 32 0.012 0.011 21475 
33 0.047 0.035 32547 35 0.024 0.030 11631 33 0.013 0.011 24784 
34 0.030 0.030 26682 36 0.021 0.030 10199 34 0.023 0.021 23002 
35 0.024 0.026 22295 37 0.090 0.050 26621 35 0.022 0.022 19641 
36 0.021 0.024 21318 21,24,25,30 36 U.018 0.020 17756 
37 0.199 0.092 51848 32,38,39 0.053 0.056 14020 37 0.126 0.049 52456 
19-38-39 0.016 0.027 14566 01-09 19-38-39 0.013 0.013 21235 

. 01-09 0.005 0.002 67090 10-14,19, 01-09 0.050 0.003 303708 
10-14 0.004 0.003 33996 79,84 0.062 0.022 41837 10-14 0.005 0.006 16338 
15-17 0.051 0.058 21340 15-17 0.074 0.065 16913 15-17 0.044 0.058 15469 
40-49 0.083 0.086 23138 40-49 0.090 0. 103. 12905 40-49 0.091 0.097 19143 
50-51 0.049 0.070 16667 50-51 0.099 0.235 6222 50-51 0.055 0.079 14307 
52-59 0.075 0. 168 10748 52-59 52-59 0.096 0.213 9272 
60-67 0.092 0.061 36075 60-67 0.069 0.053 18977 60-67 0.149 0.064 47627 
70-89 0.083 0.169 11743 70-78,80-83 70-89 0.078 0. 171 9294 

85-87,89 0.055 0.113 7126 

Total l.000 1.000 24086 Total 1.000 1.000 14710 Total l.000 1.000 20433 

Source: Table II I-2. 
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Chapter Five: Interaction And Impact Analysis 

I. General Concept Of The Models 

The preceeding chapter has described the beginning of interdependence 

among sectors in the region with respect to domestic and outside supply of 

inputs. The input coefficient table in that chapter releases infonnation on 

input requirements of various sectors directly employed in producing one 

dollar of output of the sector named at top. As noted, 1n order to produce 

one dollar of food, tobacco and kindred products, about 0.46 of a cent of 

chemical, petroleum and rubber products is purchased in the region (column 1, 

row 5); but about 0.1 cent of the former product is also used to produce 

one dollar of the latter (column 5, row ·1). The relationship shown in this 

tab le is the direct 1 nterdependence among sectors. 

L The more complex interdependence relationship among the sectors is found 

L 

L 
L 

in relating· them to the final demand sectors. By transposing the inversed matrix 

of the residuals of the input coefficient matrix subtracted from an identity 

matrix, we have another matrix which. indicates direct and indirect requirements 

of output named at top per dollar delivery of output (named at left) to the final 

demand sectors. This matrix 1s conventionally called an inversed matrix, which 

can be obtained easily through coq,uter work. However, structurally it represents 

many rounds of indirect purchases through a rather intricate process. 

Each time the region makes a dollar sale of food to final demanders, people 

outside the region, or exports, for example, the food sector directly requires 

0.46 of a cent of chemical products. But in turn, the chemical sector has to 

purchase domestically 0.1 of a cent of food to produce every dollar's worth of 

its output. This shows the indirect requirement for food in addition to that 

needed for the final sale (or export) of food. The amount of this indirect 
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requirement is 0.046 of a cent (the product of 0.46 of a cent and 0.1 cent). 

Only a 11ngle 1'nd1rect round for a final riola of on, do1hr 1 11 worth of fond 

show, that food production must be $1.00046. In order to supply the add1t1onal 

0.046 of a cent of food. the food sector must buy even more chemical products. 

This process will continue but each round's indirect interdependence not only 

takes place between food and ·chemical sectors but also between food and other 

sectors and among all other sectors, as well. This effect is usually referred 

to as the multiplier effect. The inversed matrix mentioned above solves these 

direct and indirect interdependent relationships simultaneously for all sectors 

selected. Each entry of a row in the inversed matrix is. therefore. the total 

value of direct and rounded indirect requirements generated by final demands of 

that row. 

Final demand sectors, as noted previously. are income detennining factors; 

regional income or the level of industrial activity in the region is detennined 

by these final demanders. In contrast, they are detennined by exogenous forces 

and their values are taken as given in economic models dealing with industrial 

structure and interdependence. Therefore, when regional industrial activity is 

investigated with res.pect to the impact of change in one final demand sector, 

the other final demand sectors are always held constant by the condition of 

"ceteris paribus. 11 A simple model in an economic base study postulates change 

in the export sector and analyzes its impact upon local economy. by holding 

constant all other final demands. Basically the hypothesis of this model is 

that regional economic growth vitally depends on the region's potential for 

and capability to export. and that the basic industries are those producing 

goods for export. The larger the volume of export, the larger the economic 

basis and the more prosperous the regional econoll\Y. In such a model, both 

'--

'--
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expenditures of consumer and investor are assumed unaffected, changes 1n final 

demand only lead to production adjustments 1n the spec1f1c industr1a1 sector 

and those which are directly and 1nd1rectly linked to it. It is clear, there-

fore, that household and local government sectors are not included in the industrial 

production process. The inversed matrix without the two sectors• joint inter

action indicates direct and indirect requirements per dollar delivery to both 

exogenous and endogenous final demand. Model Bin the study is of this type. 

It is less realistic than Model A, another-model investigated by this study. 

Any change in the final demand for a product, for instance, a change in 

export-production, will basically affect other final demand sectors, such as 

investment and domestic consumption. The effect of this change will be two

fold. Taking investment in plant and equipment, for instance, the change will 

directly affect investment of an export industry and indirectly, investment of 

other industries • 

In coping with the entire impact, a complicated acceleration effect has 

to be incorporated. Nevertheless, in view of th~ scope and purpose of this 

study, the difficulties resulting from building this effect into the model do 

not warrant any trial. Hence, investment is assumed unaffected in visualizing 

changes in final demand and their impact upon production in Model A. 

In addition, consumption expenditures, as those of investment, would also, 

in fact, be affected. Any change in final den1and for a product changes that 

product's production; any change in production certainly changes labor input 

e8')1oyed in producing that product; any change in labor input directly changes 

labor's income. Given the fact that current inc~me and consumption are highly 

correlated, any alteration in income undoubtedly leads to adjustments in con

sumption expenditures. Through a specific consumption function, the alteration 
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in consumption expenditures results in shifts in demand schedules of various 

products. In turn, these shifts generate changes in production; labor input, 

income and so forth for successive rounds. 

In order to measure these changes, or their direct and indirect effects, 

and induced effects by consumption adjustment, one method is to incorporate 

directly in the model the consumption-income relationship. "This means," as 

explained by Moore and Peterson, "moving the household row and column out of 

final demand and into the endogenous part of the model, so that the output is 

detennined together with that of the other industries. 111 

However, consumption~income relationship has been a controversial issue 

in economic theory. Three hypothetical or theoretical arguments are most 

popular, though none of them are empirically perfect in light of time series 

and cross section evidence. 2 For the purpose of simplicity, a linear, homo

geneous consumption function is adopted in this study. This is to assume that 

consumer expenditures on each co1T1T10dity are perfectly correlated with income; 

both are changing in the same direction and varying in the same proportion. 

Model A, having built in it this relationship, is thus claimed to be more 

realistic relative to Model B. The inversed matrix of Model A measures one 

more income change which is induced by consumption adjustment, besides the 

direct and indirect income changes; while Model B can only measure the latter 

of the two changes. In a like manner, input coefficient in local government 

row and colunm were also incorporated in Model A, and then the matrix was sub

tracted by an identity matrix. The resulting matrix was finally inversed and 

transpose·d. 

1Frederick T. Moore and James W. Petersen, op. cit., p. 376. 
2They are absolute income hypothesis (Keynes), relative income hypothesis 

(Duesenberry) and pennanent income hypothesis (Frei,dman and Modigliani); see 
Robert Ferber, "Research on Household Behavior," in Survey of Economic Theory, 
Vol. III, St. Martin's Press, New York, 1966, pp. 114-154, for general introduction. 
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Table V-1, Direct and Indirect Requirement Per Dollar of Exogenous Final 

Demand, contains results derived from Model A. Table V-2, 01rect and Indirect 

Requirement Per Do111r of Exogenous and Endogenous Final Demand, represents 

computed infonnation from Model B. 



l 2 3 4 5 
Chemicals, 

Food, Tobacco Textiles & Lumber Paper Petr·o l eum & 
& Kindred Products Apearel & Furniture & Printing Rubber Products - • l. Food, Toba'cco and Kindred Products l. 0927076 .0115295 .0020097 .0283412 2. Textiles and Apparel .0485398 1.0335987 .0028626 .0211835 3. Lumber and Furniture .0627068 .0175226 l . 0430889 .0288237 4. Paper and Printing .0501646 .0099925 . 0046885 1.0888096 5. Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber Products .0242867 .0047216 . 0011363 .0134539 6. Leather Products .0524923 .0103221 .0025102 .0246577 7. Stone, Clay & Glass .0522220 .0102130 .0025324 .0224524 8. Primary Metals .0354169 .0070851 . 0015456 .0106240 9. Fabricated Metals .0404780 .0081203 .0018706 .0126723 10. Machinery (except electrical) .0512661 .0100916 .0025501 .0158393 11. Electrical Machinery . 0428181 .0083753 .0023996 .0128314 12. Transportation Equipment .0215844 .0043205 .0010002 .0078555 13. Miscellaneous Manufacturing .0457257 .0089261 .0022020 .0293368 14. Agriculture .0522898 .0130033 .0022304 .0156188 15. Mining .0543571 .0107827 .0023936 .0183054 16. Construction ,0648017 .0127563 .0040400 .0234843 1 7. Transportation, Communication & Utilities .0525460 .0102107 .0024388 .0206603 18. Wholesale Trade Services .0628884 .0113708 .0026616 .0215424 19. Retail Trade Services . 0868272 .0127138 .0039304 .0599165 20. Finance, Insurance &, Real Estate .0459875 .0088630 . 0027221 .0193270 21. Business, Personal & Other Services .0716380 .0138269 .0040658 .0346631 

22. Household .0891710 .0173040 .0037100 .0233345 23. Local Government .0849547 .0152241 .0093334 .0327422 

Note: E?ch entry shows, per dollar of deliveries to final demand by industry named at left (including endogenous 
final demand sectors, households & local government), the total dollar production directly and indirectly 
required from St. Louis Region Industry named at top . .. 

' ,0144213 
• 0125758 
.0166440 
.0148864 

l .0613195 
, (!,305907 
,0133985 
,0089004 
,0108626 
,0125782 
.0125366 
,0063103 
,0121373 
.0125947 
,0136541 
,0154788 
,0119245 
.0233988 
,0188849 
.0105182 
.0174255 

.0200593 

.0201919 

Direct And 

6 7 8 9 

Leather Stone, Clay Primary Fabricated 
Products & Glass Metals Metals 

.0012465 .0576868 .0026865 .0416109 

.0020590 .0035930 .0016095 .0037409 

.0023663 .0048372 .0452687 .0193707 

.0015403 .0037000 .0017919 .0050537 

.0007280 .0138060 .0018953 .0065291 
1 . 0035382 .0041714 .0020966 .0103013 

.0016501 1.0181085 .OC21152 .0045131 

.0011053 .0026204 l.0133392 .0061755 

.0012994 .0034561 .0320303 l .0298405 

.0016684 .0038066 .0345515 .0270826 

. 0013808 .0077374 .0564557 .0305044 

.0007053 .0017201 .0166085 .0057136 

.0016065 .0124300 .0640928 .0275527 

.0015720 .0037510 .0021771 .0040581 

.0016630 .0039683 .0070855 .0163053 

.0020668 .0293324 .0338843 .0774102 

.0015918 .0040024 .0046341 . 0049595 

.0048823 .0096304 .0035245 .OOS5248 

.0046475 .0071998 .0021069 .0058459 

.0014187 .0038023 .0021009 .0048657 

.0021987 .0054925 .0037746 .0079151 

.0026830 .0062860 .0021826 .0059826 

. 00 22{),\0 .0105614 .0098812 .0212743 

TABLE V-1 

Indirect Requirement Per· Dollar Of Exogenous Final · Demand 

St. Louis Regfon, 1967 

- - Corresponding 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 Standard 

10 11 12 13 Transportation, Industrial 
Communication Wholesale Trade Retai 1 Trade Insurance & Business, Peronsal Local Classification 

Miscellaneous Construction & Uti lities Services Services Real Estate & Other Services Household Government . Code Machinery Electrical Trans porta ti 01n Agriculture Mining 
(exce t electrical) Machiner E uipment Manufacturing 

.0280273 .0983625 .1319191 .0976344 .6670144 . 0437966 20-21 .0050452 .0111999 . 1399536 .0026167 .0504164 
22-23 

.0018299 .0020381 .0084148 .0054992 ,0010231 .0112037 . 1368805 .0207581 . 1623643 . 1583822 .1101481 .7955038 .0482475 .0021046 .0021684 .0096487 .0028860 
.0164465 .0031598 .0152419 .2449558 .0562662 .1987983 . 1979997 .1453134 1 . 0449794 .0676619 24-25 .0053583 .0031386 .0131815 .0059837 

.0009680 .0114269 . 1416850 .0231085 . 1224876 . l 516214 .1135813 .8503152 .0482349 26-27 . 00344 71 .0025377 .0022648 .0104637 . 0031094 
.0013369 .0027916 . 0057201 .0886906 .0117705 .0570515 .0679903 .0539646 .3938195 .0239532 28-29-30 .0007517 .0014375 .0048351 .0017572 
.0028595 .0010232 .0117491 . 1386260 .0477695 . 1247008 .2030150 . 1324257 .8587980 .0499327 31 .0012596 .0019617 .0107127 . 0068380 
.0028518 .0356330 .0128945 .2131891 .0414088 . 1268696 .1818157 .1215976 .8811934 .0496070 32 .0013780 .0029349 .0109234 .0035010 
.0019319 .0174619 .0079559 . l 044565 .0215288 .0856146 . l 056834 .0812475 .6034632 .0355802 33 .0015168 .0017035 .0081203 .0022529 

.0012593 .0091051 .1021400 .0295371 . l 078507 . 1308828 .0923462 .6858466 .0386560 34 .0050582 .0019414 .0124449 .0031674 . 0022086 
.0306207 .1418862 . 1428507 .1153204 .8673511 .0491436 35 .0027979 .001 4406 .0111554 .1168003 1.0255186 . 0026211 .0122225 . 0037086 

. l 034884 .ll95R50 .0971147 .7298712 .0415532 36 .0023422 .0020091 .0092445 .1078717 .0290898 .0231871 l . 0085608 .0093005 .0031142 
.0007813 .0048146 .0561210 .0094029 . 0560593 .0612834 .0484209 .3664943 .0199223 37 .0062053 .0021660 1.0164922 .0083449 ,0011853 

.0399931 . l 087960 .1896792 . 1112828 .7521057 .0486828 19-38-39 .0034813 .0025125 .0126980 . 1254953 .0053787 .0024096 .0129271 1 .0068739 

.0158897 . 1233587 . 1537059 .1121827 .8883273 .0509690 01-09 1.1005522 .0296387 . 0113474 .1392172 .0013029 .0013161 .0106256 .0022603 
.1332312 . 1806819 . 1285442 .9249145 .0535326 10-14 .0029648 1.0261937 .0127735 .2864927 .0213141 .0066532 .0017399 . 0113802 .0025334 

.0035505 .0395586 1.0139212 . 1566664 .0289790 .1932579 . 1949149 . 1592693 1 . 0909515 .0612186 15-17 .0102039 .0018706 .0135147 .0085649 

.0028613 .0028769 .0189322 1. 2177778 .0219001 .1309114 .1618735 . 1308801 .8755642 .0671806 40-49 .0018439 .0036399 .0120583 .0029204 

.0033883 .0012987 .0138107 .1355926 1 . 0228008 .1427551 . 1983229 .1392341 . 9811624 .0612240 50-51 .0027559 .0088496 .0221249 .0037229 

.0045761 .0013349 .0157401 .1526718 . 0530409 1. 1752266 . 1999384 . 1428376 1.0915873 .0679709 52-59 .0011599 .0034631 .0135516 .0032541 

.0025139 .0015503 .0285739 .1301342 .0170906 . 1193477 1. 2175232 . 1334802 .7704095 .0862722 60-67 .0009417 .0013963 .0096265 .0025106 

.0039067 .0015914 .0232936 .1802742 .0426407 . 1852655 .2047561 l . 1843915 l . 1723093 -1099716 70-89 .0014821 .0033721 .0169294 .0058895 
' 

.2082055 .2245178 . 1832934 1 .5313499 .0744695 . 0048610 .0013706 .0165906 . 1675608 .0234482 .0010412 .0020351 .0180660 .0034170 
.0046103 .0076474 .1780049 . 1848389 ,0297205 .1778931 .2210661 .1848594 l. 2174535 1.0650490 93 . 0048644 .0034332 ,0212662 .0115278 
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11 . 
l 2 . 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
1 7 . 
18. 
19. 
20. 
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Chemicals, 
Food, Tobacco Textiles & Lumber & Paper & Petroleum & Leather 

& Kindred Products Apparel Furniture Printing Rubber Products Products 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products 1.0537084 .0039758 . 0003216 .0180171 .0056361 .0000771 
Textiles & Apparel .0020837 1.0245958 .0008746 .0089269 .0021151 .0006646 
Lumber & Furniture .0016218 .0056900 1.0404504 .0126629 .0028847 .0005342 
Paper & Printing .0005542 .0003741 .0025848 l . 075 7556 .0037191 .0000500 
Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber Products .0012874 .0002645 .0001517 .0073852 1.0561406 .0000377 
Leather Products .0023700 .0006059 .0003778 .0114562 .0193068 l . 0020330 
Stone, Clay & Glass .0008154 .0002458 .0003546 . 0089296 .0018272 .0001058 
Primary Metals .. 0001899 .0002570 .0000441 .0013406 .0009692 .0000476 
Fabricated Metals .0004668 .0003626 .0001754 .0021466 .0018563 .0000974 
Machinery (exceot electrical) .0006626 . 0002805 . 0004046 .0025245 .0011873 .0001483 
Electrical Machinery .0002327 .0001190 .0005929 .0016243 .0029504 .0001016 
Transportation Equipment .0002140 .0001761 .0000989 .0022413 .0015007 .0000630 
Miscellaneous Manufacturing .0017610 . 0004098 .0003030 .0177055 .002.2.343 .0002880 
Agriculture .0004536 .0029540 .0000290 .0019730 .0009257 .0000150 
Mining . 0003794 .0003189 .0000985 .0040910 .0015024 .0000419 
Construction .0011610 .0004168 .0013451 .0067453 .0011539 .0001548 
Transportation, Corrrnunication & Utilities .0012176 .0002811 .0001614 .0069715 .0003516 .0000560 
Wholesale Trade Services . 005566 l .0002642 .0001988 .0064010 .0104895 .0031623 
Retail Trade Services .0230556 .0003573 .0011913 .0430730 • 0045233 .0027339 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate .0004440 .0000863 .0005458 . 0068990 .0002206 .0000655 
Business, Personal & Other Services .0026336 .0005028 . 0008895 .0160525 .0018458 .0001410 

-~-~ 
-~ 

Stone, Clay 
& Glass 

7 

.0548859 

.0002747 

.0004545 

.0001714 

.0121628 

.0006010 
1.0144540 

.0001088 

.0006115 

.0002077 

.0047079 

.0002040 

.0092758 

.0000615 

.0001244 

.0248090 

.0002722 

.0055281 

.0026366 

.0003699 

.0003873 

TABLE V-2 

Direct And Indi rect Requirement Per Dollar Of Exogenous 

St. Louis Region, 1967 

And Endogenous · F1nal · □ emand 

Primary Fabricated 
Metals Metals • 

8 9 

.0016438 .0388184 

. 0003982 .0004760 

.0436429 .0•150116 

.0005243 .0016187 

.0012952 .0049117 

. 0008064 .0068120 

. 0008046 .0009595 
1.0124287 .003715,5 

.0310098 1.0270741 

.0332589 .0235797 

.0553664 .0275534 

.0160691 .0042473 

.0629228 .0244156 

.0008481 .0004600 

. 0056980 .0125514 

.0322633 .0730140 

.0031870 .0011348 

.0020166 .0054697 

.0004306 .0013369 

. 0006076 .0010544 
.. 0016 749 .0024654 

. 

Electrical Machinery Machinery (except electrical) 
10 l l 

.0013308 .0011311 

.0015253 .0010940 

.0045802 .0017194 

.0019319 .0011223 

.0004646 .0009054 

.0006429 .0008056 

. 000 7517 .0017516 

.0010814 . 0008903 

.0045706 .0010203 
1. 0249010 .0014559 

.0226666 1.0075800 

.0059477 .0016752 

.0048187 .0013883 

.0006677 .0001215 

.0059900 .0004953 

.0094294 .0004060 

.0011498 .0024319 

.0020346 .0075213 

.0003579 .0019855 

.0002220 .0002843 

. 0004724 .0017185 

Transportation 
Equipment 

l 2 

.0004678 

.0001982 

.0007378 

. 000384 9 

.0001561 

.0005250 

.0004812 

. 0009582 

.0043173 

.0019422 

.0006483 
1.0121542 

.0039711 

.0000923 

.0004099 

.0005882 

.0015600 

.0104570 

.0005714 

.0002027 

.0027357 

Miscellaneous 
Manufacturing 

13 

.0010289 

.0010272 

.0035045 

.0011518 

.0008364 

.0048502 

.0014756 

.0008517 

.0015906 

.0017122 

.0014325 

.0075087 
1.0050897 

.0002101 

.0003946 

.0060591 

.0007512 

.0014153 

.0006879 

.0003640 

.0028098 

Agriculture 

l 4 

.0482907 

.0029669 

.0131169 

.0007428 

.0000832 

.0001273 

.0000496 

.0000117 

.0000275 

.0000395 

.0000209 

.0000204 

.0010849 
1.0977267 

.0000225 

. 0000814 

.0000637 

.0002638 

.0011000 

.0000321 

.0001461 

-==--====-========---::c .. ============---= ·-=-------- --·-Note: Each entry shows, per dollar of deliveries to final demand by industry named at left, the total dollar production directly and indirectly required 
from St. Louis region industry named at top. 

II 

Corresponding 
Transportation, Whal es ale Retail Finance, 

Standard . Business, Industrial Communication Trade Trade Insurance & Persona 1 & Cl ass i fi cation Mining Construction & Utilities Services Services Real Estate Other Services Code 
l 5 16 17 18 19 20 21 

.0043741 .0021121 .0663856 .0176887 .0075342 .0336444 .0173548 20-21 .0002488 .0010184 .0493454 .0084720 .0540884 .0413452 .0145590 22-2.3 .0021147 .0011605 .1297492 . 0400799 .0565137 .0440779 .0195802 24-25 .0001621 .0010866 .0482900 .0100126 .0067924 .0266616 .0115358 26-2.7 .0024078 . 000666 7 .0453523 .0056874 .0034480 .0100475 .0066399 28-29-30 .0002013 .0011063 .0442368 .0345295 .0078364 .0767572 .0293149 31 .0348003 . 002 2409 .1164220 .0278415 .0069777 .0523342 .0158612 32 .0168811 .0003965 .0381054 .0122199 .0034899 .0169433 .0087740 33 .0006108 .0008057 . 0268222 .0189770 .0145364 .0301034 . 0100481 34 .0006189 .0006174 .0215370 .0172630 .0238737 .0153899 .0112327 35 .0013163 . 0003442 .0276979 .0178472 .0041791 .0123190 .0095178 36 .0004396 .0005000 .0159113 .0037679 .0062041 .0074612 .0044720 37 .0017604 .0025657 .0425783 .0283435 .0063893 .0788973 .0207891 19-38-39 . 0287930 .0004502 .0416174 .0022019 .0024844 .0231355 .0055529 01-09 1.0253103 .0013513 . 1848492 .0070575 . 0073728 .0447142 .0175047 10-14 . 0385290 l . 0007640 .0368750 .0121843 .0448295 .0346202 .0283712 15-17 .0019329 .0054152 1.1207107 .0082224 .0115654 .0324621 .0251230 40-49 .0003324 .0009671 .0275400 1. 0076285 . 0091881 .0538987 .0212692 50-51 .0002609 .0014746 .0324659 .0361625 l. 0266292 . 0392.660 .0116019 52-59 .0005426 .012 2299 .0433307 .0047565 .0140012 1.1025046 .0393677 60-67 .0001968 .0019146 .0492815 .0241068 .0252248 .0306373 l . 0420125 70-89 
. 
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As a simple illustration, when the food, tobacco and kindred sector 

delivers one dollar's worth of its product to the federal government, the amount 

of chemical, petroleum and rubber products required, directly and indirectly 

by all industrial sectors, is worth about 0.56 of a cent, Table V-2 (column 5, 

row 1). With endogenous final demand sectors included in the producing process, 

the product of chemical, petroleum and rubber, directly and indirectly, required 

amounts to 1.44 cents, as shown in Table V-1 (column 5, row 1) . The required 

amount 1n Model B 1s 0.10 of a cent more than the direct purchase by the food 

sector, and it is 0.98 of a cent more in Model A. The additional amount 

over 0.46 of a cent is indirectly required by all producing sectors, ~xcept the 

food sector in the fulfullment of one dollar's worth of delivery of f0od product$ 

llf the federal government. 

For the reason just stated, all diagonal entries in both tables are 

larger than one dollar for each dollar's delivery to final demand from the 

corresponding sector: one dollar for the direct and the remainder for the 

indirect requirement resulting from this dollar's delivery directly to final 

users. It is also obvious that the food, tobacco and kindred sector requires 

no direct input of leather products to produce, but indirectly the sector has 

to use 0.12 of a cent (row 1, colu1111 6 in Table V-1) and 0.01 of a cent 

(in Table V-2) of leather products to deliver one dollar's worth of food, 

tobacco and kindred products to final users,. in Models A and B, respecUvely. 

Therefore, for any known value of final demand for any sector's product, all 

direct and indirect requirements by sector can be computed for both mod1ls 

simply by multiplying the known value by the coefficient across that sector 

in Tables V-1 and V-2. 
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II. Sectoral Multipliers and Interaction of Endogenous Final Demand 

Multiplier effects can be shown in many ways. As the preceeding section 

has pointed out, each cell in any row in Table V-2 represents a 

total lll.lltiplier effect generated by one unit of final demand for that row 

sector's product. That sectoral multiplier has been presented in two columns 

in Table V-3 for the two models under discussion: one comes as a result of 

the interaction of the industrial sectors with one another (Model B} and the 

other is a result of the interaction of the industrial sector with household 

and local government sectors (Model A}. Each figure in the first two columns 

of Table V-3 is the sum of the first 21 column values of the respective row 

in Tables V-1 and V-2. The difference between the two models is,· therefore-, 

attributable to the interaction of endogenous final demand sectors with other 

industria~ sectors • . The multiplier effect generated by this interaction again 

differs in magnitude from sector to sector. However the interaction in manufac

tuming sectors is generally less than that in the services sector because of 

high imported input in the former sectors and high labor input in the latter 

sectors. 

The construction sector (sector 16) has ~i~her multiplier effects in 

both models, as well as higher interaction generated by including the endogenous 

sectors, relative to other sectors covered in this study. Food, tobacco and 

kindred products (sector 1} has higher multiplier effects in both models but 

with lower effects of interaction. To be more precise about the effect of 

interaction and activity generated, the manipulation in dollar terms is demon

strated in the following for these two sectors. 
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-TABLE V-3 

Sectoral Multipliers and Interaction of Endogenous Final Demand 
St. Louis Region. 1967 

=l=================================================== 
... L •·· · .. • ,.··_.' . 

t I . 

il Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products 
Textiles & Apparel 

3. Lumber & Furniture 
4- Paper & Printing 

~l Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber Products 
Leather Products 

7. Stone, Clay & Glass 

l Primary Metals 
Fabricated Metals 

10. Machinery (except electrical) 6 

lL Electrical Machinery 
Transportation Equipment 

1 • Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
14 .... Agr1 cu 1 ture 

~l Mining 
Construction 

17. Transportation. Co11111.1nication & Utilities 

l{ 
2 . 

~t 2 . 

L 
L 
L 

Wholesale Trade Services 
Retail Trade Services 
Finance. lnsurance & Real Estate 
Business, Personal & Other Services 
Household 
Local Government 

Total Multiplier Effect Interaction of Endogenous 
.Model A Model B Final Demand With 

Other 56ctors 

1. 8297 1.3784 0.4513 
1.6928 1.2163 0.4765 
2.0856 1. 4399 0.6457 
1. 7673 1. 1952 0.5721 
1. 4260 1.1553 0.2707 
1. 8236 1.2453 0.5783 
1.8822 1.2895 0.5927 
1.5263 1.1197 0.4066 
1.6386 1.1772 0.4614 
1.7664 1. 1628 0.6036 
1.6899 1.1988 0.4911 
1. 3371 1.0909 0.2462 
1.8255 1.3170 0.5085 
1.8087 1.2108 0.5979 
1.9430 1.3203 0.6227 
2.0876 1.3538 0.7338 
1.8214 1.2250 0.5964 
1.8441 1.1816 0.6625 
1.9689 1.2319 0.7370 
1.7643 1. 2281 0.5362 
2.0148 1.2078 0.8070 
1. 0251 1.0251 
1.2361 l. 2361 
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Source of Interaction Effect Distribution Amount of Interaction 
($1.000) 

sector l Sector 16 Sector l Sector 16 

Exogenous Final Demand 1.0000 1.0000 756,650 788,333 
Industry to Industry 0.3784 0.3538 286,316 278,912 
Endogenous Final Demand 0.4513 0.7338 341,476 578,479 

Sectoral Mul t1plier 1.8297 2.0876 1.384.442 1,645,724 

It is clear from the above presentation that extra economic activity or local 

goods and services generated by total basic income from the exogenous final demand 

sectors in the food sector is $627,792,000 and $857,391,000 in the construction 

sector. As far as the basic income is concerned, the latter sector had 4% more 

than that of the fonner sector in 1967 ($788 million against $757 million). But 

in tenns of extra economic activity generated by these two sets of basic incomes, 

the latter generated 37% more than the former. This difference resulted 

from different inter-industry relationships existing between them and other sectors. 

However, a sector that generates more economic activity as compared to the 

other does not necessarily imply that the sector adds proportionally more value 

to raw materials and services employed by that sector. A sector's contribution 

to gross regional product need not be perfectly associated with its interdependent 

relationship with other sectors. Sector 16, for example, contributed $499,618,000 

to the gross regional product in 1967, while sector 1 contributed $402,384,000: 

the fonner is only 24% higher than the latter (see Table IV-5). 

Also another clear fact that has to be borne in mind is that the value of 

the multiplier effect, or interactions generated by final demands, described in 

this section, does not reflect the value of sales for any particular sector. A 

vivid illustration comes from the aforementioned two sectors. The construction 

sector had a higher effect in model A but about equal effect in Model Bas 
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compared with the food sector; but effects of the two sectors in either model 

are higher than most of the rest of the sectors. Nevertheless, Table IV-1 

shows that total sales from the construction sector in 1967 was about 72% of 

those from the food sector. One reason is that the food sector employed 

a higher percentage of imported inputs, while the construction sector did not. 

The rank of construction sales in 1967 was ninth among all twenty-thrae sectors, 

but this sector's multiplier effect is the highest in model A and third highest in 

Model B. 

In comparison with the State of Missouri in 1963, almost all sector 

multipliers in the region in 1967 are smaller than that of the state in both 

models. One of the apparent reasons is that the state did not use as much 

imported input as did the region in the producti~n process. Sectors comparable 

with this study are selected and the sectoral multipliers are computed for 

Hirsch's study according to the definition given by Hannston. 3 With endogenous 

final demand sectors included as specified in Model A, Table V-4 presents 

comparable sectoral multipliers from the three studies. It indicates that 

goods and services generated by a dollar of basic 1ncome vary, more or less, 

from time and place for any g1ven sector. For instance, extra activity 

generated by exogenous final demand for textile and apparel products was about 

· 70% of the amount of the f1nal demands 1n 1967 in the region, about 76% in 

the S.M.S.A. in 1955 and 88% in the State of M1ssour1 in 1963. 

3Floyd Hannston, op. cit., pp. 14-15 for Missouri sectoral multipliers. · 
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TABLE V-4 

L. Selected Sectoral Multipliers for the St. Louis Region, 1967, 
St. Lou1s S.M.S.A., 1955 and the State of Missouri, 1963 

.... 
-\ 

I-.. Sector St. Louis Region, St. Louis S.M.S.A., Missouri State, 
1967 1955 1963 

Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products 1.8297 1.5285 N.A. 
n._ctiles & Apparel 1.6928 1.7582 1.8750 

it>er & Furniture 2.0856 2.0084 N.A. 
Leather Products 1.1673 1.8464 N.A. 
i!ne, Clay &"Glass l .8822 N.A. 2.4582 

mary Metals 1.5263 N.A. 2.0546 
ricated Metals 1.6386 1. 8406 1. 8432 

thinery (except electrical) 1. 7664 1. 9164 1.9668 
ctrical Machinery 1.6899 1.9484 1. 8647 
nsportation Equipment 1. 3371 N.A. 1.4647 

Mining 1.9430 N.A. 2.4471 
l1struction 2.0876 2.2124 2.5478 

olesale Trade 1.8441 N.A. 2.2891 
Retail Trade 1. 9689 N.A. 2.2108 
~ance, Insurance & Real Estate 1.7643 2 .1634 N.A. 

LISehold 1.0251 1. 2486 1. 5937 
I! al Government 1. 2361 1.4566 N.A. 

l Sources: Figures for the St. Louis region are selected from Table V-3. Figures for 
the St. Louis S.M.S.A. are computed from Werner Hirsch's study, op. cit., Appendix Table 2; 
1__d the state figures are selected from Floyd Harmston's study, op. cit., pp. 14-15. 
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III. Income Interaction and Multipliers: Exogenous Final Demand 

Table V-5. Income Interaction and Multipliers, contains calculated values of 

various income changes and multipliers for both Models A and B, by industrial 

sectors. Direct income change, as explained above, describes how much income 

generated in the sector named at left is directly related to one dollar delivery to 

the final demander of that sector's output. In short. it is the coefficient of 

labor input in each column sector. 

If final demand for food, tobacco and kindred products was cut by one dollar. 

for example, this sector would directly incur an income decline of $0.276. A 

direct decline in this sector's income of $0.267 would in turn mean a decline in 

this sector's gross output of $3.745. Certainly, this direct income change differs . 
fran sector to sector for every dollar worth of final demand for the res~ective 

sectoral product. The personal, business and other services sector would directly 

suffer more income change than any other sector selected in this study: 62.2% 

of every unit decline in the final sales of services. In contrast, the chemical, 

petroleum and rubber products sector is the one with least direct income change 

with respect to the change in final demand, 19.5%. The less labor input that is 

required 1n production, the smaller their direct income change would be in responding 

to a given change in final demand. However, the change in gross output in the 

sector directly suffering income changes from final demand changes would be 

larger; since the change of gross output is the reciprocal of the direct income 

change. 4 

The direct and indirect income change, column two in Table V-5, reflects 

income interaction in a chain relationship and sums up all rounds of income 

change, directly and indirectly linked to change in final demand for a specific 

sector's product named at left of the table. 

4rhis 1s based on the assumption of a perfectly competitive market in an 
equilibrium model. 
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The direct and indirect effects on income are computed by multiplying each 

figure in Table V-2 across a row by the appropriate figure in the direct income 

change column, Table Y-5, or in the household row of Table VI-3, and summing the 

products finally. In calculating the direct and indirect impacts of a change 1n 

food, tobacco and kindred products final demand, we add the product of 1.5371 

by 0.267 to the product of 0.0040 by 0.409, to 0.0003 by 0.466, ... The sum of 

the twenty-one products (0.4104 + 0.0016 + 0.0001 + ...... )for the first sector 

is 0.426, which is the figure entered in Table V-5, row land column 2. By a · 

similar manipulation, the rest of the figures 1n column 2 were obtained for the 

remain4ng twenty sectors. 

The third column in this table shows indirect income changes, which are the 

difference between the first two columns described previously. Interindustry 

income 11'111tipliers in the fourth column show total income changes resulting from 

one unit of income change in the sector listed at left, due to the change of 

final demand for the sector's product. For example, should income in sector 

1 fall by $1,000, due to a production cut, assuming all other final demand remain 

constant, the total income in the region would be dropped by $1,600. Literally, 

income multiplier is the quotient derived by dividing the direct and indirect income 

change by the direct income change. 

Direct and indirect income change is the sum of the twenty-one products 

explained previously; therefore, indirectly income change does not necessarily 

have a certain association with the direct income change. That is to say that 

a sector of high direct income change effect may n9t have a high indirect income 

change effect and, in turn, may not have a high multiplier. Sector one had the 

highest income multiplier (1.600) in 1967 among all selected 21 sectors, 

but its direct income change effect ranked third from the bottom. In other 

words, sector one had proportionately the highest indirect income effect, as 

C0111pared to its direct income effect. Nonetheless, the absolute value of the 
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TABLE V-5 

Income Interactions and Multipliers by Sector for the St. Louis Region, 1967 

Direct, I ndi ~ct ! '·lnduQ!d Indirect & Income Direct Direct & Indirect Indirect Income 
Industrial Sector Income Income Change Income Multiplier & Induced Income Income Induced Multi pli t 

Change Change (Model B) Change Change Income (Model A'. 
Ghane 

1. Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products 0.267 0.426 0.159 1.600 0.667 0.241 0.400 2.498 
2. Textiles & Apparel 0.409 0.497 0.088 1. 215 0.796 0.299 0.387 1 ._946 
3. Lumber & Furniture 0.466 0.670 0.204 1.438 1.045 0.375 0.579 2.343 
4. Paper & Printing 0.461 0. 551 0.090 1.195 0.850 0.299 0.389 1.843 
5. Chemicals, Petroleum&" Rubber Products 0. 195 0.252 0.057 1.292 0.394 0.142 0.199 2.020 
6. Leather Products 0.448 0.555 0.107 1.239 0.859 0.304 0.411 1.917 
7. Stone, Clay & Glass 0.439 0.570 0. 131 1.298 0.881 0.311 0.442 2.006 
8. Primary Metals 0.336 0.388 0.052 1.155 0.603 0.215 0.267 1. 794 
9. Fabricated Metals 0.368 0.444 0.076 1.207 0.686 0.242 0.318 1.864 

10. Machinery (except electrical) 0.479 0.561 0.082 1. 171 0.867 0.306 0.388 1.810 
11. Electrical Machinery 0.389 0.473 0.084 1.216 0.730 0.257 0.341 1.876 
12. Transportation Equipment 0.202 0.238 0.036 1.178 0.366 0.128 0.164 1 .811 
13. Ordinance & Miscellaneous Manufacturing 0.350 0.481 0.131 1.374 0.752 0.271 0.402 2·. 148 
14. Agriculture 0.477 0.573 0.096 1.201 0.888 0.315 0.411 1.861 
15. Mining 0.454 0.596 0.142 1.313 0.925 0.329 0.471 2.037 
16. Construction 0.548 0.706 0.158 1.288 1.091 0.385 0.543 1.990 
17. Transportation, Communication & Utilities 0. 448 . 0.551 0.103 1.230 0.876 0.325 0.428 1.955 
18. Wholesale Trade Services 0.554 0.629 0.075 1. 135 0.981 0.352 0.427 l. 770 
19. Retail Trade Services 0.596 0.701 0.105 1.176 1.092 0.391 0.496 1.832 
20. Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 0.361 0.444 0.083 1.230 0.770 0.326 0.409 2.132 
Zl. Busi.ness. Pers·onal 6 Other Services - 0.622 o. 724 _ 0.102 1. 164 1.172 0.448 0.550 1.884 

.•i ' -· ,,, . 
1 

Sour:-ce: See text. 
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indirect effect from this sector was no longer the highest; the third sector, 

lunoer and furniture with a figure of 0.204 took first place. Indirect income 

effect or income r!llltip11er. depends substantially upon interindustr1al depen

dence and their interwoven relationships. 

In addition to the direct and indirect income effect and the resulting 

income multiplier from Model B, induced income effect can be measured from 

Model A. When a linear. homogeneous income-consumption function 1s introduced 

into the model and households and local government sectors are set 1n the pro

duction process, income r!llltipliers are greater than their counterparts in 

Model B. Model A measures an induced income effect resul Ung from changes 1n 

consumer spending, by so doing one of the critical assumptions, constant con

sumption expenditures in Model B, is, hence, relaxed. Literally, in order to 

measure the income impact of a change in final demand (see, export) upoh total 

regional income, consumers' spendings are now allowed to react instead of being 

held unaffected. 

Here again, the logic which appears in the front section can also be employed 

to illustrate the iterative process of income changes. For example, should for 

any reason the regional export of food products change, the production in the 

food industry has to be changed and income earned by people engaged in this 

industry is directly affected. When those people's income has changed, their 

consumption expenditures m.,st be altered 1n accordance with their income

consumption function. The alteration in consumption expenditures leads directly 

to the change in the production of related consumer goods and, indirectly, other 

goods. The second iteration will then initiate and the change in demand is again 

diffused throughout the other industries in the model. In this case, the total 

income effect includes the direct and indirect, as well as the induced effect 

resulting from consumption adjustments, holding all other final demands constant. 
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The direct and 1 nd1 rect and 1 nducad 1 ncomo changes par do 11 ar of chnnua 1 n 

final demand are given in column five, for each sector. In fact, they are re

produced from the household column in Table V-1. Together with direct and 

indirect income changes obtained in Model B, induced and indirect income changes 

are readily implemented for Model A. The interindustry income multiplier in 

Model A shows the direct, indirect and induced income change in relation to the 

direct one. Literally, it indicates that total income change in the region as 

a whole is a multiple of d;rect income change occurring in a sector listed at 

the left of the table. Therefore, it is by definition greater than 1ts counter

part in Model B, because of the inclusion of the induced effect. 

It is conceivable that the higher the indirect and induced effect in relation 

to the direct effect, the higher is the income rrultiplier. Induced effect, as 

indirect effect, does not necessarily differ in proportion with the direct effect 

among sectors. A sector showing high direct income effect may have low indirect 

and induced income effects and vice versa. However, it is clear from Table V-5 

that direct income effect is greater than induced income effect, which in turn, 

is greater than the indirect effect. This means one dollar of income change 

directly resulted from production changes in an industry will induce less than 

one dollar of income change through consumption adjustment and much less through 

other inter-industrial relationships. 

In no sec.tor are the direct and indirect income changes resulting from a 

change in final demand greater than that amount of final demand, because of the 

nature of production. In other words, the change of gross output is always greate~ 

than the direct income change. For instance, should there be a change in final 

demand with a resultant direct income change of $1,000 in the services sector, / 

the associated gross output of services would be changed in the same direction by ...., 

an amount of $1,608; and total regional income by $1,164 and $1,884, in respecti j 

models. 

.. 

-
-
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There were four sectors 1n 1967 1n the reg1on w1th total income effect 

greater than one: lun'ber and furniture, construction, retail trade and various 

services. Only in these four sectors a direct income cut by less than one 

dollar ~ould lead to more than a one dollar cut in income. This only happens 

in Model A, due to the introduction of income-consumption interaction. 

Income R1Jltiplier for any sector varies, as those of sectoral multiplier, 

among studies with different coverage in time and place. For purposes of com

parison, and for the sake of interested readers, a nunt>er of sectors of 

c~atible classification in both Hirsch and Harmston's studies were selected 

and their respective incone multipliers were computed. They are contained in 

Table V-6. 

The income multiplier analyzed the relationship between total income change 

and the direct incotne change, while the sectoral multiplier deals with industrial 

activities involved with all transactions. Although both are related to changes 

in final demand, the analytical approach and the results thereby presented are 

different. The elf4)loyment of either analysis .depends, of course, entirely upon 

the questions at.hand to be answered. In order to be more specific about the 

usefulness of these two kinds of multipliers, several examples will be given in 

the following section for the purpose of illustration. 
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TABLE V-6 
Income Interaction and Multipliers by Selected Sectors 

St. Louis Region (1967), St. Lou1s S.M.S.A. (1955) and Missouri (1963) 
- . . . 

Sector Direct Income Change Income Multiplier Direct, Indirect and Induced ·ln~•·Multiplier 
Model 8 Income Chanae Model A 

(S. I.C.) Region S.M.S.A. Missouri Region S.M.S.A. Missouri Region S.M.S.A. Missouri Region S.M.S.A. 

20-21 0.267 0.145 0.324 1.600 1.586 1.258 0.667 0.358 o. 729 2.498 2.469 

22-23 0.409 0.320 N.A. 1.215 1.281 N.A. 0.796 0.644 N.A. 1.946 2.013 

24-25 0.466 0.349 N.A. 1.438 1.404 N.A. 1.045 0.775 N.A. 2.343 2 .221 

31 0.448 0.380 N.A. 1.239 1.237 N.A. 0.859 0.745 N .A. 1.917 1.961 

32 0.439 N.A. 0.335 1.298 N.A. 1.611 0.881 N.A. 0.982 2.006 N .A. 

33 0.336 N.A. 0.308 1.155 N.A. 1. 403 0.603 N.A. o. 781 l. 794 N.A. 
34 0.368 0.356 0.294 1. 207 1.264 l. 291 0.686 0.710 0.676 1.864 1.994 

35 0.479 0.308 0.330 l. 171 1.428 1. 301 0.867 0.698 0.765 1 .810 2.266 

36 0.389 0.438 0.325 l . 216 1. 210 1.243 0.730 0.837 0.714 1.876 l . 911 

37 0.202 N.A. 0.170 1.178 N.A. 1. 260 0.366 N.A. 0.378 1 .811 N.A. 
10-14 0.454 N.A. 0. 379 1. 313 N.A. 1.488 0.925 N.A. 1.022 2.037 N.A. 
15-17 0.548 0.400 0.417 1.288 1.475 1.484 1 .091 0.925 1. 095 1.990 2.313 

50-51 0.554 N.A. 0.482 1.135 N.A. 1.223 o. 981 N.A. 1.103 1.770 N.A. 
52-59 0.596 N.A. 0.506 1.176 N.A. 1.172 1.092 N.A. 1.078 1.832 N.A. 
60-67 0.361 0.337 N.A. 1. 230 1.484 N.A. 0.770 0.845 N.A. 2. 132 2.507 

Sources: For the St. Louis regional infonnation, see Table V-5. Infonnation on St. Louis S.M.S.A. were computed from Werner Hi~s~h's 
study, op. cit.~ Table 1 and Appendix Tables 1 and 2; for the State of Missouri, they were computed from Floyd Harmston's Input Coefficient 
Table sent to the author by him and Tables 4 and 5 in his study, op. cit., p. 49 and p. 57. 

Missouri 

2.252 
N.A. 
N.A. 
N.A. 
2.928 
2.539 
2.299 
2.315 
2.201 
2.229 
2.693 
2.625 
2.289 
2 .130 
N.A. 
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IV. Iq,act Analysis: Some Illustrations 

A. Exported Transportation Equipment 

-130-

Sector 12, transportation equipment, exported $1,456 Million in 1967 to the 

outside areas. If one wishes to know what the impact of this exported transpor

tation equipment is, upon the food, tobacco and kindred p_roducts industry, textile 

and apparel industry, luri>er and furniture industry and other 1ndustries, sectoral 

,ooltip11ers would answer this as follows. 

In.,act upon: ($ million) Model B ($ mil 11 on) 

1. Food, tobacco & kindred 1,456 x 0.0216 = 31.4 
2. Textile & Apparel 1,456 x 0.0043 = 6.3 
3. Luri>er & Furn1ture 1,456 x 0.0010 = 1.5 

All Industries 1,456 X 1.3371 =1946.8 

1,456 X 0.0002 = 0.3 
1,456 X 0.0002 = 0.3 
1,456 X 0.0001 = 0.1 

1,456 X 1.0909 = 1588.4 

Literally, the outside sales of $1,456 million in Model A would circulate 

the econ0111Y and produce domestically a market of $31.4 million for food, tobacco 

and kindred products industry, $6.3 million for textile and apparels. etc. For 

all industries, it generated goods and services of about $1,947 million ·for the 

regional market. 

Assuming, for s1mplification's sake, that every impact from the-expert 

of transportation equipment are also f1nal to each receiving sector, by employing 

income change and income multiplier approac~, t~e ~nswer would be the 

following income changes. 
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Income Change ($ mHUon) . 

Impact upon: 01 rect Ind1.-ect · induced Mult1p11er 
(Model A) 

1. Food, tobacco 31.4 X 0.267 31. 4 X 0. 159 31.4 X 0.241 8.4 X 2.498 
& Kindred = 8.4 · = 5.0 = 7.6 = 21 .0 l 

2. Textile & 6.3 X 0.409 6.3 X 0.088 6.3 X 0.299 2 .6. X 1.946 
Apparel = 2.6 = 0.6 = 1.9 = 5.1 

3. Lumber & 1. 5 X O .466 1. 5 X 0. 204 l. 5 X 0. 375 0.7 X 2.343 
Furniture = 0.7 = 0.3 = 0.6 = l.6 

·,• 

7 
A change .of $31.4 million in the final demand for food, tobacco and 

kindred products would directly lead to · a change in personal income of $8.4 million, in- 7 
directly $5.0 million, and an induced change of $7.6 million. The overall income 

effect is $21.0 million. In a like manner, various income effects upon textile -

and aooarel and other industries can be measured. However, the critical assump

tion mentioned 1n the ·preceeding .paragraph has to be borne in mind, although it, 

in fact, may not be true. it is employed only for analytical purposes. 

B. Defense Expenditures 

It was stressed previously that the federal government expenditures, par

ticularly under the contract of defense projects, had vital importance in 

influencing regional production and the sales of transportation equipment. 

The intra-sectoral multipliers also make it possible to measure the overall 

i~act of the federal defense expenditures upon this industry, through their 

interrelation between this and all other industries. 

Column 3 in Table V-7 shows total impact of defense expenditures upon 

the transportation equipment sector in 1967 measured by Model A. Based on 

estimated defense expend1tures by sector, the total impact would amount to 

$1,861.8 million, which is equivalent to 52.4% of total sales made by the 

sector 1n that year ($3555.6 million, see Table IV-1). 

l 
J 
l 
7 
l 
7 
7 
7 
7 
l 



TABLE V-7 

r-- r -J;,,1~- r- r- r
\:i~ . 

Sectoral 1111)act of Federal Defense Expenditures Upon Transportation Equipment Sector, 
And Income Impact U~n All Related Sectors, St. Louis Region, 1967 

(Amount: Million Dollars) 

Industrial Sector 

Lunner & Furniture 
Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber 
Primary Metals 
Fabricated Metals 
Electrical Machinery 
Transportation Equipment 
Ordinance & Miscellaneous 
Business, Peronal & Other Services 
Household 

Total 

Estimated 
Defense 

Expenditure 

4.4 
68.3 
1 .1 
2.2 

62.5 
1826.6 
102.6 
11.3 

191. 7 

2270.7 

Uoon Transeortt!ion Eguioment Peaooal ln<:Oa! Iapa~t 
Multiplier Amount Generated· Multi plier 1-unt 

0.013 0.06 1.045 4.60 
0.005 0.34 0.394 26.91 
0.008 0.01 0.603 0 .. 66 
0.012 0.03 0.686 1.51 
0.009 0.56 0.730 45.63 
1.016 1855.83 0.366 668.54 
0.013 1.33 0.752 n.16 
0.017 0.19 1.172 13.24 
0.018 3.45 1.531 293.49 

1861.80 1,131.74 

.source: See Chapter V, Federal Government Expenditure Section for the estimation of Defense Expenditun!s. 
Sectoral multipliers are reproduced from Table V-1, Transportation Equipment Column, Income Multiplier, from 
Household Colu1111. 
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In economic analysis, the creation of personal income is one of the most 

valuable researches on which people of various fields have focused their special 

attention. It is worthwhile to measure the total personal 1ncome 1n the region in 

1967, which was attributable to various basic incomes' exogenous final demands. 

In this case, as a sequential step of illustration, the income multipliers in 

Model A are utilized to measure the total income input upon various sectors attri

butable to defense expenditures. Table V-7, the last column, indicates that 

$1,131.7 million or 14% of total personal income estimated for the region, in 1967, 

was attributed to the defense expenditures in the region. In other words, if there 

were not a total federal defense expenditure of $2,270.7 million in 1967 in the 

region, the regional personal income would have been reduced from $8,065.2 million 

to $6,933.5 million. 

Total personal income generated by the transportation equipment sector in 1967 

was $1,245.9, the product of multiplying total final demand sales of $3,404 million 

by the income multiplier, 0.366. Out of which, $668.5 million or about 54% was 

contributed by the defense expenditures (see Table V-7). · Since the transportation 

equipment sector contributed the largest share {15.45%) to total regional personal 

fr1come in 1967 among all sectors, the importance of defense expenditures on this 

sector's product, in generating personal income, is apparent. As a matter of fact, 

it contributed 8.29% to the total personal income. Among all industrial sectors, 

only the construction sector contributed more than this percentage to the total 

personal income (i.e., 10.66%), except for, of course, the transporation equipment 

sector itself {see Table V-8). 

C. T~e Relation Between Basic Income and Personal Income 

Personal 1ncome has been considered as one of the most dominant 1nd1cators 

recording the well-being and growth of a community. Although it is better to state 

it in real tent1S to avoid price changes for the purpose of comparison, figures 

in current dollars will suffice for the present needs in a static 1/0 study. 
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By multiplying total personal income change, which is the column of direct, 

indirect and induced income change in Table V-5, by appropriate figures 

of total sectoral basic income, the product is the contribution of each sector's 

basic income to total personal income in the region. Table V-8 portrays 

individual shares of regional income generated by -basic income by respective 

sectors in 1967. 

Among all industrial sectors in 1967, transporation equipment has previously 

been noted as one of the most important contributors to the regional personal 

income. Its basic incomes generated more than 15% of the total in the region. 

Construction ranked second with a share of more than one-tenth in that year. 

Wholesale trade service made up 7.7%; chemical, petroleum and rubber products, 

6.7%; and food, tobacco and kindred products, 6.3% of the total personal income 

in the region. 

These rankings, of course. depend solely on two factors: the volume of 

basic income and the direct. indirect and induced income changes of any given 

sector. While the fonner factor, in turn, depends mostly on export and 

federal government procurement, the latter factor is subject to industrial 

interdependence in income generation . . The transportation equipment sector, the 

one with the least value of personal income change, contributed the largest 

amount of federal procurement and exportation. In contrast, a vivid example comes 

from the construction sector. Its basic income was about 23% and 57%, respectively, 

of those of transportation equipment and chemicals, petroleum and rubber products 

but it generated about 11% of total regional personal income. or is equivalent 

to 70% and 160% of those generated by the two respective sectors. This is 

attributed to the high income change ratio exhibited by the construction 

sector; for every one dollar of basic income, it generated one dollar and nine 

cents of personal income, resulting from its high labor input and its inter

dependence with _other sectors. 
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TABLE v-e 
Bes1c Income, Income Mult1p11er And The Gen1r1t1on 

And D15tr1but1on of Persona1 Income By Sector, St. Louis Region, 1967 

Sector Basic Incomel Personal Personal % of Total 
(S.I.C.)' ($000) Income Income Income 

Change ($1,000) 

Food, Tobacco & Kindred Products $ 757,650 X 0.667 = 505,352 6.27 
Textiles & Apparel 97,696 0.796 77,766 0.96 
Lunt>er ~ Furniture 56,681 1.045 59,232 0.73 
Paper & Printing 292,451 0.850 248,583 3.08 
Chemicals, Petroleum & Rubber Products 1,375,349 0.394 541,886 6. 72 
Leather Products 89,304 0.859 76,712 0.95 
Stone, Clay & Glass 97,154 0.881 · 85,593 1.06 
Primary Metals 682,953 0.603 411,821 5. 11 
Fabricated Metals 348,818 0.686 239,289 2.97 
Machinery (except electrical) 379,853 0.867 329,333 4.08 
Electrical Machinery 355,584 0.730 259,576 3.22 
Transportation Equipment 3,404,192 0.366 1,245,934 15.45 
Ordinance & Miscellaneous Manufacturing 234,598 0.752 176,418 2.19 
Agriculture 21,639 0.888 19,215 0.24 
Mining 13,343 0.925 12,342 0.15 
Construction . 788,333 1.091 860,071 10.66 
Transportation, Corrmunication & Utilities 209,791 0.876 183,777 2.28 
Wholesale Trade Services 633,053 0.981 621,025 7.70 
Retail Trade .Services 129,193 1.092 141,079 l. 75 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 215,639 0.770 166,042 2.06 
Business, Personal & Other Services 373,076 1.172 437,245 5.42 
Federal & State Government to Household 800,575 l. 531 1,225,680 15.20 
Federal & State to Local Government 114,141 l.217 138,910 1.72 

1sas1c incomes from the federal govemment including transfer payments. 

• 
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D, The Relation Between Bas1c Income And Local Gov~rnlllftnt Revenues 

By the same token, the generation of local government revenues by various 

sector's basic income and the distribution can also be analyzed. By multiply

ing the local government multiplier, column 23 in Table V-1, by appropriate 

sector basic incomes, the product is the amount of local government revenue 

derived from that sector's basic income. 

As they were in the detennination of personal income, the amount of 

basic income and the relevant size of the multiplier are two factors which 

detennine each sector's contribution to the local government revenue. It 

is qu1te obvious that ff gures 1n the two vectors, household and local government, 

in Table V-1, are highly correlated. That is to say, sectors having high value 

in one column also has high value in another. This implies that a general 

conclusion regarding the generation and distribution of local government revenue 

by sector could _be drawn: those sectors of greater importance in _ terms of 

contribution in the above section would also be those in this section, because 

basic incomes considered by these two sectors are the same. 

E. Employment Impact of Final Demand Changes 

In addition to income impact of final demand changes, an input-output 

L study can be used to analyze the employment impact of final demand changes. 

However, this analysis requires the establishment of an employment-production 

relationship. 

L Generally, there are two ways to approximate this relationship. One is 

through time series data estimation and the other by utilizing cross section 

infonnation. With the assistance of regression techniques, we can run 

observed employment on observed output by sector over tfme. The coefficient 

or the slope so obtained may be considered as marginal propensity and ft 
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would be used as direct impact upon employment change of a certain amount 

of final demand change. 5 In a s1m11ar nature, as indirect and induced income 

changes were computed, as described in an earlier part of this chapter, the 

indirect and induced employment change due to changes in final demand can also be 

measured from this inversed matrix. 

The second method, by utilizing cross section data, was advanced by Hansen 

and Tiebout as mentioned at the beginning of this study. They directly 

allocated sector employment across the row to the final demand sectors and to 

various industries,according to this sector's output flow distribution. In other 

words, employment sunmed across each row equals total employment in the sector. 

The reader may recall the approach adopted in this study, which is similar to 

the Hansen and Tiebout study, but in an inverse relation in finding employment and 

output distribution. Table IV-2 of this study shows the initial allocation of 

employment in the sector named at left. Take row 1 in that table as an example: 

57% of this sector's total employment is directly related to export and 8% to al 1 

industrial groups. Since total regional employment in this sector in 1967 nunbered 

25,240 (see Table II-2), about 14,392 employees were directly related to export 

and 2,019 directly related to all industrial sectors • 

. After the initial allocation of employment has been so obtained for each 

sector, employment input coefficients can be developed in the same fashion, as 

l 
7 
l 
7 
7 
7 
7 

input coefficients developed from the transaction flow table for each column sector. 7 
5This approach was employed by Frederick T. Moore and James W. Peterson, 7 

op. tit., p. 377 and Werner Z. Hirsch, op. cit., p. 367. 
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Each entry would then disclose the nunt>er of jobs for the row sector that are 

related directly to employment in a column sector. The inversed matrix of this 

table can ·then be used to show the direct and indirect effects of changes in a 

sector's employment. Of course, the coefficient table was subtracted from an 

identity matrix before the inversion. In order to estimate the induced effect of 

any change in one of the final demand sectors, some other final demand sectors 

n11st be included in the endogenous segnent before the subtraction and, sequentially, 

the inversion is perforned. 

The direct employnent change derived from the second method can be regarded 

as an average propensity in the employment-production function. Employment 

111.1ltipliers derived from these cross section data may be biased 1n some economy 

where the measured average propensities are different from the relevant marginal 

propensities. However, "where the changes in values are upward, and brought about 

by new entries into the labor force,•• as argued and stressed by Hansen and Tiebout, 
11 average propensities are the . appropriate measure. 116 

Therefore, whether time series or cross data is to be implemented to investi

gate the eq,loyment-production function, the problem hinges on the conditions of 

an economy which the reader tries to analyze. In addition, whether margina·l or 

average propens1ties are to be used as direct effect, sometimes also depends on 

the nature of the data available. Needless to say, multipliers derived fror,1 

the two methods also differ because of the different values of the measured direct 

changes. 

Due to limited time and budget, the empirical part of this employment impact 

analysis is omitted in this study. Nonetheless, it will be tackled later in a 

sequential study to follow. 

6 
W. Lee Hansen and Charles M. Tiebout, pp. cit., p. 417. 
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Chapter Six: Sl.llffllary And Conclusion 

Any local economy can grow by introducing new industries and/or by 

expanding 1ndustr1es 1n the area. However, any of these changes 1n one 

indus·trial sector tend to affect numerous parameters 1n the private, as 

well as the public sector of that economy. For instance, the expansion of 

transportation equipment industries--the sector which ranked first in 

tenns of total value sold and whose basic incomes generated the most personal 

income in 1967 1n the St. Louis region--will directly lead to an increase in 

input purchases of goods and services for a given level of existing output. 

This increased purchase irrmediately affects prices and income and indirectly 

affects other industries. Changes in price and income would, in turn, 

change the demand for goods and services through the interrelationship 

between prices, income, consumption and, possibly, investment. Consequently 

tax receipts in the public sector cannot be unaffected. The changed receipts, 

in turn, affect the provision of social goods and services. Through innumerable 

complicated links these public and private variables are tied together. Any 

change will impose its effect upon one another and also respond to the second 

round effect. 

The input-output analysis presented in this study helps anatomize the 

economic stn,cture of this region in tenns of sales and purchases and the 

interdependent relationship among all industrial sectors. In addition to 

providing systematic, quantitative reference schemes for discussing the existing 

economic conditions, it provides a means of estimating a sector's final @ffects 

under specific assumptions, with respect to exogenous changes. From income 

and employment changes the regional primary growth is measured. 11Area input

output analysis can be a helpful tool in guiding planners of industrial develop

ment schemes, 11 states Professor Hirsch, 11 It can be used to elicit support for 

area-wide development and to persuade members of the comnunity to take an 
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active part in weighing alternative plans for their area. 111 

To be more sped fi c, 11 0ne of the big advantages of this method, 11 as 

indicated by Ross and Harmston, 11 1s that it allows the analyst to follow 

the effect of a particular action through the economy and to 1dent1fy the end 

results with the segments affected. 112 

Using models A and B of this study, one can easily allocate the activity 

impact through s~ctoral multip~iers of any sectoral change in final demand, 

regardless of the cause of this change. This type of analysis has been thoroughly 

discussed in Chapter Five. Take, as an example, the expansion of the trans

portation equipment sector, the most dominant sector in the region, which sold 

92% or $3.3 billion of its total production in 1967 to the federal government 

and outside customers. Hence, it contributed substantially to the favorable 

regional trade with outside areas. A $100 million increase in final demand 

for the area's transportation equipment, say, coming from federal defense 

spending, will result in the expansion of other sectors by the following 

amounts, when investment expenditure and its consequences are ignored:3 

($ mi 11 ion) ($ mi 11 ion) 

Food, Tobacco & Kindred 2.2 
Textile & Apparel 0.4 
Lunber & Furniture 0.1 
Paper & Printing 0.8 
Chemicals & Petroleum 0.6 
Leather Products 0.1 
Stone, Clay & Glass 0.2 
Primary Metals 1.7 
Fabricated Metals 0.6 
Machinery (except electrical) 0.6 
Electrical Machinery 0.2 

Transportation Equipment 
Ordinance & Miscellaneous 
Agriculture 
Mining 
Construction 
Transportation, Co111T1unication & Utilities 
Wholesale 
Retail 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 
Business, Personal & Other Services 
Household 
Local Government 

1 Wemer Z. Hirsch, 11 An Application of Area Input-Output Analysis, 11 Papers 
and Proceedings of the Regional Science Association, Vol. 5, 1959, p. 89. 

2 D. Reid Ross and Floyd K. Harmston, 11 Input-Output Studies--As Tools for 
Planning, 11 Business and Govemment Review, May-June, 1964. University of 
Missouri, p. 33. 

3werner Hirsch, op. c1t., Table 1, p. 82 ~ad relevant data for 1955. 
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' 
Total defense expenditures on the transporation equipment sector in 1967 

were estimated to be $1,827 million. Therefore, its indirect impact upon other 

sectors can be readily computed from the above statistics. Conversely the 

indirect impact upon the transportation equipment sector, of defense expendi

tures on other sectors, can also be measured. In 1967, defense expenditures on 

sectors other than Jr sportation amounted to $444 million. Indirectly these 

f&~1 expenditures create million of market for the transportation sector (see 

Table V-7). In addition to the activity generated, personal incomes generated 

by the defense expenditure were also computed and presented in Table V-7. 

The defense expenditures generated, through multiplier effects, more than 14% 

of total regional personal income in 1967 ($8,065 million). 

Since much has been presented to demonstrate the usefulness of this study, 

it may be desirable at this point to discuss some interesting findings on the 

characteristics of the St. Louis regional economy. 

Out of total regional sales of goods and services in 1967 ($17,977 million), 

excluding household and local government sector, one-fifth was accounted for by 

the transportation equipment sector and 9% by the chemical, petroleum and rubber 

products sector. The agriculture and mining sectors a~counted for very little; 

together they contributed less than 1% to the total sales. Almost all service

oriented sectors were of similar but rapidly growing importance, as was the 

chemical, petroleum and rubber products sector, in tenns of total sales. 

In tenns of in,;,ort-export trade, the area ~njoyed a favorable balance of 

payment with net exports of $966 million in 1967. The chemical. petroleum and 

rubber products sector alone eamed more than 67% of that net gain, because 

nnre than 80% of its total producti.on was delivered outside the area. Never

theless, the leather and leather products sector exported, percentage-wise, 

the most, 82% of its total production. By including sales to the federal 

govemment, the transportation equipment sector again overwhelmingly dom1natedi 
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it sold 51% and 41%, respectively, of its total production to the federal 

government and to outside customers, in that year. Subtracting from its 

sales of 92%, the imported materials. goods and services, this sector's net 

gain 1n absolute amount was even greater than total regional gain from the 

trade. 

The federal government has had a very great influence over the regional 

economy; it contributed more than $3 billion to the region's basic income. 

However, more than 55% of this at00unt was paid to the transportation equipment 

sector and most expenditures on transportation equipment were related to 

defense contracts and space products. Moreover, a well-known local firm was 

almost solely responsible for this production. 

These phenomena characterize the St. Louis economy. The potentiality 

for this area's economy to grow at an increasing rate therefore, probably 

hinges on several aforesaid factors. But the fact that the transportation 

equipment sector had not only the second lowest direct income effect, but 

very low income multipliers in both t00dels, with respect to any change in 

final demand, as well, should not be overlooked. This indicates that for 

the same amount of final demand change, the transportation equipment sector 

could not add (subtract) as much income to (from) the region as those sectors 

with higher income multipliers. This is the main reason that Chapter Five 

deals only with interactions and impacts, while Chapter Four describes only 

the regional economic structure. The goals of economic stability and growth 

may not be contradictory, but for analytical purposes it may be worthwhile to 

dichotomize between them. 

This study, like the one done by Hirsch for 1955, reveals astonishingly 

low household technical coefficients and multipliers for many industries. They 

testify to the vital dependence of this region's economy on the rest of the U.S. 
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L 
This study discloses the structure of the St. Louis economy, and indicates 

what effects would accrue from one industry's expansion. It tells little, if 

L anything, about which industry should be expanded or contracted. Nor does it 

present any social or economic advantages or disadvantages of this area which 

might influence industries contemplating locating in this area. 

Due to its static nature the study shows no trend pattern, and any pre

diction or forecast made from its utilization is valid only for that "one shot" 

picture. Moreover, the reliability of this picture depends to a large extent 

upon that of the data sources. For the above reason, this study has attempted 

L where possible, to make comparisons to other studies, in order to provide some 

insight into changes in the economic structure over time and their differences 

from area to area. Due to different sector classification among studies, struc-

L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

ture and impact comparisons could not be made as precisely and as detailed as 

desired. Inaccurate and unreliable data are always the causes of a biased study 

and the greater the nuni:>er of sectors, the higher the probability of biased 

results. 4 A manufacturing sector consisting of one two-digit $.I.C. code would 

probably be feasible and desirable for this region in _view of the difficulties 

in data collection and possible use of this analysis: 

For all service-oriented industries, an intensive field survey should be 

conducted, due to their diversified characteristics, even within each two-digit 

S.I.C. code. A stratified sampling method, in the author's opinion, serves 

111Jch better than an employment percentage coverage method, starting with the 

larger finns. Of course, this work is highly subject to budget and time con

straints. 

4rh1s has been proved in many studies; for reference see W)lliam R. Bailey, 
"A Note on the 1947 Input-Output Study, 11 The Review of Economics and Statistics, 
Vol. XLX, No. 1, February, 1968. 
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In order to cope with the rapid technical progress, especially in an economy 

with some industries employing advanced technology in production, such as 

St. Louis' chemical and aircraft industries, this 1/0 table has to be recon

str_ucted or at least revised every five years if its costs are justifiable 

in relation to its benefit to the conmunity. 

As there are many empirical improvements which can be made, so too, there 

are many theoretical advancements that can be framed. For a better measure of 

income multiplier and, hence, impact analysis, a linear, but heterogeneous 

income-consumption function among sectors can be introduced to the model. 

Eventually a non-linear income-consumption function, in light of non-promotional 

or permanent hypotheses, may be worthwhile to try. 

A further refinement that one can make is to incorporate investment 

theories in the study for St. Louis. Finally, the author would agree to the 

need for irrrnediate initiating an inter-regional input-output study among the 

St. Louis region, the Kansas S.M.S.A. and the State of Missouri. 

In conclusion, a simple mathematical presentation of the development of 

the tables used in this study is contained in Appendix VI-1. 
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Name of Establishment 
Address of Establishment 
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(If your firm has more than one plant, please list the address 
of each establishment in the St. Louis S.M.S.A.) 

Respondent's name(s) 
Respondent's position(s) 
Percent of your firm.•s total output produced in the St. Louis 
Metropolitan Area ___ s 
Average monthly employment 1965 -----
Total wages and salaries (payroll), 1965 $ -----
Please list the types of products which you manufacture or sell in 
order of importance and the wages paid to produce each product. 
(Please specify the products from the list given in Appendix A) 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g .. 
h. 

Product Wages 
a. $ 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 

Total Wages allocated to manufacturing$ __ _ 

Total Wages allocated to: 

Administrative & Central Office $ ----
Research & Deve 1 opment $ ___ _ 

Total Wages $ ----
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9. tlliterials and Services (Inputs) Used 1n Producing Products 

7ype of Product Sold Type of Materials and Services Used in Total Cost Transportation Costs of 
{listed in Question 8) Production (Please specify for each Materials that cannot be 

type of product produced) allocated b) product 
(1) (2) (3) (4 

-

J J _J _J _j _j __J _J _J 



10. Source (Geographic) of Materials and Services Used in Production 

Type of Materials and Services 
Used in Production Per Cent Purcha~ed From 

Wholesalers or Jobbers Other Manufacturing or 
(From Question 9, Colum 2) ProcessinQ Finns or Plants 

ln St. Lou, s Outside Outside In Outside Outside 
SMSA St. Louis Mo. & Ill* St. Louis St. Louis Mo. & 

SMSA but SMSA SMSA but in Ill.* 
in Mo. or Ill.* Mo. or Ill.* 

( 1} (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

"'"Please treat fntra-finn shipments of materials from1.outside the SMSA in the same manner as you would treat 
purchases from another ff na. 

J J __J J _J 

Other 

Please 
Specify 
sector 

& 
location 

(8) 



11. Sales (Value of Shipments) 

Type of Product Sales Value Transportation 
Listed in of Shipmen ts costs of your Per Cent Sales to Question 8 (nearest sales that 

$1,000) cannot be House- I WhQlesalers, Dis~ Other Manu- Other 
allocated by holds Retail Establishments tributors, Manu- facturing or 'Please 

product f acturers, Jobbers Processing S,.c1fy 
and/or Representa- firms Sector & 

tives Location 

cc cc c( V) Cl) (,I) ::E: :it: ::E V') it Cl') ..a (,I) ea ,ti . . it . . . cc 
Cl) - - -< C/) • - c( en,- -V) -- - V') -- ,- V') -- -::e: :,- .... ::E :,,- .... ::E :,- -V) 0 V') o- V) 0 ..JL ..a _J oe _J r.. oe Cl) 0 en oe en 0 - . . - . . - . . :, +> . 0 :, +> • 0 6 +> • 0 0 V'>O ::E: 0 V>O ::E: Cl)~ :it: ...I ::e: ...I ::e: _J cu ., 

QJ (1,1 cu ., . ',:JC: ',:J . ',:J C: ',:J . ',:J C: ',:J +> •r- .... - +> -- - +> -- -V) Cl) en V') en C/) Cl) C/) C/) +>+> +> +>+> +> +>+> +> C: :, ::, ::, C: :, :, :, C: ::, ::, c5 - 0.0 0 - 0.0 0 - 0.0 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ' (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12} ~13) (14) 

lease treat 1ntra-fi rm shipments of products outside the s~ ·SA in the same mannnr as you wo~ld treat sal ~s to ~noth ar firm. 

J j __J _J 
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12. Products Shipped to Other Manufacturing Finns or Est~lishments 

Type of Product Sold 
(Listed in Question 8) 

Sales to Other Manufacturing or Processing Finns 

In St. Louis SMSA Outside St. Louis SMSA Outside Mo. & Ill.* 
but in Mo. or Ill.* 

Purchasing Value Purchasing Value Purchasing 

(1} 
Industry 

(2) (3) 
Industry 

(4) (5) 
Industry 

(6) 

*If the infonnation _requested in Columns 4-7 is not available or is too difficult to obtain, please omit and 
continue to question 13. 

Value 

(7) 

_J _J ._J _J ___J _j _J __J __J <.---J _J _J 
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L 
L 
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13. Expenditures on Power and Energy 
a. Coal 
b. Gas 
c. 011 
d. Electricity 

14. Transportation Expenditures 

Mode of Transportation Per Cent of Cost* 
Cost ersonne Freight in Freight out 

Travel 
l 2 3 4 5 

Rail $ 
Tn,ck 

a. Own $_ 
b. Pub11c Carrier $ \ 

Barge 
a. Own $ 
b. Public Carrier $ I 

Air 
a. Own $ 
b. Public Carrier .$ 

f the rnfonnation P,equeste ,n columns 3-5 1s not available or is too 
difficult to obtain, please omit. 

15. Taxes, 1965 
a. Federal $ ----b. State $ ___ _ 
c. Local $ ___ _ 

16. Investment Expenditures of your f1nn in 1965 

a. Plant $_...,_. ___ _ 
b. Equ1 pment $. ___ _ 
c. Land $ ___ _ 

% St. Louis 
SMSA 

17. Inventory Change 1965 (+ increase, - decrease) 

a. Final products 
b. Raw materi a 1 

% Outside 
Local area 



L 
L 

l 

L 

L 
L 
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Instruction on specific questions 

Question 5 

Question 6 

Question 9 

Question 11 

Average Empl~ment. This 1s the Census defin1tion. 
lryou have o'ciTculate a figure it should be the 
average of employments dur1ng March, May, August, 
and November of the year used. Please include 
wage and salary employees in this figure. 

wa1es and Salaries (~a~roll). This should be the 
de initfon used fore era1 withholding tax calcula
tions. It includes all compensation such as co1T111issions, 
bonuses, vacation pay, etc., before deductions of taxes 
and other similar items. 

Materials Used in Production. Costs should be the 
amounts paid (after discounts and including freight 
charges) for materials and components actua_lly put 
into production during the year. If you pick up items 
in your own trucks or otherwise cannot include freight 
charges, please indicate in the right hand column. 
Note that components purchased through contracts or 
subcontracts should be included. 

Sales (value of Shipments). Sales should be after 
a1scounts and allowances, f.o.b. plant. and excluding 
excfse taxes and freight charges. (If freight charges 
cannot be excluded, or if you deliver in your own 
trucks, please indicate so in column 3.) 

The St. Louis Standard Metropolitan Area {SMSA) includes the following 
counties: 

1. City of St. Louis 
2. St. Louis 
3. Jefferson 
4. St. Charles 
5. Frankl in 
6. St. Clair 
7. Madison 



L 
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~PPENDIX II •3 

PRODUCT STUDY OF THE ST. LOUIS REGIONAL AREA 

NOTE: Thfs questionnaire applies only to-the establistvnents of your finn located 1n the 
St. Louis Regional Area: 

The St. Louis Regional Area, consists of the City of St. Louis, the Missouri counties of . 
Franklin, Jefferson, St. Charles, St. Loufs,and the Illinois counties of Madison, 
Monroe, and St. Clair. (See map on Letterhead) 

Please gfve information for the ffscal. 1967 or most recent year for which figures are 
available. 

· ThP~e figures are for ffscal year 19 __ • 

1. WMt 1s your averag~ yearly employment? ______ _ 
2. Optional Question: To verify the accuracy of this study, ff you 

do not have any objections, please give dollar figures for this 
question only: 
(2a) Total dollar sales _______ _ 

(2b) Total dollar costs of goods sold ----3. What percentage of your total yearly sales are to wholesalers?_I 

Jn the following questions, ff you sell to wholesalers, please disregard this fact and 
estimate "i!!,~~ your wholesalers sell your product. 

PART I: DISTRIBUTION OF SALES 

4. Estimate your yearly sales between: 
(4a) Those sold~ the St. Louis Regional Area. 

(See deffnftion and Map) 
(4b) Those sold outside the St. Louis Regional Area 

plus to the Federal Government 
Total Equals 

5. Ofstribute your yearly sales outsfge the St. Louis Regional Area 
and to the Federal Government (4b) between; 
(Sa) Sales to the Federal Government 
(Sb) Sales other than Federal Government 

Total Equa1s 

6. Of those yearly sales wfthin the St. Louts Regional Area(4a), 
Distribute those sales; 
(6a) Directly to the consuming public 
(6b) To state and local governments 
(6c) To local ffnns 

Total Equals 
7. Distribute your yearly sales to local ffnns {6c) between sales of 

(7a) Capital Goods (H•chlnery and Equipment) 
(7b) Non-capital Goods 

TQtal Equals 

(4a) I --
(4b) I 

TOOlof Sales 

(Sa) __ I 

(Sb) I 
'ffi6i of(4b) 

(61) _ _J 
(6b) _ _J 
(6c) · S =-

100% of (4a) 

(71) __ I 
(7b) __ I 

100s' of (6c) 
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8. Distribute your yearl~ sales to.local firms of non-cap,tal goods 
(Ba) Agriculture. forestry and fisheries 
(Sb) Mining 
(8c) Contract cnn~lr~ctl~n 
(M) l1~11~r t11liltlt1h 

(8e) Hariufacturing 
(Bf) Retail Trade 
(Bg) Finance. Insurance. and Real Estate 
(Sh) Services 
(81) Other (please Specify) 

Total Equals 

(7b) among; 
(Sa) __ S 

(81,) - - _'I. 

(f:lc) -- J 
(till) • __ _ j 
(8e) __ l 

(Bf) __ S 
(Sg) __ s 
(Sh) __ S 

cao=---=s 
100% of (7b) Sales 

9. Distribute your yearly sales of non-capital goods to local manufacturing 
firms (Be) among; 
(9a) Food and Tobacco 
(9b) Textiles and Apparel 
(9c) Lumber and Furniture 
(9d) Paper and Printing 
(9e) Chemical. Petroleum and.Rubber Products 
(9f) Leat~er and ~lastic Products 
(9g) Stone. Clay and Glass 
(9h) Primary Metals 
(91) Fabricated Metals 
(9j) Mach1nery . (except Electrical) 
(9k) Electrical Machinery 
(91) Transportation Equipment 
(9m) Miscellaneous Manufacturing 
(9n) Other (please Specify) 

PART II: OISTRIOUTION OF COSTS AND EXPEflSE 

10. Distribute your total costs and expenses among; 

Total Equals 

(lOa) Raw Materials Purchased (including fr~ig~t charges) 
(lOb) Semi-Finished Goods Purchased (including freight chJrges) 
llOc) lab6r 0 Wages and Salaries 
(lOd) Interest Costs 
(lOe) Depreciation 
(lOf) Power and Energy 
(lOg) Transportation of Finished Products. F.O.B. Destination 
(10h) Other (please Specify) 

Total Equals 

(9a) __ s 
(9b)· __ ·S 

(9c>"_· _s 
(9d) __ S 

(9e) _ _Jo 
(9f) __ s 
(9g) __ s 
(9h) · S ---.- -
(91) _ _Jo 
(9J) __ ·s 
(9k) __ S 

(91.) __ s 
(9m) __ s 
( 9n) ;:;;,;:::.::;s 

1001 of (Se) 

(lOa) __ s 
(lOb} S -- . 
(lOc) __ s 
(lOd) _ _J 
(lOe) __ S 
(lOf) __ S 

(lOg) __ S 

(lOh) _ _J. 
100% of Costs 

11.0istribute your total cost of goods sold (Costs directly related to production) among: 
(lla) RawJ~ter1al Purchases (Including freight charges) 
(llb) S~mi-finishcd goods (including freight charges) 
(llc) Ra•n Material and Ser.ii-finished goods (from inventory) 
(lld) labor. wages. and Salaries (e.g •• production workers) 
(lle) Interest 
(llf) Depreciation 
(llg) Po·11.?r and energy 
(llh) Other (please Specify) 

Total Equals 

(lla) _ _J 
(llb) __ S 
(llc) __ s 
(lld) __ s 
(lle) _ _s· 
(llf) __ S 

(llg)_· _S 

(llh) _J. 

100% of Cost of 
Goods Sold 

-

....... 

-
'--



1 

• 

12. D1str1bute yoyr yearly total cost of goods sold(labor, materials, 
1nd Charges) between i 
(121) Purchases and Expenditures within the St. Louis Regional 

Arel 
(12b) Purchases and Expenditures outside the St. Louis 

Regional Area 

pago 3 

. (121) __ 1 

(12b) _ _J 

• I O't• 

Total Equals 100% of Cost 
of Goods Sold 

13. Please describe briefly any major changes in your firm (i.e. 1equisitions, 
·new products, .reorganization, etc.) which may ha\'e charigod greatly Jny of .the 
above dfttr1butfons as · compartd wtt~ 1965. 

q:)~~ 
D. Reid Ross 
fxecut1ve Vice President 

for information or assistance concerning this form please contact: · . 
llm. H. White, Project Director 
St. Louis Regional Industrial Oevelopmen~ Corporation 
7701 Forsyth Blvd, . 
St. Louis. K1ssour1 63105 

PAS-0300 

• 
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APPENDIX IV-1 

Development Of The Tables 

Table IV-1 reflects sales and purchase relationships among the twenty

one sectors which constitute the regional economy. That is to say that 

their transactions frame the local market structure. Table IV-3 represents 

the computed input coefficients from IV-1; each entry in a column of Table 

IV-3 is the quotient of that column entry in Table IV-1 divided by the row 

total of that sector. 

Tables V-1 and V-2 are the transposed inversed matrixes of Table IV-3, 

including and excluding household and local government sectors, respectively. 

Theoretically, the tables are developed as follows, where 1 refers to row 

sector and j to column. 

Total sales of sector 1, s1, were distributed among sectors of j as inputs, 

L f x1j; and to final demand sectors, Fi. 

L 
L 
L 

l 
l 
L 

j=l 

Therefore, equation (1) represents the market sales relation of the ith 

sector or the r<M vector ,in Table IV-1. 

s1 = ~ x1 j + Fi . • . . ( 1) 
j=l 

Total purchases of input of the jth sector. Pj• fs the sum of expend1tures 
on all locally produced input, f Yij' and other exogenous payments, Oj. 

i =1 

Equation (2), therefore, indicates a column vector discri•ing the amount 

purchased by the jth sector from all sectors. 
23 

Pj=i~ yij+Oj ••••• , •.••... (2) 
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Input coefficients for the jth column sector, a .. , are calculated by 
lJ 

dividing each en try in the j th col u111n by the total sales from the appropri'a te 

row. That i s : 

~j = y ij/5; 
I 

. . ( 3) \ 

Therefore, Table IV-3 actually consist of the input coefficient matrix, 

A. Only when imported materials and goods are appropriately arid adequately 

allocated by sector, can it be considered as a technical coefficient table. 

= A 

However, with inventory adjustment, sales equals purchases for all 

sectors in this static equilibrium .input-output model. All outputs were 

either used as input in the industrial sectors or consumed by the final 

demand sectors, That means that we can study the eco~omy eith~r by tracing 

each sector's. sales distribution or by investigating their purchases pattern. 

Following the sales distribution we have: 

a1,1···••a1,23 Sl Fl ~l 
+ = . . 

a•23, l .. ·il'23 ,23 523 F23 523 

or, AS+ F = S in matrix form. Rearranging the matrixes, 

F = (1-A)S and finally F (1-A)-l = S .... (5) 

(1-A)-l represents Table V-1 before it is transposed. 

. . . • ( 4) 

The transposed 

(1-A)-l links total sales to final demand by sector. It tells how many out

puts are required from all sectors to satisfy the given amount of final demand 

for one sector's product, holding other things constant. 

..... 

..... 

,_ 

.... 

..... 

. .,._ 
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For a similar development in linear progranming form, the leontief 

statical system is well presented in the Linear Progranming and Economic 

Analysis. 1 

1Robert Dorfman, Paul SanwJelson and Robert Salow, Linear Pro9ral111ling 
and Economic Analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1958. 
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